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Abstract 

 In this thesis I present three essays on Corporate Finance. Chapter 1 provides an 

introduction to the thesis, Chapter 2 presents “Cash Flow Volatility, The Opportunity Cost of 

Missed Investments, and the Financial Crisis.” This paper examines how firms changed their 

cash holdings in response to the 2008 financial crisis. I find that firms that would be expected to 

lose more borrowing capacity, and those that have more to lose from missed investment 

opportunities increased their cash holdings the most. Chapter 3 presents “The Role of Equity 

Risk in Determining Share Price around Covenant Violations”, which examines the effect of 

covenant violations on equity risk. I find that firms see a significant increase in estimated cost of 

equity in the year leading up to a covenant violation, and a significant decrease in the estimated 

cost of equity in the year following a covenant violation, and that this change in equity risk 

contributes significantly to well-documented changes in share price around a covenant violation. 

Chapter 4 presents “Classifying Innovation: The Influence of Process vs Product Patents on Firm 

Profitability”, which proposes a new textual analysis method of classifying pharmaceutical 

patents as process or product innovations, and uses the time series data this technique generates 

to demonstrate the novel result that the effects of current innovative activity on firm profitability 

is heavily mediated by a firm’s past innovation choices. Chapter 5 concludes the thesis. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
In this thesis, I present three papers on empirical corporate finance, all of which take a 

similar high-level approach. In each, I take a commonly known previous result, confirm that it 

does hold in general in my sample, and then go on to demonstrate that this result does not hold 

equally for all firms, and that the differences are systematic and driven by relevant firm 

characteristics in a way that is consistent with previous literature. In the first paper, “Cash Flow 

Volatility, The Opportunity Cost of Missed Investments And the Financial Crisis”, I examine 

how firms changed their cash holdings in response to the financial crisis. While it is well known 

that many firms increased the amount of cash they were carrying, not all firms did so to the same 

extent. Firms appear to take a tradeoff approach to determining how much to increase their cash 

holdings, balancing the opportunity cost of missed investments against the costs of holding large 

amounts of cash. Firms that are vulnerable to missed investments, and firms that were likely to 

have trouble borrowing in the tighter lending environment that obtained after the crisis tended to 

increase their cash holdings more. Firms that engaged in significant amounts of research tended 

to increase their cash holdings more, reflecting the potentially high costs of even brief 

interruptions to an R&D program. Interestingly, we find evidence that while firms with very high 

cash flow volatility went into the crisis with significant cash stockpiles, they did not respond as 

strongly to the crisis as those with low volatility. These low volatility firms in fact end the crisis 

with approximately the same levels of cash as the high volatility firms, suggesting that the high 

volatility firms already considered themselves to be insured against financial constraints. 

In the second paper, “The Role of Equity Risk in Determining Share Price around 

Covenant Violations”, coauthored with Tashfeen Hussain, I start from the well-known fact that 

firm share prices tend to drop sharply in the year before a covenant violation, and then sharply 
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recover in the year following the violation. While it is well documented that there are changes in 

cash flows that contribute to this change, my paper examines the role that discount rate plays in 

these prices changes. I find that firm cost of equity, in lockstep with share price, rises 

significantly leading up to the violation, and similarly falls after the violation. It appears that 

shareholders notice decreased firm performance, consider it a risk, and price it into their discount 

rate. When the violation occurs, the creditors obtain significant formal and informal control 

rights over the firm. We show that the strength of the recovery in cost of equity is strongly 

correlated with the firm’s dependence on debt financing. Creditors will tend to use these control 

rights to insist on changes that will make the firm a better credit risk, and these changes will tend 

to be seen more positively for firms that are more likely to need to borrow again in the future. 

Additionally, we provide evidence that while accounting and financial ratios commonly 

referenced in covenants do appear to improve after a violation, these improvements are not 

strongly correlated with the reduction in cost of equity most firms see after the violation. 

In my final paper, “Classifying Innovation: The Influence of Process Vs Product Patents 

on Firm Profitability”, I propose a method of classifying patent applications by innovation type. 

This method takes advantage of the fact that the first several sentences of patent application 

abstracts largely consist legal boilerplate language that can frequently be related back to the sort 

of innovation that the patent will cover. Using these regularities, I classify US pharmaceutical 

patents applications as process innovations (innovations that improve the returns of investments 

the firm has already made), or product innovations (innovations that allow for the introduction of 

a new product). While there is previous empirical work on process and product innovation, it has 

been very limited in scope, as it depended on survey data, with all the expense and limitations on 

sample size and time coverage that implies. To demonstrate the usefulness of this method, I 
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reproduce two previous results from the literature using my new classifier: First, I demonstrate 

that firm profitability is increasing in the amount of innovation a firm does, and secondly, I 

demonstrate that firms that engage in process innovation are more profitable than those that do 

not engage in process innovation. Finally, I take advantage of the time series data this novel 

methodology creates to demonstrate the novel result that the effects of current innovative activity 

on firm profitability is heavily mediated by a firm’s past innovation choices. 
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Chapter 2: Cash Flow Volatility, the Opportunity 

Cost of Missed Investments, and the Financial Crisis 
Abstract 

Firm cash holdings increased substantially in the wake of the 2007-2008 financial crisis. Here we 

propose that these changes were not homogenous across firm type and were driven by the loss of 

financial slack caused by the reduction in bank lending following the crisis. We present evidence 

that firm cash holdings, and changes in them brought on by the crisis, were determined by firms 

balancing the opportunity cost of missed investments due to the inability to obtain financing and 

the costs of holding large amounts of cash. Firms with more to lose from missing an investment 

opportunity, and firms with more difficulty borrowing held more cash both before the crisis and 

after. We also examine the speed with which firms increase their cash holdings during the crisis 

and their behaviour in the post-crisis period. There is evidence that some firms that had a strong 

motivation to hoard cash before the crisis may have responded more weakly than other firms, as 

they already had substantial cash holdings that served to insure them against financial constraints 

imposed by tightening lending standards. This paper also briefly examines the possibility that 

large increases in cash holdings by firms with little need for cash before the crisis are driven by 

behavioral factors
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2.1 Introduction 

This paper asks the question: “Did a firm's demand for financial slack, as measured by cash 

flow volatility and vulnerability to missed investment opportunities, determine the degree to which it 

hoarded cash in response to the 2007-2008 financial crisis?” There is a great deal of evidence that firms 

on average greatly increased their cash holdings in the time period around the financial crisis. An 

August 2011 Wall Street Journal story stated that since 2008, corporate cash holdings increased by 

59%1. It is commonly believed that this propensity to hoard cash, even on the part of highly profitable 

firms, was largely due to firms being unsure of both their continued ability to raise external capital and 

wary of future economic downturns reducing demand for their products. In fact, many profitable firms 

effectively disinvested: they substantially reduced their workforce, and demanded more of their 

remaining employees. It is commonly thought that this reluctance to invest and employ workers was 

one of the main factors hindering the economic recovery. In the words of a July 2010 Economist 

article2, "If the private sector continues to save hard even as governments try to borrow less, the risks 

of a double-dip recession rise." Understanding what firm characteristics were associated with this cash 

hoarding behaviour would allow policy makers to more precisely target their efforts on the firms that 

can most easily be induced to open their pocketbooks. To the extent that current or future economic 

crises share characteristics with the 2008 crisis, lessons learned can be applied to these situations as 

well, informing policymakers on where efforts to restart a stalled economy might best be concentrated. 

 This paper proposes that cash levels, much like debt levels, can be thought of as being 

determined by finding a level of cash at which the marginal cost of an additional dollar of cash is equal 

to the marginal gain from an additional dollar of cash.  Holding large amounts of cash has real costs to 

 
1 

http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111904006104576500690012110476.html?mod=googlen

ews_wsj 
2 http://www.economist.com/node/16485673?story_id=16485673 
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a firm, and these costs tend to increase with the amount of cash. As the benefits of holding large 

amounts of cash depend heavily on firm characteristics (particularly the availability of external 

financing, the cost of missed or delayed investments, and the volatility of the firm’s cash flows), 

different kinds of firms will tend to hold different amounts of cash.  As one of the main effects of the 

financial crisis was to decrease the availability of external financing, the preferred level of cash for 

many firms changed dramatically in response to the crisis. The magnitude of this change for a given 

firm was determined by how much their ability to borrow was reduced, and how valuable cash holdings 

were to them. 

While there has been substantial previous work showing that cash flow volatility, availability of 

debt financing and various proxies for the cost of missed investments all strongly influence a firm's 

cash holding decisions, the question of how these factors affect a firm's response to a reduction in the 

availability of external financing has not been examined. We know that average firm cash holdings 

increased substantially in response to the financial crisis, and that certain firm characteristics were 

strongly associated with higher cash holdings in the pre-crisis period. This paper examines how these 

factors affected a firm's cash hoarding behaviour in response to the crisis. 

 As the data set used extends well into the post crisis period, this paper also indirectly examines 

the possibility of long-term changes in the lending environment for certain kinds of firms. While some 

kinds of firms returned to their pre-crisis cash positions, some did not, suggesting that for some firms, 

the lending environment changed in a lasting way.  

Section 2 contains a review of the literature on the topic and discusses the theoretical justification for 

this paper. Section 3 discusses the specific hypotheses to be tested and how cash hoarding is to be 

measured. Section 4 discusses controls and the specifics of how the hypotheses are to be tested, Section 

5 presents univariate results, and section 6 presents multivariate results. Section 7 concludes. 

2.2 Theoretical Motivation 
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2.2.1 Cash Flow Volatility 

 There is a great deal of evidence in the literature that cash flow volatility has a significant and 

negative effect on firm value.  Huang (2009) demonstrated that cash flow volatility is cross-sectionally 

related to lower future returns, and that both firm and industry level cash flow volatility are priced.  A 

2008 paper by Rountree, Weston and Allayannis  demonstrated that cash flow volatility,  proxied by a 

perfect foresight measure, significantly reduces Tobin's Q, and that the negative effects of cash flow 

volatility cannot be mitigated via earnings management. This suggests that the effects of cash flow 

volatility are not driven by accounting considerations. In addition to these direct measurements of the 

negative effects of cash flow volatility, there are many results that suggest high cash flow volatility can 

be costly in more subtle ways. Low cash flow volatility is associated with higher analyst following 

(Lang, Lin, Miller, 2003), a higher number of institutional investors (Badrinath et al, 1989), the ability 

to sustain higher dividend payments (Gordon, 1964), and a reduced probability of triggering debt 

covenants (Beattie et al, 1994). High cash flow volatility is associated with a higher perceived risk of 

default and higher interest rate on debt (Trueman and Titman , 1988), and a higher cost of external 

capital (Minton and Schrand, 1999). 

 It appears that cash flow volatility has such a negative impact on firms because it increases the 

probability that a firm will suffer a shortfall of funds and be unable to invest in positive net present 

value projects if external financing is unavailable or prohibitively expensive. Minton and Schrand 

(1999) provide empirical evidence that high cash flow volatility is associated with lower average 

discretionary investment, and that firms suffering from a cash flow shortage, relative to either their 

industry or their own historical performance tend to reduce their discretionary investment. This effect is 

stronger for firms with high costs of external capital. A reduction in a firm's ability to take advantage of 

future profitable opportunities reduces future returns, and the market's perception of the firm's growth 

potential, as seen in the work of Huang (2009) and Rountree et al. (2008).  Opler et al (1999)  find that 
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successful firms tend to hold more cash than a model based on strict shareholder wealth maximization 

would suggest, and that large changes in a firm's cash position occur in response to operating losses, 

suggesting that these firms may be holding cash to cushion against the possibility of cash shortfalls due 

to operational problems.  

2.2.2 The Cost of Missed Investments 

 While funding shortfalls are costly to all firms, there are certain firms for which they are 

especially dangerous. As one would expect, these are generally the firms that have the most to lose 

from delaying or cancelling investments. The most obvious case is growth firms. Much of a growth 

firm's value is due to the market's expectation of future cash flows, often from projects that have not yet 

been undertaken. If it seems likely that the firm will be unable to find the capital needed to make these 

investments, it will significantly decrease the expected value of the firm's future cash flows, and hence 

the value of the firm.  

In this study, we measure a firm’s lifecycle stage using the technique laid out in Drobetz et al. 

(2016). Essentially, firms are classified as being in the introduction, growth, maturity, shakeout, or 

decline stage by examining the signs of their operational, investment, and financing cash flows. They 

find that this measure correlates well with traditional measures of firm maturity, and that firms in the 

first and last stages tend to hold the most cash. Introduction firms, as the name implies, tend to have 

negative current cash flows, but many potentially profitable investments left to make, suggesting that 

they have a large appetite for capital, but lack a dependable supply. Intuitively, these would also tend to 

be the firms least able to access capital markets. We therefore will use an indicator variable for being in 

the introduction stage as a measure of a firm’s vulnerability to missed investments. If we change our 

definition to firms in the introduction or growth stage, we get similar but less statistically significant 

results. While firms in the decline state will have trouble raising external funds, is it likely because 

their goal is to squeeze whatever profit is available from the firm’s remaining assets, and then 
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efficiently liquidate them. For this reason, they are unlikely to benefit from increased financial slack or 

the investment it allows, and so should not be included with introduction and growth firms. 

 A firm's strategic orientation can also play an important role in their vulnerability to cash 

shortfalls.  This role is highlighted in a 2003 paper by O'Brien discussing the relative importance of 

financial slack to firms pursuing strategies of innovation versus firms competing on cost. Innovative 

firms are much more sensitive to shortfalls of cash flow than cost competitors for two reasons. First, 

smooth R&D spending is vital to the technological progress these firms depend on. Even a brief, 

temporary interruption of funding to a research program can result in significant losses, in terms of 

tangible assets, intellectual property development, and human capital. Additionally, innovative firms 

must be able to act quickly on new opportunities. If a firm does not have significant capital resources 

that they can draw on relatively quickly, they may have to postpone investment in a new product. This 

postponement can mean that by the time they do get their product to market, there are already other 

comparable products available, and the firm will be forced to compete on price, which they are ill 

equipped to do. He et al (2016) find that empirically, as international competition between research-

intensive firms has increased, so has the strength of research-intensive firms’ propensity to hoard cash. 

As the number of potential competitors increases, so will the amount of resources devoted to being first 

to market with an innovation. 

2.2.3 Drivers of Cash Holding 

 The obvious response for a firm with a great deal of downside risk from cash flow volatility, 

whether that risk springs from a high probability of shortfall, or a high expected loss from a shortfall, is 

to maintain a higher degree of financial slack than they would otherwise.  This would allow them to 

finance positive net present value projects as they arise even if they arise during a period of low cash 

flow.  This slack is commonly obtained via larger cash holdings, lower leverage, or lower 

disbursements to shareholders. Im et al. (2017) find that the value of cash to a firm is driven by 
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uncertainty about the firm’s future, and that as uncertainty grows, so do a firm’s cash holdings. They 

additionally find that this effect is stronger for financially constrained firms. 

            In a 2011 paper, DeAngelo, DeAngelo and Whited propose a dynamic capital structure model in 

which firms deliberately but temporarily deviate from their steady state capital structure to take 

advantage of investments as they arise. They demonstrate that firms with highly volatile profitability, a 

high arrival rate of new investment projects, or positively serially correlated investment opportunities 

respond with significantly lower steady state leverage ratios and use this additional debt capacity to 

fund projects when cash is unavailable. In periods of high cash flow, but low investment opportunity, 

these firms will use their excess cash to pay down their debts, freeing up debt capacity for future 

periods of low cash flow. Because this model treats cash as negative debt, it does not offer a great deal 

of insight into firms' cash hoarding behavior, but it does clearly suggest that firms with high cash flow 

volatility or a high opportunity cost of missed investments should carry more financial slack. 

            Opler et al (1999) find evidence supporting a static tradeoff model of cash holdings, in which 

firms with strong growth opportunities, risky cash flows and limited access to capital markets hold 

higher ratios of cash to non-cash assets than comparable firms. Drobetz et al (2016) finds that firm cash 

levels are strongly influenced by the same tradeoff considerations discussed in Opler et al (1999), and 

that a tradeoff theory model of cash holdings does an especially good job of explaining the cash 

holdings of financially constrained firms with many profitable investments available to them. 

            Chay and Suh (2009) provide evidence that cash flow volatility is one of the largest 

determinants of a firm's dividend policy. Firms with high cash flow volatility are significantly less 

likely to pay dividends, and the dividends they do pay tend to be smaller. These firms instead tend to 

disburse free cash flow to shareholders via repurchases. Missing a dividend payment is generally seen 

very negatively by the market, and firms tend to have a significant amount of flexibility in scheduling 

repurchases. Therefore, this preference for repurchases over dividends could easily be interpreted as an 
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effort by high cash flow volatility firms to avoid being committed to making a disbursement to 

shareholders in a low cash flow period, thereby effectively increasing their financial slack. This comes 

at the cost of rendering the firm ineligible for investment by many large institutional investors, such as 

pension funds. 

2.2.4 The Price of Slack 

 While maintaining significant financial slack may greatly reduce the probability that a firm will 

be forced to forgo profitable investment opportunities, maintaining this financial slack can also be 

costly.  A firm that obtains slack by choosing a lower leverage ratio than they would otherwise will 

likely lose a large portion of their tax shield.  Obtaining this slack by holding significant assets as cash 

or highly liquid securities can also be expensive.  Returns on highly liquid securities tend to be 

significantly lower than those on comparable, less liquid investments (Acharya and Petersen, 

2005).  For these reasons, and a number of others, Faulkender and Wang (2006) provide evidence that 

the marginal value of an additional dollar of cash holdings to a firm's shareholders is generally less than 

a dollar, and is decreasing in the level of cash holdings. 

2.2.5 Cash Holdings and the Financial Crisis 

 For the purposes of this research, the two most salient features of the 2007 financial crisis were 

the reduced availability and increased cost of debt financing and the significant increase in corporate 

cash holdings. Ivashina et al (2008) show that the number of new bank loans to large borrowers fell by 

60% from May 2007 to August 2008. Pinkowitz, Stulz and Williamson (2012) find that firms held 

abnormally high levels of cash in the post financial crisis period. 

 This reduction in the availability of external debt financing effectively reduced the debt capacity 

available to a firm. For example, a firm that starts with 50% debt to equity and the ability to go up to 

80% without agreeing to punitive interest rates or overly restrictive covenants might only have the 

ability to lever up to 60% debt to equity during a banking crisis. The firm will have to compensate for 
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this lost borrowing capacity somehow, whether by relying on other sources of financial slack such as 

increased cash holdings, further reducing leverage, or by curtailing discretionary investments in 

response to shortfalls. A firm's optimal response to this loss of slack will be largely determined by the 

costs of other forms of slack, and their vulnerability to cash shortfalls. A firm with low cash flow 

volatility, few investment prospects, and no inexpensive way of increasing slack would be likely to 

make relatively little effort to increase their slack, choosing instead to postpone or cancel discretionary 

investments.  Generating the slack needed to avoid these cancellations would be highly expensive. On 

the other hand, a research-oriented growth firm would likely be willing to pay a great deal to replace 

the slack they lost, as a cash shortfall could seriously damage both their R&D program and their ability 

to grow. Im et al (2017) find that the high-uncertainty firms that are more prone to hoarding cash tend 

to spend significantly more assets on research than low uncertainty firms. Additionally, Chang et al 

(2017) demonstrate that shareholders placed a higher valuation on cash holdings during the 2008 

financial crisis than at other times, and that this effect was stronger for firms that did not normally 

experience financial constraints, and had therefore not prepared for it. 

 As cash holdings are an important source of slack, and firms with free cash flow can 

accumulate cash even if they are unable to secure debt financing, it seems reasonable to think that at 

least some of this increased cash holding is in response to the loss of debt capacity described above. 

This was a common sentiment in the financial press. In a June 2010 Wall Street Journal article3, the 

CEO of a small furniture company described his firm's unusually high cash holdings as "a sort of 

insurance fund to make sure he can buy the raw materials and other inventory he will need to meet 

demand if business picks up." 

 If firms hoarded cash to replace the financial slack lost when banks tightened their lending 

policies, one would expect that it is the firms that have the greatest need for financial slack that hoarded 

 
3 http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748704312104575298652567988246.html 
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the most cash. 

2.3 Dataset and Hypotheses 

 Data for this study was obtained from the CRSP/Compustat Merged Fundamentals database, 

except for information on bond ratings, which was obtained from the Compustat Annual Updates 

database. All tests were done using quarterly data. The dataset covers January 1, 2001 to June 30, 2013.  

While any precise definition of when a financial crisis begins or ends is difficult to justify, if 

one examines the plots of mean or median cash holdings versus time (Figure 1 and Figure 2), it appears 

that firms started increasing their cash holdings in late 2008, and their hoarding had leveled off by the 

start of 2010. With this in mind, for the purposes of this paper, the pre crisis period is defined as 

January 1, 2004 to July 31, 2008, the crisis period is defined as August 1, 2008 to December 31, 2009, 

and the post crisis period is defined as January 1, 2010 to June 30, 2013. Note that the data for some 

variables extends back to January 2001, as some of the variables are constructed using 3 years of 

historical data. The sample includes all non-financial, non-utility firms, as defined by 2 digit SIC codes. 

As usual, these firms are excluded because motivations for holding cash are fundamentally different 

than those of many other firms, due to the nature of their business and/or heavy regulation of their 

industry. Additionally missing values for R&D spending, asset tangibility, financing cash flows and 

spending on dividends and repurchases are assumed to be zero. The resulting sample contains 4,533 

firms, and 83,220 data points, where a data point is quarterly data for a single firm. There are 31,620 

data points in the pre crisis period, 44,198 in the post crisis period, and 12,578 data points in the crisis 

period. 

 To propose hypotheses about how cash flow volatility and the opportunity cost of missed 

investments affect cash hoarding behaviour, we must first decide how to measure cash hoarding. This 

paper uses two different measures of cash hoarding, each of which focuses on a different aspect of 

hoarding behavior. 
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 The first measure, cash level, is simply the value of the firm's holdings of cash scaled by total 

assets. This has been used as a measure of cash holdings in many papers, including Opler et al (1999)  

and Chay and Suh (2009). The second measure, change in cash, is the change in cash holdings from the 

previous period, scaled by total assets. This measure of cash hoarding is useful for two reasons. First, it 

is not affected by previous cash hoarding decisions in the same way that the first measure is. Second, it 

permits the use of cash level as a right hand side variable. The work of Faulkender and Wang suggests 

that existing cash levels should influence hoarding behaviour, as the marginal value of a dollar of cash 

to a firm's shareholders is decreasing in cash level. Among other papers, this measure has been used in 

Opler et al (1999), Faulkender and Wang (2006), and Almedia et al (2004). This variable is only 

examined during the crisis period. 

 There are four hypotheses. The first simply ensures that the variables of interest behave in a 

manner consistent with the previous literature. The second addresses the way these factors affect cash 

levels during the crisis, and the third addresses how these factors affect cash levels during the post 

crisis period.  The fourth addresses the speed with which firms adjust their cash holdings during the 

crisis. These hypotheses will be tested using multiple linear regressions. The exact specifications of 

these regressions, the control variables, and the proxies for cash flow volatility and opportunity cost of 

missed investments are discussed in the next section. 

Hypothesis 1a: In the pre-crisis period, firm cash levels are positively correlated with 

cash flow volatility and the opportunity cost of missed investments.  

Hypothesis 1b: Cash levels are negatively correlated with measures of access to external 

financing over the entire sample. 

Hypothesis 2: During the crisis, the correlation between cash levels, cash flow volatility, 

and opportunity cost of missed investment is significantly more positive than in the pre-

crisis period, and the association between cash levels and measures of access to external 
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financing will be more negative than in the pre crisis period. 

Hypothesis 3: In the post-crisis period, the correlations between cash levels and cash flow 

volatility, opportunity cost of missed investment, and access to external finance will return 

to their pre-crisis levels. 

Hypothesis 4: The rate at which firms increase their cash holding during the crisis will be 

positively correlated with measures of cash flow volatility and opportunity cost of missed 

investment, and negatively correlated with measures of access to external financing. 

 

2.4 Empirical Specifications 

2.4.1 Controls 

 There are many factors other than cash flow volatility, availability of external financing, and the 

opportunity cost of missed investments that one would expect to affect a firm's cash hoarding 

behaviour, and these factors must be controlled for if the tests of the hypotheses described above are to 

be valid. The exact construction of these control variables can be found in Appendix 1. 

 The first factor that needs to be controlled for is industry. It has been widely demonstrated that 

one of the most important determinants of capital structure is the firm's line of business, and it only 

seems reasonable that the same might be true for cash holdings. Additionally, this is a standard control 

in the cash flow and cash flow volatility literature, used in Opler (1999) and Rountree et al (2009). 

 The second factor that needs to be controlled for is a firm's existing cash position and ability to 

generate more cash. A firm that already has substantial cash stockpiles has less of an incentive to hoard 

cash, as it is more likely that they already have enough cash to significantly reduce the probability of 

being caught in a shortfall, and, as Faulkender and Wang demonstrate, the marginal value of cash is 

decreasing in the amount of cash held. The first measure of cash position is simply cash level scaled by 

total assets. This is also one of the dependent variables, so it will only be used as a control variable 
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when the dependent variable is change in cash. The second measure is cash flow from operations, 

scaled by total assets. 

 The third factor that needs to be controlled for is a firm's disbursement policy. As shown in 

Chay and Suh (2009), firms in need of financial slack (as measured by cash flow volatility) seem to 

prefer repurchases to dividends. A firm that chooses to use repurchases instead of dividends will have 

more control over the timing of their disbursements, and will be better able to postpone them in periods 

of low cash flow, effectively increasing their slack. As disbursement policy can be used to adjust a 

firm's effective slack, we must control for it. The first measures of this will be indicator variables for 

the use of dividends and repurchases. The dividend indicator will be set to 1 for a particular firm-date if 

that firm has paid a dividend any time in the past three years, and 0 otherwise. The repurchase indicator 

will be constructed similarly, but for repurchases instead of dividends. Due to the reputational 

consequences of skipping dividend payments, a firm that has previously paid a dividend will be 

extremely reluctant to stop doing so, and would presumably wish to carry more cash so that they can 

continue to pay dividends in periods of low cash flow.  

The second set of measures of disbursement policy is the mean historical dividend payment and 

repurchase per period. A firm that has committed to a larger dividend is going to need to hold more 

cash to avoid having to skip a dividend than a firm with a smaller historical dividend. The final 

measures of disbursement policy are current dividend and repurchase payments as a fraction of total 

assets. A firm is presumably going to have less cash to save in a period where it pays a dividend or 

makes a repurchase. 

 The fifth factor that must be taken into account is financing activity by the firm. It is commonly 

believed that during the crisis firms were raising cash and stockpiling it in case lending standards 

tightened or investors become more risk averse. Campello, Graham and Harvey (2009) document 

instances of firms maxing out their lines of credit for this reason. The measures of this, taken from 
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Dechow et al (2011), are an indicator for security issuance during the period, and net cash flow from 

financing activities, scaled by assets. 

2.4.2 Experimental Variables 

 The factors that will be examined as determinants of a firm`s cash hoarding behavior in 

response to the financial crisis are: cash flow volatility, research expenditure compared to other firms in 

the same industry, the firm’s current lifecycle stage, and access to external financing. For a given date, 

a firm’s cash flow volatility is measured as the standard deviation of its quarterly cash flows from 

operations for the past 3 years, scaled by current total assets. As cash flow volatility appears to be 

relatively stable for firms over the sample period, the results are not significantly changed by using a 

different estimation period. 

 Quarterly research and development expenditure is measured as the firm’s quarterly R&D 

expenditure as a fraction of total assets, divided by the mean industry R&D expenditure as a fraction of 

total assets. Mean industry R&D expenditure was calculated for each 2 digit SIC code, and was 

calculated for the entire sample. As there are many industries in which there are very few firms that 

make any R&D expenditures, recalculating industry R&D every quarter would have resulted in many 

quarters in which the denominator of this measure was either undefined, or calculated based on only a 

handful of data points. As R&D expenditure in a given industry appears to be relatively stable over 

time, this should not seriously affect the results. This quantity is set to zero for all firms industries in 

which no firm in the sample ever records an R&D expenditure. 

 A firm that is an excellent credit risk will be more confident in its ability to borrow money as 

needed, and so will have less incentive to hoard cash. Opler et. al (1999) demonstrate that firms with 

limited access to capital markets tend to hoard more cash, and having good credit certainly improves 

access to capital markets. The proxies that will be used for creditworthiness are debt to assets, credit 

rating, and asset tangibility. A low debt to assets ratio and high asset tangibility should be associated 
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with high creditworthiness, as creditors will be reassured that if the firm goes bankrupt and its assets 

are liquidated, the proceeds will be sufficient to cover the firm's debts. Credit rating captures a rating 

agency's opinion of a firm's ability to repay its debts, and incorporates a great deal of information about 

the firm, including private information about the firm's prospects that may not be available elsewhere. 

2.5 Descriptive Statistics and Univariate Results 

2.5.1 Correlation Matrix 

 The correlation matrix for the dataset is generally in accord with the existing literature on cash 

holdings (Table 1, Panel B). Firms that are less able to count on other sources of financial slack seem to 

hold more cash. Asset-scaled cash holdings are positively correlated with the asset-scaled standard 

deviation of cash flows and not having a bond rating, and negatively correlated with asset-scaled 

PP&E. Firms that make more disbursements tend to carry more cash – cash holdings are positively 

correlated with quarterly dividends and repurchases, and mean historical dividends and repurchases. 

Cash holdings are also positively correlated with high industry-adjusted R&D spending. 

2.5.2 Descriptive Statistics 

 Table 1 provides summary statistics for the important numeric variables used in this study, 

computed for the pre-crisis period, the post-crisis period, and the entire sample. There is a clear 

increase in cash holdings from the pre-crisis period to the post-crisis period. The mean firm held 13.5% 

of its assets as cash before the crisis, and 19.8% of their assets as cash afterwards. Median cash 

holdings similarly increased from 6.6% of assets to 12.1%. This large difference between mean and 

median cash holdings implies that relatively few firms hold a disproportionately large amount of cash.  

 Mean cash flow volatility increased slightly from the pre-crisis period to the post-crisis period, 

which is not unexpected. More surprisingly, average research and development spending increased, 

from 50.1% of industry median, to 71.6%. This could either be the result of a decline in asset values, or 
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an increase in R&D spending. 

 Firm leverage appears to have been relatively unaffected by the crisis. The mean firm went 

from a debt to assets ratio of 0.515 in the pre-crisis period to one of 0.503 in the post crisis period. The 

median was similarly unchanged. The statistics on cash flows from security issuance also suggest that 

firms did not greatly increase leverage in response to the crisis. Mean quarterly cash flows from 

financing activities went from an inflow of 0.18% of assets, to an outflow of 1.2% of assets, suggesting 

that firms were paying out more debt service than they were borrowing, resulting in a slight reduction 

in net debt. 

 The statistics on cash flows to the firms suggest that the negative effects on cash flows of the 

crisis were concentrated among relatively few firms. The median cash flows from operations went from 

2.09% of assets per quarter in the pre-crisis period to 1.96% of assets. However, the mean went from 

1.46% of assets to -1.25%, suggesting that most of the modest reduction in cash flows was due to 

significant operational losses on the part of relatively few firms. 

 Plotting mean and median firm cash level as a percentage of assets against time, it is 

immediately apparent that there was a large change in average cash holdings starting in mid to late 

2008 (Figure 1). Mean cash holdings as a percentage of assets went from 12.9% as of June 2008 to 

20.1% as of June 2009, and the change in the median was of comparable magnitude (Figure 2). Starting 

in January 2010, it appears that there is a downward trend in cash holdings, though they never approach 

pre-crisis levels. There is a sudden and sharp drop in mean (but not median) cash holdings in June 

2012, though as this is the last data point in the sample, it is difficult to interpret this finding.  

Additionally, the mean cash holdings for all firms for the entire pre-crisis period are 

significantly lower than those for the entire post-crisis period - in the pre-crisis period, the mean firm 

held 13.5% of their assets as cash, and in the post-crisis period, they held 19.8% of their assets as cash. 

The median cash holding nearly doubles from 6.6% to 12.1%. (Table 1). While this does certainly 
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suggest that there may have been large and universal changes in cash holdings policy, it does not tell us 

if these changes were homogenous, or varied by firm characteristics. 

These univariate results are mainly useful for getting an overview of the data and ensuring that 

the theories advanced in this paper conform to previous work on cash holdings. For that reason, 

discussion in this section will focus on the first two hypotheses. Much of the discussion of hypotheses 

3 and 4 will be reserved for the multivariate results, which are significantly more informative on this 

subject. 

2.5.3 Cash Flow Volatility and Cash Holdings 

 For the purpose of this analysis, the data set was double sorted by cash flow volatility and time 

period, with data points from the crisis period dropped. Firms with above-median cash flow volatility 

scaled by assets in the pre-crisis period were classified as high volatility, and the rest were classified as 

low volatility firms. This high/low volatility classification stays constant for the entire sample. This 

results in four subgroups: high volatility firms in the pre crisis period, high volatility firms in the post 

crisis period, low volatility firms in the pre crisis period, and low volatility firms in the post crisis 

period. Dividing the sample this way allows us to contrast high and low volatility firms and examine 

how the crisis affects the difference between the two.  

The mean and median cash holdings for high and low volatility firms were plotted for the entire 

dataset. Before the crisis, both the mean and the median high volatility firm hold substantially more 

cash than their low volatility counterparts (Table 2). Both high and low volatility firms substantially 

increase their cash holdings during the crisis period. However, high volatility firms increase their 

average cash holdings much less than low volatility firms do, measured by both mean and median. By 

the end of the crisis period, the median high volatility firm has cash holdings virtually indistinguishable 

from those the median low volatility firm (Figure 3), and the mean high volatility firm has substantially 

less cash than the mean low volatility firm (Figure 4). The mean high volatility firm goes from mean 
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cash holdings of 16.6% to 17.6%, and the median increases from 9% to 11.7%. For low volatility firms, 

the mean increased from 10.2% to 21.1%, and the median increases from 5.2% to 12.3%.  Whether one 

examines mean or median, low volatility firms seem to respond much more strongly to the crisis than 

high volatility firms. After the crisis, the mean low volatility firm holds an additional 11.1% of its 

assets as cash, and the mean high volatility firm only holds an additional 1% of its assets as cash. If one 

examines the median, the gap is smaller but still very much present, with high volatility firms holding 

an additional 2.7% of their assets as cash, and low volatility firms holding an additional 7.1% of their 

assets as cash (Table 2). In view of the previous literature on the effect of cash flow volatility on cash 

hoarding, this is a highly surprising result. 

The noticeable difference between the behavior of mean and median firm cash holdings 

suggests that these results are heavily influenced by extreme results. The median high and low 

volatility firm start with very different cash positions but seem to converge to the same cash position, 

but the mean high and low firms behave very differently. This means that the higher mean cash 

holdings of low volatility firms may be driven by extremely high cash holdings on the part of relatively 

few low volatility firms. To examine this possibility, observations were double sorted on  cash flow 

volatility and whether the data point comes from the pre-crisis period or the post-crisis period (data 

points from the crisis period were omitted from this particular analysis), and histograms of log cash 

holdings were prepared for each subset. While most firms have relatively low cash holdings, there is a 

small subset of firms with extremely high cash holdings – the most cash heavy firms have virtually all 

of their assets as cash. Log cash holdings put the results on a more easily interpreted scale. 

Additionally, the literature strongly suggests that the marginal value of cash holdings decreases in the 

amount of cash held, which suggests that a log or similar transformation of cash holdings would give a 

better picture of the benefits firms derive from these holdings. 

In the pre-crisis period, only 5.5% of low volatility firms are in the rightmost bin (37% or more 
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of their assets as cash), while in the post crisis period, 19.2% of low volatility firms have at least 37% 

of their assets as cash (Figure 5). In contrast, 14.2% of high volatility firms have cash holdings in the 

rightmost bin in the pre-crisis period, and 13.5% have extremely high cash holdings in the post crisis 

period (Figure 5). The histograms for the pre crisis period are in line with what one would expect, 

given the previous literature on the subject and the assumption that firms are rational and seek to 

maximize shareholder value. However, the large increase in the number of low volatility firms with 

extremely high cash holdings, combined with a slight decrease in the number of high volatility, high 

cash firms, is unexpected. All else being equal, low cash flow volatility firms should have less 

incentive to hoard cash than high volatility firms, and given the high marginal cost of holding 

additional cash we would expect to see fewer low volatility firms in this high quantile. 

Together, these unexpected phenomena suggest two possibilities, either or both of which may 

hold. The nearly identical median cash holdings suggest that there is some level of cash holdings that 

leads a firm to see itself as being adequately insured against missed investments due to cash flow 

volatility in the post crisis period, and that this level is relatively unaffected by how volatile the firm’s 

cash flows are. The higher mean post-crisis cash holdings by low volatility firms, and the changes in 

the frequency of very high cash holdings, combined with reasonable prior assumptions about how low 

and high cash flow volatility firms should respond to a decreased availability of external debt funding, 

suggest that there may be a behavioral aspect to firm cash holdings. It could be that firms with high 

volatility were accustomed to the possibility of financial constraints and were able to respond to the 

reduced availability of external financing in a calm, rational manner. Low volatility firms, on the other 

hand, may have panicked and overreacted when faced with this unfamiliar, financially constrained 

environment. The rationality of these extremely high cash holdings by low volatility firms will be 

examined in the multivariate volatility results section. 

These results suggest that Hypothesis 1a may hold for cash flow volatility – it is clear that high 
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volatility firms started with substantially higher mean and median cash holdings.  However, the 

univariate evidence suggests that Hypothesis 2 may not hold for cash flow volatility. The mean (or 

median) high volatility firm does hold substantially more cash than the mean or median low volatility 

firm before the crisis. By the end of the crisis period, the average low volatility firm has caught up to or 

surpassed (depending on how one measures average) the average high volatility firm in terms of cash 

holdings. 

Univariate results on volatility are inconclusive on Hypothesis 3. If Hypothesis 3 holds, one 

would expect that the difference in cash holdings between high and low volatility firms would shrink in 

the post crisis period. Examining the plots comparing average cash holdings for high and low volatility 

firms, it is not obvious that this is the case (Figure 3 and Figure 4). While there is a universal trend 

towards lower cash holdings as the post crisis period goes on, it is not at all clear that the cash positions 

of high and low volatility firms converge as the crisis period recedes into the past. The mean cash 

holdings for high and low volatility firms both decrease, but do not appear to converge towards each 

other until June 2012, the last date in the dataset, supporting Hypothesis 3. Median cash holdings for 

high and low volatility firms seem to diverge in late 2011 – the high volatility firms reduce their cash 

holdings, while low volatility firms increase theirs.  This reduction in cash holdings by high volatility 

firms is what theory would suggest: As lending conditions improve, high volatility firms effectively 

have more financial slack, and therefore less of an incentive to pay the costs of holding large amounts 

of cash.   

2.5.4 Access to External Financing and Cash Holdings 

  In the same manner as in the volatility results, firms were classified as either having an S&P 

bond rating at any point during the sample period or not.  The data points were then double sorted on 

rating status and pre/post crisis time period. The mean and median cash holdings as a fraction of assets 

for the entire sample period were plotted separately for these two subgroups (Figure 6 and Figure 7). 
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While both subgroups do significantly increase their cash holdings over the course of the crisis, the 

effect appears to be much larger on firms without a bond rating. The mean rated firm goes from holding 

7.1% to 9.9% of its assets as cash, and the median goes from 4.0% to 6.8% (Table 2). For unrated 

firms, the mean goes from 17.6% to 25.2% and the median goes from 10.2% to 17.8% (Table 2). In 

terms of both mean and median, the average rated firm responds much more weakly to the crisis than 

the average unrated firm. As the literature would lead one to expect, whether one examines the mean or 

median, the average rated firm goes into the crisis with less cash than the average unrated firm, 

increases their holdings less, and exits the crisis with less cash than unrated firms. In the last quarter in 

the dataset, the mean cash holdings of rated firms sharply increase and the mean cash holdings of 

unrated firms sharply decrease, while there is not the same large change in median cash holdings. 

 As with cash flow volatility, the data points in the sample were double sorted on bond rating 

and pre or post crisis status, and log cash holding histograms were prepared for each subset (Figure 8). 

The results are much as expected. For both rated and unrated firms, the post crisis distribution is 

considerably more negatively skewed – there are more firms with cash holdings in the higher bins. In 

both time periods, rated firms are unlikely to have extremely high levels of cash – in the pre-crisis 

period, only 1.1% of firms were in the rightmost bin, and 2.5% of rated firms are in this bin after the 

crisis. Unrated firms are more likely to have very high cash holdings - their respective percentages of 

firms with at least 37% of their assets as cash are 15.8% and 25.2%. Firms without a bond rating are 

more likely to have extremely high cash levels in both the pre-crisis and post-crisis periods, lending 

support to Hypothesis 1b. 

 The univariate evidence strongly suggests that the first two hypotheses hold for access to 

external financing. Firms with easy access to credit hold substantially less cash than other firms both 

before and after the crisis (Table 2).  Both rated and unrated firms increase their mean and median cash 

holdings substantially during the crisis period, but the increase is much larger for firms without a bond 
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rating (Figure 6 and Figure 7).  

2.5.5 Vulnerability to Missed Investments and Cash Holdings 

 As with bond rating and volatility, the data points in the sample were double sorted by high/low 

R&D spending and pre/post crisis status. It should be noted that the vast majority of firms spend no 

money on research and development. This means that if high R&D firms are defined as those whose 

mean quarterly R&D spending is greater than the industry median over the entire sample, most firms 

are going to be low R&D, and the mean and median low R&D cash holding results are going to be 

nearly identical to those for the entire sample, as only 485 of 4498 firms are considered high R&D.  

 Examining the plots of mean and median cash holdings over time for high and low R&D firms 

(Figure 9 and Figure 10), the first thing that is apparent is that high R&D firms have overwhelmingly 

more cash than low R&D firms in both the pre-crisis period and the post-crisis period. Before the crisis, 

the mean research intensive firm has 27.9% of its assets as cash, and the mean low research firm has 

only 11.7% of its assets as cash. Similarly, after the crisis, the means are 36.1% and 16.0% (Table 2).  

 There are two other observations of note about the cash holdings of the high R&D subset of the 

sample. First, the typical (whether measured by mean or median) cash holdings of the R&D intensive 

firms appear to be highly volatile. While their cash holdings do increase during the crisis period, given 

previous swings in average cash holdings and relatively modest size of this change compared to 

previous changes, it seems premature to definitively state that high R&D firms increased their cash 

holdings in response to the crisis. This might be considered as further evidence for the possibility 

(discussed previously with respect to high cash flow volatility firms) that some classes of firms that had 

good reasons for hoarding cash before the crisis started did not respond very strongly to the new 

financially constrained environment because in some important sense it wasn’t very new to them. 

 These results provide strong support for Hypothesis 1a with respect to R&D expenditure – 

research intensive firms clearly hold more cash compared to other firms in the pre-crisis time period. 
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The results are more inconclusive for the second and third hypotheses. The much larger increase in 

mean and median cash holdings between the pre-crisis and post-crisis periods for research firms 

(approximately 8 percentage points versus approximately 4 percentage points) provides support for the 

second hypothesis. However, given how volatile the average cash holdings of R&D firms appear to be, 

it seems premature to rule of either of the last 2 hypotheses. 

 In the case of the lifecycle-based measure of vulnerability to missed investments, we find that, 

similarly to the R&D measure, the introduction-stage firms hold significantly more cash than other 

firms in all time periods, and increase their cash holdings more between the pre and post crisis periods 

than other firms, whether we examine mean or median. (Figure 11 and Figure 12). By mean, 

introduction-stage firms hold 24% of their assets as cash before the crisis, and 38.1% of their assets as 

cash after the crisis. Firms in other lifecycle stages have respective means of 12.7% and 18.3%. We see 

qualitatively similar results when we look at median cash levels. This provides strong support for 

Hypothesis 1a – the firms we would expect to have higher vulnerability to missed investments clearly 

hold more cash in the pre-crisis period. This also provides some support for Hypothesis 2, and some 

evidence against Hypothesis 3 – cash levels for introduction stage firms appear to increase much more 

sharply than those for other firms, and do not appear to return to pre-crisis levels during the sample 

period. 

2.6 Multivariate Results 

The univariate results suggest that both parts of Hypothesis 1 holds strongly in the pre-crisis 

period: Firms with high cash flow volatility and vulnerability to missed investments carry significantly 

more cash before the crisis, and firms with no bond rating carry more cash through the entire sample 

period.  The results for the second hypothesis (firms with high cash flow volatility or a high 

opportunity cost of missed investments will increase their cash holdings more in response to the crisis) 

is less clear. Depending on the definition of average one uses, low cash flow volatility firms end up 
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with the same amount or more cash than high volatility firms, and it is not clear that high R&D firms 

change their cash position meaningfully in response to the crisis. However, there are many factors that 

can affect a firm’s cash holdings besides the start of a financial crisis, and these factors must be 

controlled for. Multivariate linear regression was used for this purpose.  

2.6.1 Cash Flow Volatility 

 Cash holdings as a fraction of total assets were regressed against cash flow volatility, industry 

adjusted R&D spending, and control variables. For this regression, and all subsequent regressions in 

this study, indicator variables for a firm’s 2 digit SIC code were included as controls for all regressions, 

but the coefficients were omitted from the tables for readability.  

𝑪𝒂𝒔𝒉𝒊,𝒕 = 𝜶 + 𝜷𝟏 × 𝒄𝒐𝒏𝒕𝒓𝒐𝒍𝒔𝒊,𝒕 + 𝜷𝟐 × 𝑪𝒂𝒔𝒉 𝒇𝒍𝒐𝒘 𝒗𝒐𝒍𝒊,𝒕 + 𝒆𝒊,𝒕 − − − −(𝟏) 

When cash flow volatility is regressed against cash flow volatility and controls, (Table 3, Model 2), the 

coefficient is positive and highly significant. It can be interpreted to mean that if the standard deviation 

of a firm’s quarterly cash flows increases by 1% of assets, the firm will on average hold 0.575% more 

of its assets as cash.  

𝑪𝒂𝒔𝒉𝒊,𝒕 = 𝜶 + 𝜷𝟏 × 𝒄𝒐𝒏𝒕𝒓𝒐𝒍𝒔𝒊,𝒕 + 𝜷𝟐 × 𝑪𝒂𝒔𝒉 𝒇𝒍𝒐𝒘 𝒗𝒐𝒍𝒊,𝒕

+ 𝜷𝟑 × 𝑪𝒂𝒔𝒉 𝒇𝒍𝒐𝒘 𝒗𝒐𝒍𝒊,𝒕 × 𝒑𝒓𝒆 − 𝒄𝒓𝒊𝒔𝒊𝒔 𝒊𝒏𝒅𝒊𝒄𝒂𝒕𝒐𝒓𝒕

+ 𝜷𝟑 × 𝑪𝒂𝒔𝒉 𝒇𝒍𝒐𝒘 𝒗𝒐𝒍𝒊,𝒕 × 𝒑𝒐𝒔𝒕 − 𝒄𝒓𝒊𝒔𝒊𝒔 𝒊𝒏𝒅𝒊𝒄𝒂𝒕𝒐𝒓𝒕 + 𝒆𝒊,𝒕 − − − −(𝟐) 

 

 Adding cash flow volatility interacted with indicator variables for being in the pre-crisis or post-

crisis period (Table 3, Model 3), we find that the unconditional coefficient on cash flow volatility is still 

positive and significant, and quite a bit higher than it was in the absence of conditional cash flow 

volatility variables. The coefficients for cash flow volatility specifically in the pre and post-crisis period 

are also highly significant, though they are both negative, with the coefficient for the post-crisis period 

being more negative than the one for the pre-crisis period. These results can be interpreted as follows: 
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During the financial crisis, an increase of 1% in the asset-scaled standard deviation of quarterly cash 

flows means the firm will hold 0.76% more of its assets as cash. In the pre-crisis period, the relevant 

increase is 0.59%, and 0.49% in the post-crisis period. This suggests that while firms with high cash 

flow volatility will always (on average) carry more cash, this effect is much stronger during the 

financial crisis than before or after.   

This evidence suggests that Hypothesis 1a holds strongly with respect to cash flow volatility.  In 

all time periods, cash flow volatility is positively correlated with firm cash holdings. These results also 

provide evidence for Hypotheses 2: The correlation between cash flow volatility and cash holdings is 

stronger during the crisis period than during the pre-crisis period.  There is also evidence that the third 

hypothesis holds. The correlation between volatility and cash holdings in the post-crisis is indeed 

smaller than during the crisis period.  In fact, this correlation is lower in the post-crisis period than the 

pre-crisis period, suggesting the link between cash holdings and volatility is weaker after the crisis than 

before the crisis. This may be due to high volatility firms acting to unload the cash they hoarded during 

the crisis. The chart for median cash flow holdings sorted by volatility supports this finding: The cash 

holdings of high volatility firms have a definite downward trend starting shortly after the end of the 

crisis period. While it will be necessary to make sure there is not some other explanation for this 

phenomenon, it does suggest that the impact of the crisis on lending opportunities for high volatility 

firms may be transient.  If these high volatility firms feel they do not need as much cash on hand as 

they did during the crisis, it is presumably either because they have regained access to some of the 

financial slack they lost during the crisis, or there is something about the post-crisis environment that 

makes it less likely for volatile cash flows to lead to missed investments.  

 One of the most surprising results in this paper is that mean post-crisis cash holdings for low 

volatility firms are higher than those for high volatility firms, while the median cash holdings are very 

similar (See Table 2, also Figure 3 and Figure 4). As high cash flow volatility would be expected to be 
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associated with high demand for financial slack, one would expect, all else being equal, firms with high 

cash flow volatility to have more of an incentive to replace lost slack, and that this would lead them to 

hold more cash than their low volatility counterparts. Thus, it is unusual that, in the post-crisis period, 

median high and low volatility firms look very much alike in their cash holdings, and that the mean low 

volatility firm actually holds more cash. 

 One possible explanation for the higher mean cash holdings for low volatility firms is that a 

relatively small proportion of these firms, unused to operating in financially constrained conditions, 

overreacted and hoarded much more cash than they hand any rational need for. If this explanation does 

not hold, one would expect that there would be systematic differences between low volatility firms that 

hoarded extremely high amounts of cash and low volatility firms that did not – specifically one would 

expect that the high cash, low volatility firms would differ from other low volatility firms in ways that 

would give them a larger incentive to hoard cash, such as not having a bond rating or doing more 

research. 

 To test this hypothesis, all firms with below median pre crisis cash flow volatility were 

classified as either high post crisis cash, or not high post crisis cash. A firm is considered high post 

crisis cash if their average post-crisis cash holdings are 37% of assets or more. Using this classification, 

there are 53 low volatility, high cash firms and 2705 low volatility, low cash firms. For each time 

period in the sample, and for the entire sample, the mean values for important variables were compared 

with t-tests. 

 We find that the high cash, low volatility firms do in fact differ from the low cash, low volatility 

firms in ways that would be expected if the high cash firms were acting rationally. The low volatility 

firms that hold the most cash in the post-crisis period are significantly different from other low 

volatility firms in most ways (Table 4).  In the pre-crisis period, these high cash firms have higher cash 

flow volatility, lower operational cash flow, spend more of their assets on research, and tend to have 
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fewer tangible assets. These results persist through the crisis period. All of these firm characteristics 

tend to increase the probability of missing an investment opportunity due to lack of financing, or to 

increase the cost of a missed investment. While these results cannot completely rule out a behavioural 

component in extreme cash hoarding by low volatility firms, it does suggest that these high cash firms 

may have gone into the crisis with a rational motive to replace the financial slack lost when lending 

standards tightened. 

2.6.2 Access to External Financing 

 If cash hoarding in response to the crisis is driven by the desire to replace the financial slack 

lost due to debt financing being less available or more expensive, the degree to which the crisis impacts 

a firm’s ability to borrow should significantly affect its reaction to the crisis. Firms with an S&P bond 

rating or lots of tangible assets that would presumably make good collateral are likely to be seen by 

potential creditors as better risks than firms that do not have these things, and will likely have their 

borrowing capacity reduced less, and should have less motivation to hoard cash, as they have lost less 

of their debt slack. To test this, quarterly cash holdings as a fraction of assets were regressed against an 

indicator variable for having an S&P bond rating, the proportion of a firm’s assets held as PP&E (as 

these are more likely to be tangible assets that could be sold in a straightforward manner in the event of 

bankruptcy), and control variables. 

 In the same manner as the multivariate analysis for volatility and access to financing, firm cash 

holdings as a fraction of assets were regressed on proxies for ability to borrow, these same proxies 

interacted with indicators for time period (pre crisis or post-crisis), and control variables. In all model 

specifications, firms that did not have a bond rating held significantly more cash in all time periods. 

When the coefficient is estimated for the entire sample, an unrated firm will on average hold 8.3% 

more of its assets as cash than a rated firm (Table 5, Model 4). When the impact of having a bond rating 

is estimated separately for all time periods, we find that unrated firms hold 6.3% more of their assets as 
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cash before the crisis, 7.9% more during the crisis, and 9% more of their assets as cash after the crisis. 

It appears that, as we would expect if cash hoarding around the financial crisis is an attempt to replace 

lost debt slack with cash, firms without a bond rating held more cash before the crisis and responded 

more strongly to the crisis. The fact that unrated firms hold even more cash in the post-crisis period 

than during the crisis suggests that changes to the lending market for less qualified firms during the 

crisis may have persisted, and that these firms have responded by continuing to increase their cash 

holdings in the post-crisis period. Adding additional indicator variables for investment grade firms 

(BBB+ and up) and firms in default (D rating) added no explanatory power to the regression.  

 Firms with highly tangible assets do tend to carry less cash in all time periods. For the entire 

sample, an additional 1% of a firm’s assets held as property, plant or equipment is associated with a 

reduction of 6.1% in assets held as cash (Table 5, Model 2). When the effect is estimated separately for 

all three time periods, a 1% change in tangible assets results in a 5.5% decrease in cash holdings before 

the crisis, a 6.3% decrease during the crisis, and a 7.4% decrease in the post crisis period. These results 

are broadly similar to those found for bond ratings – having poor collateral leads to higher cash 

holdings during the crisis and further increases them in the post-crisis period, suggesting once again 

that the lending market stayed hostile to less promising creditors. 

 These results provide strong support for both Hypothesis 1b and Hypothesis 2 for access to 

external financing.  Cash levels are negatively correlated with asset tangibility and the presence of a 

bond rating in all time periods, and the association is stronger during the crisis than before the crisis. 

Hypothesis 3 does not appear to hold for access to external financing, as there is an even stronger 

correlation between the presence of factors that would reduce a firm’s ability to borrow (lack of a credit 

rating, or little collateral) and firm cash levels in the post crisis period than during the crisis or the pre 

crisis period. 

2.6.3 Vulnerability to Missed Investments 
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 Firm lifecycle stage and industry adjusted R&D spending serve as proxies for a firm’s 

opportunity cost of missed investments. The univariate tests for Hypothesis 1a  suggest that it may hold 

for both measures of vulnerability to missed investments. For Hypothesis 2, the univariate tests are 

inconclusive with regards to R&D, and promising for lifecycle stage.  

 As with volatility, cash holdings were regressed against the measure of vulnerability, control 

variables, and the variable of interest interacted with pre-crisis and post-crisis indicators.  

𝑪𝒂𝒔𝒉𝒊,𝒕 = 𝜶 + 𝜷𝟏 × 𝒄𝒐𝒏𝒕𝒓𝒐𝒍𝒔𝒊,𝒕 + 𝜷𝟐 × 𝑽𝒖𝒍𝒏𝒆𝒓𝒂𝒃𝒊𝒍𝒊𝒕𝒚𝒊,𝒕 + 𝒆𝒊,𝒕 − − − −(𝟑) 

𝑪𝒂𝒔𝒉𝒊,𝒕 = 𝜶 + 𝜷𝟏 × 𝒄𝒐𝒏𝒕𝒓𝒐𝒍𝒔𝒊,𝒕 + 𝜷𝟐 × 𝑽𝒖𝒍𝒏𝒆𝒓𝒂𝒃𝒊𝒍𝒊𝒕𝒚𝒊,𝒕

+ 𝜷𝟑 × 𝑽𝒖𝒍𝒏𝒆𝒓𝒂𝒃𝒊𝒍𝒊𝒕𝒚𝒊,𝒕 × 𝒑𝒓𝒆 − 𝒄𝒓𝒊𝒔𝒊𝒔 𝒊𝒏𝒅𝒊𝒄𝒂𝒕𝒐𝒓𝒕

+ 𝜷𝟑 × 𝑽𝒖𝒍𝒏𝒆𝒓𝒂𝒃𝒊𝒍𝒊𝒕𝒚𝒊,𝒕 × 𝒑𝒐𝒔𝒕 − 𝒄𝒓𝒊𝒔𝒊𝒔 𝒊𝒏𝒅𝒊𝒄𝒂𝒕𝒐𝒓𝒕 + 𝒆𝒊,𝒕 − − − −(𝟒) 

 

In all specifications, R&D expenditure had a positive and significant overall effect on cash holdings. 

Over the entire sample, for every 1% of assets a firm spends per quarter over their industry median, 

they will hold 0.6% more of their assets as cash (Table 6, Model 2). However, much as with the 

volatility results, when the impact of R&D expenditure is estimated separately for the crisis period, the 

pre-crisis period, and the post-crisis period, we find that its effect is strongest during the crisis. During 

the crisis, a 1% increase in industry adjusted quarterly R&D expenditure leads to a 1.4% increase in 

cash holdings. The relevant percentages for the pre and post-crisis periods are 0.3% and 1.1% (Table 6, 

Model 3). These results suggest that R&D expenditure had a much smaller but still significant effect on 

cash holdings in the pre-crisis period, and that cash  hoarding motivated by the desire to maintain R&D 

expenditures has yet to be unwound in the same way that volatility driven hoarding is.  These results 

confirm Hypothesis 1a – high R&D spending is correlated with high cash holdings in the pre-crisis 

period. Hypothesis 2 also appears to hold in some sense for R&D. The correlation between R&D 

expenditure and cash holdings grows stronger during the post crisis period. While this correlation did 
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fall in the post crisis period, it is still much higher than it was in the pre crisis period. This suggest that 

firms that hoarded cash during the crisis to insure against having to suspend their research program are 

still unsure of their ability obtain external financing should the need arise.  The financial crisis may 

have changed the way that creditors evaluate the riskiness of financing research spending, and that the 

crisis may, in some important sense, not really be over yet for research-intensive firms.  

Examining the results for the lifecycle measure of opportunity (Table 6, Models 4 and 5), we 

find that there is strong evidence for Hypothesis 1a – in the unconditional model (Model 4), firms in 

the introduction lifecycle stage hold 9% more of their assets as cash. We see similar results after adding 

time period interaction terms. Adding interaction terms to the model (Model 5), we find that the 

correlation between lifecycle stage and cash holdings is insignificantly stronger during the crisis period, 

but is significantly stronger after the crisis period. As the average cash level for introduction-stage 

firms grows substantially from the pre-crisis period to the post-crisis period, this does provide some 

evidence for Hypothesis 2. As with the R&D results, this result also suggests that Hypothesis 3 does 

not hold.  

2.6.4 Behavior During the Crisis 

 In order to test Hypothesis 4 (firms with a high demand for slack or difficulty accessing external 

capital will increase their cash holdings during the crisis more quickly), the quarter-by-quarter change 

in cash holdings divided by total assets (henceforth referred to as delta cash)  was regressed against the 

variable of interest and control variables (Table 7). Variables of interest include, cash flow volatility, 

R&D expenditure, percent tangible assets, and an indicator for having an S&P bond rating. 

𝑫𝒆𝒍𝒕𝒂 𝒄𝒂𝒔𝒉𝒊,𝒕 = 𝜶 + 𝜷𝟏 × 𝒄𝒐𝒏𝒕𝒓𝒐𝒍𝒔𝒊,𝒕 + 𝜷𝟐 × 𝑽𝒂𝒓𝒊𝒂𝒃𝒍𝒆 𝒐𝒇 𝒊𝒏𝒕𝒆𝒓𝒆𝒔𝒕𝒊,𝒕 + 𝒆𝒊,𝒕 − − − −(𝟓) 

 Firms with highly tangible assets tended to have a larger delta cash – each additional percentage 

point of a firm’s total assets held as PP&E led to an increase of 0.33 percentage points in the proportion 

of assets held as cash each quarter. Firms that held a large amount of cash also tended to have higher 
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average delta cash – each additional percentage point of assets held in cash was associated with an 

average 6.1% increase in cash holdings per quarter. 

 The results for cash flow volatility, the indicator for unrated status, and industry-adjusted R&D 

expenditure are more surprising. All of these factors are associated with reduced delta cash. A 1% 

increase in the standard deviation of cash flows scaled by total assets is associated with a 4.5% 

decrease in delta cash. Not having a bond rating is associated with a 5.7% decrease in delta cash, and a 

1% increase in the proportion of assets spent on R&D over the industry average leads to a 0.06% 

decrease in delta cash. The previously reported regression results clearly suggest that these factors all 

led to increased cash holdings during, and in some cases after, the crisis. However, if one examines the 

plots of mean and median cash holdings for low volatility and low research firms, these are consistent 

with what is seen here. The slope of the cash holdings line during the crisis is clearly steeper for both of 

these subsets than their high volatility and research intensive counterparts, which is what the negative 

coefficient for cash flow volatility and R&D spending would suggest. These firms had little cause to 

hoard cash before the crisis, and moved quickly to catch up with firms that started the crisis with 

substantial amounts of cash in hand. This lends credence to the idea that some firms with a strong 

incentive to hoard cash did not respond to the crisis because they were already ready in some sense.  

This preparation may have been psychological (firms that were used to not relying heavily on debt 

capacity for financial slack were less likely to panic when debt slack disappeared), or financial (these 

firms already had enough cash on hand that they were largely insulated from the effect of the crisis on 

the debt market).  While the results for extreme cash hoarding suggest there may be a rational element 

to this hoarding behaviour by previously low slack demand firms, they cannot rule out the possibility of 

a behavioural element.  

 To determine if these results were the result of outliers, these delta cash regressions were 

performed with the highest and lowest 5% of changes in cash position dropped from the sample. Under 
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this specification, R&D expenditure is no longer significant. High cash flow volatility and not having a 

bond rating are still associated with smaller quarterly increases in cash holdings as a fraction of assets.  

 These results suggest that Hypothesis 4 may not hold. Firms with a strong motive to hoard cash 

due to cash flow volatility, significant research investments, or difficulty borrowing did not seem to 

increase their cash holdings more quickly during the crisis period. Instead, it appears that firms with a 

high opportunity cost of missed investments may have responded less strongly during the crisis period 

because they were already prepared for an environment where they could not rely on debt financing to 

fund future projects.  

2.7 Conclusion 

 The 2007-2008 financial crisis brought both tighter credit markets and a significant increase in 

corporate cash holdings, and there is reason to believe a large portion of this cash hoarding behaviour 

was an attempt to replace the financial slack that firms lost with the contraction of the credit market. 

How eager they were to replace this lost slack appears to be heavily influenced by their access to 

capital, their cash flow volatility, and how much they spend on R&D compared to other firms in the 

same industry. 

 Firms likely to have less access to credit (those without an S&P bond rating, and those with few 

tangible assets) held more cash than more creditworthy firms, both before and after the crisis. In a 

credit crunch, it is likely that these firms would be the most adversely affected by a flight to quality on 

the part of the banks, reducing their ability to borrow and inducing them to hoard cash to enable them 

to take advantage of investment opportunities as they arise. It appears that regression results suggest 

hoarding driven by poor access to debt financing did not decline after the worst of the crisis was over. 

This suggests that, at least for less creditworthy firms, the changes in the lending environment may be 

permanent, and that cash holding policies for these firms may have changed in a lasting way. 

 Research-intensive firms, and firms early in their lifecycle, both of whom have much to lose 
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from missed investments, held a great deal more cash than other firms, both before and after the crisis. 

Regression results suggest that the effect of high research spending on cash holdings was strongest 

during the height of the crisis, and stronger in the post-crisis period than the pre-crisis period. As these 

firms were presumably hoarding cash to ensure that they do not suffer the large losses that can come 

from suspending research even temporarily, or postponing crucial early investments, it appears that 

while the crisis extended at least into 2012 for these firms, their ability to raise funds for research was 

greater at that time than it was in 2008. 

 The effect of volatility on cash hoarding is more complicated. Before the crisis, highly volatile 

firms held substantially more cash by any measure. As the crisis mounted, both high and low volatility 

firms increased their cash holdings, though low volatility firms did so more aggressively. This resulted 

in the median high and low volatility firm having virtually the same cash holdings in the post-crisis 

period, and the mean low volatility firm actually carrying substantially more cash than the mean high 

volatility firm. The possibility that this extreme cash hoarding by low volatility firms was driven by 

behavioural considerations was considered, and while it cannot be entirely ruled out, low volatility 

firms with extremely high cash levels do appear to be significantly different from other low volatility 

firms in ways that would incline them to carry substantially more cash. Regression results, however, 

suggest that high cash flow volatility is strongly associated with higher cash holdings during the crisis. 

The effect of cash flow volatility on cash holdings is actually weaker after the crisis than before the 

crisis, suggesting that firms are unwinding cash positions that they took to insure themselves against 

volatility during the crisis.  

This paper may be of some use to policy makers during future financial crises. As one of the largest 

obstacles to an economic recovery is the unwillingness of firms to invest their hoarded cash, knowing 

which firms are most likely to engage in hoarding behavior and why will allow policy makers to more 

finely and effectively target their interventions. 
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Table 1, Panel A. Summary Statistics.  

This table reports the mean and median for variables of interest for the pre-crisis period, the post-crisis period, and the entire sample period.  
 

 Pre-crisis Period  Post-crisis Period  Whole Sample  

 Mean Median Mean Median Mean Median 

Cash level 0.1346 0.06621 0.1984 0.1207 0.17095 0.09573 

Quarter on quarter 

change in cash 

-0.0008423 0.0001957 -0.003704 0 0.000059 -0.002482 

STDEV of last 3 years 

cashflows, asset scaled 

0.0226 0.03334 0.04397 0.02565 0.0388534 0.0241881 

Industry scaled R&D 

expense 

0.5067 0 0.7164 0 0.632 0 

Debt to assets 0.5152 0.5099 0.5031 0.4838 0.51152 0.4964 

PP&E, asset scaled 0.4235 0.2851 0.4146 0.2497 0.4145 0.2564 

Dividend payments 

scaled by assets 

0.0007297 0 0.0004472 

 

0 0.0005538 0 

Share repurchases 

scaled by assets 

0.0007297 0 0.0004472 0 0.0005538 0 

Cash flow from 

operations, asset 

scaled 

0.01463 0.02087 -0.01258 0.0196 0.00155 0.02038 

Financing cash flow, 

asset scaled 

0.00189 -0.001632 -0.0118 -0.002238 -0.00546 -0.00211 

Mean dividend last 3 

years, asset scaled 

0.0007719 0 0.0005783 0 0.0006372 0 

Mean repurchase, last 

3 years, asset scaled 

0.0001391 0 0004038 0 0.0003137 0 
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Table 1, Panel B. Correlation Matrix. 

 
Cash 

level 
Volatility 

Scaled 

R&D 

Debt to 

Assets 

Asset 

Tangibility 

Scaled 

operational 

cash flows 

Scaled 

financing 

cash 

flows 

Mean 

scaled 

historical 

dividend 

Mean 

scaled 

historical 

repurchase 

Lacks 

bond 

rating 

Cash level 1 -0.051 0.120 -0.184 -0.322 0.419 0.019 0.046 0.032 
0.327 

Volatility -0.051 1 0.002 0.041 0.006 -0.035 0.002 0.005 -0.002 
-0.187 

Scaled 

R&D 
0.120 0.002 1 0.008 -0.053 0.027 -0.005 0.018 0.006 

0.048 

Debt to 

Assets 
-0.184 0.041 0.008 1 0.092 -0.053 0.179 0.340 0.026 

-0.224 

Asset 

Tangibility 
-0.322 0.006 -0.053 0.092 1 -0.294 -0.003 -0.011 -0.026 

-0.127 

Scaled 

operational 

cash flows 

0.419 -0.035 0.027 -0.053 -0.294 1 0.008 0.025 0.004 
0.162 

Scaled 

financing 

cash flows 

0.019 0.002 -0.005 0.179 -0.003 0.008 1 0.406 0.003 

-

0.0002 

Mean 

scaled 

historical 

dividend 

0.046 0.005 0.018 0.340 -0.011 0.025 0.406 1 0.001 
0.026 

Mean 

scaled 

historical 

repurchase 

0.032 -0.002 0.006 0.026 -0.026 0.004 0.003 0.001 1 
0.021 

Lacks 

bond 

rating 

0.327 -0.187 0.048 -0.224 -0.127 0.162 -0.0002 0.026 0.021 
1 
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Table 2. Mean and median cash holdings as a fraction of total assets for firms with above and below median characteristics in the 

pre and post crisis periods. 

A firm counts as above median for a given characteristic if in the pre-crisis period, the mean value of this characteristic is above the 

median for all firms in the pre-crisis period. A firm is defined as below median for a given characteristic if it is not above median for that 

characteristic. Firms with an S&P credit rating are considered low quantile, firms without an S&P credit rating are considered high 

quantile. Firms in the introduction stage are considered low quantile, while firms in other lifecycle stages are considered high quantile. 

Datapoints from the crisis period are not included in this table. Differences between pre and post crisis cash holdings and between above 

and below median firm cash holdings are also provided.  Significance levels for a two-sided t-test are also provided. “***” implies the 

sample means are significantly different at a 1% level, “**” denotes significance at a 5% level, and “*” denotes significance at a 10% 

level. 

 

 Pre-

Crisis 

Period 

 Post-

Crisis 

Period 

 Difference 

between 

above and 

below 

median 

 Postcrisis 

minus 

Precrisis 

 

 Above 

median 

Below 

median 

Above 

median 

Below 

median 

Pre-crisis Post-

crisis 

Above 

median 

Below 

median 

Cash flow 

volatility 

(mean) 

0.166 0.102 0.176 0.211 0.062*** -

0.094*** 

.010*** 

 

.111*** 

Cash flow 

volatility 

(median) 

0.090 0.052 0.117 

 

0.123 -0.038 

 

0.006 0.027 .071 

 

Has S&P 

rating 

(mean) 

0.176 

 

0.071 

 

0.252 0.099 -0.105*** 

 

-

0.153*** 

0.076*** 

 

0.028*** 

Has S&P 

rating 

(median) 

0.102 

 

0.040 

  

0.178 0.068 

 

0.062 0.110 0.076 

 

0.028 

Industry-

adjusted 

R&D 

expenditure 

(mean) 

0.279 

 

0.117 0.361 0.160 

 

0.162*** 0.201*** 0.082*** 0.043*** 

  

Industry-

adjusted 

R&D 

expenditure 

(median) 

0.221 0.057 0.302 0.097 

 

-0.164 

 

-0.205 0.081 0.040 

Firm 

lifecycle 

stage 

(mean) 

0.126 0.236 0.159 0.318 -0.110*** -

0.159*** 

0.033*** 0.082*** 
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Table 3. Asset-scaled cash level regressed on volatility and control variables. 

Also included were indicator variables for 2 digit SIC industry, but coefficients were omitted for space and clarity. “***” indicates a 

coefficient is significant at a 1% level, “**” indicates that it is significant at a 5% level, and “*” indicates that it is significant at a 10% 

level. Standard errors are in parentheses under the coefficients. 

 
Dependent variable: Cash level Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 

  Estimate Estimate Estimate 

(Intercept) 0.255*** 

(0.004) 

0.230*** 

(0.004) 

0.220*** 

(0.004) 

Debt to assets -0.078*** 

(0.0001) 

-0.079*** 

(0.0001) 

-0.080*** 

(0.0001) 

Dividends 0.484*** 

(0.001) 

0.476*** 

(0.001) 

0.476*** 

(0.001) 

Financing cash flow 0.002*** 

(0.001) 

0.002*** 

(0.001) 

0.003*** 

(0.001) 

Paid dividends in past -0.011*** 

(0.063) 

-0.018*** 

(0.062) 

-0.012*** 

(0.062) 

Mean historical dividend 1.091*** 

(0.001) 

0.999*** 

(0.001) 

0.973*** 

(0.001) 

Made repurchases in past -0.024*** 

(0.001) 

-0.016*** 

(0.001) 

-0.025*** 

(0.001) 

Mean historical repurchase 1.176*** 

(0.097) 

1.100*** 

(0.095) 

1.091*** 

(0.095) 

Is post crisis   0.025*** 

(0.002) 

Is pre crisis   -0.022*** 

(0.002) 

Issued securities this quarter -0.032*** 

(0.076) 

-0.027*** 

(0.075) 

-0.021*** 

(0.075) 

Operational cash flow -0.005*** 

(0.001) 

-0.003*** 

(0.001) 

-0.003*** 

(0.001) 

Asset scaled SD of cash flow  0.575*** 

(0.009) 

0.764*** 

(0.034) 

Asset scaled SD of cash flow x is post crisis   -0.277*** 

(0.036) 

Asset scaled SD of cash flow x is pre crisis   -0.172*** 

(0.040) 

Observations 103,897 103,897 103,897 

Adjusted R2 0.267 0.293 0.299 
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Table 4: Summary stats for low volatility, high cash firms versus low volatility, low cash firms. 

High cash firms have more than 37% of their assets as cash in the post crisis period.  Significance levels for a two-sided t-test for the difference in means between high and low cash firms 

are also provided. “***” implies the sample means are significantly different at a 1% level, “**” denotes significance at a 5% level, and “*” denotes significance at a 10% level 

  Pre-

Crisis 

Period 

    Crisis 

Period 

    Post-

Crisis 

Period 

    

  High 

cash 

firms 

Low 

cash 

firms 

Difference High 

cash 

firms 

Low 

cash 

firms 

Difference High cash 

firms 

Low 

cash 

firms 

Difference 

Mean cash level 0.419 0.091 0.328*** 0.441 0.088 0.353*** 0.479 0.192 0.287*** 

Mean change in cash 0.007 0.001 0.006*** -0.004 0 -0.004 -0.007 -0.005 -0.002 

Mean SD of cash flow 0.016 0.015 0.001*** 0.015 0.015 0 0.032 0.039 -0.007*** 

Mean industry-scaled R&D 0.678 0.327 0.351*** 0.761 0.451 0.31*** 0.786 0.758 0.028 

Mean debt to assets 0.297 0.545 -0.248*** 0.4 0.549 -0.149*** 0.429 0.525 -0.096*** 

Mean PP&E 0.143 0.495 -0.352*** 0.171 0.495 -0.324*** 0.195 0.415 -0.22*** 

Mean operational cash flow 0.015 0.022 -0.007*** 0.014 0.024 -0.01*** -0.014 -0.011 -0.003 

Mean cash flow 0.015 0.022 -0.007*** 0.014 0.024 -0.01*** -0.014 -0.011 -0.003 

Mean financing cash flow 0.002 -0.002 0.004 -0.01 -0.003 -0.007 -0.018 -0.003 -0.015** 
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Table 5: Asset-scaled cash level regressed on financing and control variables.  

Also included were indicator variables for 2 digit SIC industry, but coefficients were omitted for space and clarity. “***” 

indicates a coefficient is significant at a 1% level, “**” indicates that it is significant at a 5% level, and “*” indicates that it is 

significant at a 10% level. Standard errors are in parentheses under the coefficients. 

 

  

Dependent 

variable: Cash 

level 

Model 3.1 Model 3.2 Model 3.3 Model 3.4 Model 3.5 Model 3.6 Model 3.7 

  Estimate Estimate Estimate Estimate Estimate Estimate Estimate 

(Intercept) 0.255*** 

(0.004) 

0.286*** 

(0.004) 

0.282*** 

(0.004) 

0.176*** 

(0.004) 

0.170*** 

(0.004) 

0.207*** 

(0.004) 

0.202*** 

(0.004) 

Debt to assets -0.078*** 

(0.001) 

-0.074*** 

(0.001) 

-0.075*** 

(0.001) 

-0.060*** 

(0.001) 

-0.061*** 

(0.001) 

-0.057*** 

(0.001) 

-0.058*** 

(0.001) 

Dividends 0.484*** 

(0.063) 

0.459*** 

(0.062) 

0.462*** 

(0.062) 

0.418*** 

(0.062) 

0.430*** 

(0.062) 

0.396*** 

(0.061) 

0.410*** 

(0.061) 

Financing CF 0.002*** 

(0.001) 

0.002*** 

(0.001) 

0.002*** 

(0.001) 

0.002*** 

(0.001) 

0.002*** 

(0.001) 

0.002*** 

(0.001) 

0.002*** 

(0.001) 

Paid dividends 

in past 

-0.011*** 

(0.001) 

-0.012*** 

(0.001) 

-0.007*** 

(0.001) 

-0.008*** 

(0.001) 

-0.004*** 

(0.001) 

-0.010*** 

(0.001) 

-0.005*** 

(0.001) 

Mean historical 

dividend 

1.091*** 

(0.076) 

1.062*** 

(0.076) 

1.045*** 

(0.075) 

0.948*** 

(0.075) 

0.947*** 

(0.075) 

0.925*** 

(0.074) 

0.925*** 

(0.074) 

Made 

repurchases in 

past 

-0.024*** 

(0.001) 

-0.023*** 

(0.001) 

-0.033*** 

(0.001) 

-0.008*** 

(0.001) 

-0.017*** 

(0.001) 

-0.007*** 

(0.001) 

-0.016*** 

(0.001) 

Mean historical 

repurchase 

1.176*** 

(0.097) 

1.139*** 

(0.096) 

1.115*** 

(0.095) 

0.984*** 

(0.095) 

0.958*** 

(0.095) 

0.954*** 

(0.094) 

0.922*** 

(0.094) 

Is post crisis   0.025*** 

(0.002) 

 0.012*** 

(0.003) 

 0.018*** 

(0.003) 

Is pre crisis   -0.039*** 

(0.003) 

 -0.014*** 

(0.003) 

 -0.023*** 

(0.004) 

Is unrated    0.083*** 

(0.001) 

0.083*** 

(0.004) 

0.080*** 

(0.001) 

0.079*** 

(0.001) 

Is unrated x is 

post crisis 

    0.012** 

(0.004) 

 0.011*** 

(0.004) 

Is unrated x is 

pre crisis 

    -0.020*** 

(0.004) 

 -0.016*** 

(0.004) 

Issued securities 

this quarter 

-0.032*** 

(0.001) 

-0.033*** 

(0.001) 

-0.026*** 

(0.001) 

-0.022*** 

(0.001) 

-0.016*** 

(0.001) 

-0.024*** 

(0.001) 

-0.018*** 

(0.001) 

Operational 

cash flow 

-0.005*** 

(0.0001) 

-0.005*** 

(0.0001) 

-0.004*** 

(0.0001) 

-0.004*** 

(0.0001) 

-0.004*** 

(0.0001) 

-0.004*** 

(0.0001) 

-0.003*** 

(0.0001) 

PP&E  -0.061*** 

(0.001) 

-0.063*** 

(0.004) 

  -0.057*** 

(0.001) 

-0.059*** 

(0.004) 

PP&E x is post 

crisis 

  -0.011*** 

(0.004) 

   -0.009*** 

(0.004) 

PP&E x is pre 

crisis 

  0.018*** 

(0.004) 

   0.015*** 

(0.004) 

Observations 103,897 103,897 103,897 103,897 103,897 103,897 103,897 

Adjusted R2 0.267 0.281 0.289 0.293 0.299 0.305 0.312 
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Table 6. Asset-scaled cash level regressed on growth potential and control variables.  

Also included were indicator variables for 2 digit SIC industry, but coefficients were omitted for space and clarity. “***” 

indicates a coefficient is significant at a 1% level, “**” indicates that it is significant at a 5% level, and “*” indicates that it is 

significant at a 10% level. Standard errors are in parentheses under the coefficients. 

Dependent variable: Cash 

level 

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 

  Estimate Estimate Estimate Estimate Estimate 

(Intercept) 0.255*** 0.252*** 0.244*** 0.219*** 0.245*** 
 

(0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004) 

Debt to assets -0.078*** -0.079*** -0.081*** -0.085*** -0.086*** 
 

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) 

Dividends 0.484*** 0.453*** 0.436*** 0.402*** 0.414*** 
 

(0.063) (0.063) (0.062) (0.065) (0.065) 

Financing cash flow 0.002*** 0.002*** 0.002*** 0.002*** 0.002*** 
 

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) 

Paid dividends in past -0.011*** -0.011*** -0.005*** -0.021*** -0.016*** 

 
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) 

Mean historical dividend 1.091*** 0.997*** 0.953*** 1.011*** 1.012*** 

 
(0.076) (0.076) (0.075) (0.079) (0.078) 

Made repurchases in past -0.024*** -0.024*** -0.034*** -0.015*** -0.023*** 

 
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) 

Mean historical repurchase 1.176*** 1.156*** 1.126*** 1.181*** 1.170*** 

 
(0.097) (0.096) (0.096) (0.100) (0.103) 

Industry-scaled R&D   0.006*** 0.014***     

  
(0.000) (0.000)     

Industry-scaled R&D x is 

post crisis 

    -0.003***     

   
(0.000) 

 
  

Industry-scaled R&D x is 

pre crisis 

    -0.011***     

   
(0.000) 

 
  

Is post crisis     0.020***   0.032*** 
   

(0.002) 
 

(0.002) 

Is pre crisis     -0.024***   -0.002 
   

(0.002) 
 

0.002  

Issued securities this 

quarter 

-0.032*** -0.032*** -0.025*** -0.029*** -0.024*** 

 
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) 
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Intro stage       0.090*** 0.066*** 
    

(0.001) (0.007) 

Intro stage x is post crisis         0.032*** 
     

(0.007) 

Intro stage x is pre crisis         0.002 
     

(0.008) 

Operational CF -0.005*** -0.004*** -0.004*** -0.004*** -0.004 
 

(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.001) 

Observations 103,897 103,897 103,897 101,779 101,779 

Adjusted R2 0.267 0.293 0.299 0.278 0.285 
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Table 7: Asset-scaled change in cash since previous quarter regressed on financing, growth potential, volatility and control 

variables.  

Also included were indicator variables for 2 digit SIC industry, but coefficients were omitted for space and clarity. This 

regression only includes data from the crisis period.  “***” indicates a coefficient is significant at a 1% level, “**” indicates that 

it is significant at a 5% level, and “*” indicates that it is significant at a 10% level. Standard errors are in parentheses under the 

coefficients. 

 

 

Dependent variable: Change in cash Model 5.1 Model 5.2 Model 5.3 Model 5.4 Model 5.5 

  Estimate Estimate Estimate Estimate Estimate 

(Intercept) -0.016*** 

(0.005) 

-0.015*** 

(0.005) 

-0.011*** 

(0.006) 

-0.015*** 

(0.006) 

-0.011*** 

(0.006) 

Cash level 0.054*** 

(0.005) 

0.057*** 

(0.005) 

0.058*** 

(0.005) 

0.055*** 

(0.006) 

0.061*** 

(0.006) 

Debt to assets -0.001 

(0.003) 

0.000 

(0.003) 

-0.004*** 

(0.001) 

0.000 

(0.004) 

-0.003 

(0.004) 

Dividends 0.823*** 

(0.149) 

0.827*** 

(0.149) 

0.828*** 

(0.149) 

0.819*** 

(0.154) 

0.826*** 

(0.154) 

Financing CF 0.041*** 

(0.006) 

0.039*** 

(0.006) 

0.041*** 

(0.006) 

0.049*** 

(0.006) 

0.048*** 

(0.006) 

Paid dividends in past -0.002* 

(0.001) 

-0.002 

(0.002) 

-0.002* 

(0.001) 

-0.002** 

(0.001) 

-0.002* 

(0.001) 

Mean historical dividend -1.696*** 

(0.285) 

-1.683*** 

(0.285) 

-1.666*** 

(0.286) 

-1.665*** 

(0.299) 

-1.627*** 

(0.300) 

Made repurchases in past 0.002** 

(0.001) 

0.002 

(0.002) 

0.001 

(0.002) 

0.002* 

(0.001) 

0.001 

(0.002) 

Mean historical repurchase -3.938*** 

(0.773) 

-3.848*** 

(0.774) 

-3.794*** 

(0.776) 

-3.892*** 

(0.795) 

-3.691*** 

(0.798) 

Industry-scaled R&D    -0.001*** 

(0.0003) 

-0.001*** 

(0.0003) 

Is unrated   -0.007*** 

(0.002) 

 -0.006*** 

(0.002) 

Issued securities this quarter 0.011*** 

(0.002) 

0.011*** 

(0.002) 

0.010*** 

(0.002) 

0.011*** 

(0.002) 

0.010*** 

(0.002) 

Operational CF 0.000 

(0.001) 

0.001 

(0.001) 

0.000 

(0.001) 

0.012*** 

(0.001) 

0.012*** 

(0.001) 

Asset-scaled SD of cash flows  -0.053*** 

(0.015) 

  -0.045*** 

(0.016) 

PP&E   0.003*** 

(0.001) 

 0.003*** 

(0.001) 

Observations 8,336 8,336 8,336 7,664 7,664 

Adjusted R2 0.113 0.114 0.114 0.120 0.122 
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Figure 1. Quarterly equally weighted mean of cash and cash equivalents scaled by total assets, 2004 to 2013. 

 The vertical red lines represent the start and end of the crisis period 

 

 

Figure 2. Quarterly median value of cash and cash equivalents scaled by total assets, 2004 to 2013.  

The vertical red lines represent the start and end of the crisis period. 
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Figure 3. Quarterly median of cash and cash equivalents scaled by total assets, 2004 to 2013. 

 The vertical red lines represent the start and end of the crisis period. The black plot is for all firms, the green plot is high cash 

flow volatility firms, and the red plot is low cash flow volatility firms. A firm counts as high cash flow volatility if in the pre-

crisis period, its cash flow volatility (defines as standard deviation of quarterly operational cash flow scaled by mean total assets 

over the same period) is above the median for all firms in the pre-crisis period. A firm is defined as low cash flow-volatility if it is 

not high cash flow volatility 
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Figure 4. Quarterly equally weighted mean of cash and cash equivalents scaled by total assets, 2004 to 2013.  

The vertical red lines represent the start and end of the crisis period. The black plot is for all firms, the green plot is high cash 

flow volatility firms, and the red plot is low cash flow volatility firms. A firm counts as high cash flow volatility if in the pre-

crisis period, its cash flow volatility (defines as standard deviation of quarterly operational cash flow scaled by mean total assets 

over the same period) is above the median for all firms in the pre-crisis period. A firm is defined as low cash flow-volatility if it is 

not high cash flow volatility.  
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Figure 5. Histograms of log cash holdings as a fraction of assets, double sorted by pre-crisis/post-crisis and high/low 

volatility. 

A firm counts as high cash flow volatility if in the pre-crisis period, its cash flow volatility (defines as standard deviation of 

quarterly operational cash flow scaled by mean total assets over the same period) is above the median for all firms in the pre-

crisis period. A firm is defined as low cash flow-volatility if it is not high cash flow volatility. Each data point is one firm/quarter 

combination. Data points from the crisis period are not included in this figure. 
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Figure 6. Quarterly equally weighted mean of cash and cash equivalents scaled by total assets, 2004 to 2013.The vertical red 

lines represent the start and end of the crisis period. The black plot is for all firms, the red plot is for firms that have an S&P bond 

rating, and the green plot is for firms that do not have a bond rating. 

 

Figure 7. Quarterly median of cash and cash equivalents scaled by total assets, 2004 to 2013. The vertical red lines represent 

the start and end of the crisis period. The black plot is for all firms, the red plot is for firms that have an S&P bond rating, and the 

green plot is for firms that do not have a bond rating. 
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Figure 8. Histograms of log cash holdings as a fraction of assets, double sorted by pre-crisis/post-crisis and rated/unrated.  

A firm is considred rated if they have an S&P long term bond rating at any point in the sample. Each datapoint is one firm/quarter 

combination. Datapoints from the crisis period are not included in this figure. 
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Figure 9. Quarterly equally weighted mean of cash and cash equivalents scaled by total assets, 2004 to 2013. 

The vertical red lines represent the start and end of the crisis period. The black plot is for all firms, the red plot is for low R&D 

firms, and the green plot is for high R&D firms.  A firm is considered a high R&D firm if its mean R&D spending as a fraction of 

assets in the pre-crisis period is higher than the mean R&D spending as a fraction of assets for its industry (as defined by 2 digit 

SIC codes) in the pre-crisis period. A firm is considered low R&D if it is not high R&D. 
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Figure 10.  Quarterly median of cash and cash equivalents scaled by total assets, 2004 to 2013.  

The vertical red lines represent the start and end of the crisis period. The black plot is for all firms, the red plot is for low R&D 

firms, and the green plot is for high R&D firms.  A firm is considered a high R&D firm in a given period if it spends (as a fraction 

of its total assets) more than the median (calculated over the entire sample) for firms in its industry, where industry is defined by 

2 digit SIC code. A firm is considered a low R&D firm if it is not a high R&D firm. 
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Figure 11. Quarterly mean of cash and cash equivalents scaled by total assets, 2004 to 2013. 

 The vertical red lines represent the start and end of the crisis period. The black plot is for all firms, the red plot is for firms who 

spend at least 90% of the precrisis period in the introduction lifecycle stage according to Drobetz et al (2016), and the green plot 

is for all other firms. 
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Figure 12. Quarterly mean of cash and cash equivalents scaled by total assets, 2004 to 2013. 

The vertical red lines represent the start and end of the crisis period. The black plot is for all firms, the red plot is for firms who 

spend at least 90% of the precrisis period in the introduction lifecycle stage according to Drobetz et al (2016), and the green plot 

is for all other firms. 
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Chapter 3: The Role of Equity Risk in Determining 

Share Price around Covenant Violations 
 

 

Abstract 

Previous literature has shown that firms that violate a covenant tend to see a sharp decrease in 

share price in the year leading up to the violation, and a sharp recovery in share price in the year 

afterwards. These observations have been explained by changes in expected cash flows. This 

paper explores an additional explanation and establishes that changes in the perceived risk of 

equity also play a role in these stock price changes. Firms see an increasing cost of equity in the 

period leading up to the covenant violation, and a decreasing cost of equity in the period 

following the violation. We find that firms that are more dependent on debt financing tend to see 

more of a decrease in their cost of equity following a violation, suggesting that the negotiating 

leverage given to creditors by a technical default is used to force the firm to adopt more creditor-

friendly policies and lower overall risk. We additionally find that post-violation changes in cost 

of equity do not appear to be related to changes in accounting ratios frequently referenced in debt 

covenants, suggesting that many of the changes lenders enforce as a condition of waiving the 

violation may occur through informal channels, rather than by strict enforcement of loan 

covenants.
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3.1 Introduction 

  Covenants are often attached to debt as a way of reducing the risk borne by creditors, 

especially risk stemming from agency conflicts. Jensen and Meckling (1976) show that as debt 

insulates manager-shareholders from the full consequences of their decisions by limiting their 

losses in bad states of the world, it can induce managers to take on highly risky, possibly 

negative NPV projects. These incentive conflicts encourage managers to take actions that 

potentially help shareholders (or themselves), at the expense of bondholders and the firm as a 

whole, making issuing debt less attractive for creditors and arranging debt financing harder for 

managers. 

Attaching restrictive covenants to debt can reduce the ability of managers to take actions 

that transfer wealth from bondholders to shareholders and can therefore make buying debt more 

attractive to creditors. Even if these covenants restrict managers from performing some actions 

that would benefit shareholders and incur significant contracting costs, they may be in the best 

interests of both shareholders and bondholders (Smith and Warner 1979). As equity is the 

residual claimant, forbidding managers from taking actions that hurt firm value will tend to 

increase firm (and therefore equity) value, either through boosting expected cash flows or 

reducing overall risk. In this paper, we examine how equity holders alter their assessment of this 

risk in the period surrounding debt covenant violation. While the cash flow implications of 

covenant violation have previously been examined (Beneish and Press, 1993), the effects of 

changes in perceived equity risk has in contrast received little attention. In this paper, we will 

demonstrate that equity risk, as measured using the Ohlson-Juettner model, increases sharply in 

the 2 years before a covenant violation and decreases sharply in the 2 years following a covenant 

violation, and that these changes contribute significantly to the well-documented changes in 
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share price around a violation. 

Both covenants and their violation are ubiquitous. Roberts and Sufi (2009) find that 97% 

of all debt contracts contain at least one financial covenant, and that more than 25% of the firms 

in their sample violate at least one covenant during the period 1996 to 2005. They find that while 

violating firms tend to be small and highly levered, the frequency of covenant violation is 

unrelated to either industry or firm credit rating. Covenants related to accounting numbers are the 

easiest to violate, according to both borrowers and lenders, with leading offenders being 

minimum net worth or income, leverage, retained earnings, and current ratio. (Gopalakrishnan 

and Parakash, 1995, Sweeney, 1994). Covenant violations are not strongly associated with 

financial distress, and typically happen well before the violating firm is in any danger of missing 

a principal or interest payment. Nini et al (2011) find that the median violating firm has a market 

to book ratio above unity, positive operating cash flow, and enough liquid assets to cover their 

current obligations. While violating firms do not tend to be in immediate financial distress, they 

typically have higher leverage, fewer liquid assets, lower profits, and lower stock returns 

(Beneish and Press, 1993). 

 A covenant violation is considered a technical default – a violation of the loan contract 

that does not involve missing an interest or principal payment. While any default typically gives 

creditors the right to demand immediate repayment and withhold further lending (Tirole, 2006), 

they will often choose not to exercise this right in the case of a technical default. In fact, it is 

exceedingly rare for an accounting covenant violation to result in accelerated repayment, with 

the creditors typically choosing to waive their right to do so (Gopalakrishnan and Parakash, 

1995). While these waivers are common, they are more likely to be granted to firms that are 

better credit risks, with low bankruptcy probability, low leverage, and small or secured debts 
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(Chen and Wei, 1993).  

Borrowers still see even minor covenant violations as costly, as lenders will often demand 

concessions in exchange for their forbearance, including even more restrictive covenants and 

increases in interest rates as the price of these waivers. The present value of these increased 

interest costs can be between 0.8% and 1.6% of the firm’s equity value at the time of the 

violation (Beneish and Press, 1993).  

In addition, lenders will often demand that firms reduce their outstanding debt balance, 

leading the violating firm to sell assets or refinance their debt at unfavorable terms, with these 

restructuring costs averaging 0.37% of the firm’s equity value (DeFond and Jiambalvo, 1994). 

This restructuring, combined with a potential disruption in the firm’s ability to borrow further 

can result in having to decline positive net present value projects, which, while difficult to 

quantify, could potentially be quite expensive to the violating firm. 

As waiving a covenant violation and foregoing immediate repayment is entirely at the 

creditor’s discretion and demanding immediate repayment could easily force a firm into financial 

distress, covenant violations give creditors considerable power over the violating firm, both legal 

and informal. In addition to higher interest rates, smaller loan amounts, and restrictions on 

further borrowing, a violation gives the creditors an opportunity to closely examine the firm. The 

control rights they hold in this situation allow them to influence the firm’s policy choices in a 

way that extends far beyond the terms of the loan agreement. While lender liability laws may 

prevent creditors from directly interfering in the management of a firm, they can offer advice to 

management, including advice on which actions will maximize the chance of receiving a 

violation waiver. For example, Nini et al (2011) find CEO turnover increases dramatically after a 

covenant violation, and this increase is particularly large for forced turnover events. This ability 
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to informally constrain, and possibly remove, erring managers could significantly reduce some of 

the risks that incompetent or self-serving management expose shareholders to. 

In addition to paying higher interest rates, firms also tend to change their capital 

structure, asset base and borrowing habits post-violation in ways that would be beneficial to 

current creditors, suggesting that these changes are at the behest of lenders. Violating firms are 

typically net issuers of debt before the violation but start paying down their existing debts and 

not issuing new ones after the violation. This decline in debt issuance can last up to 2 years, 

reduces firm leverage by an average of 3%, and tends to be larger for firms with few outside 

financing options (Roberts and Sufi, 2009). These reductions in borrowing and leverage tend to 

be strongest for a firm’s first covenant violation, suggesting that creditors use the leverage 

provided by a covenant violation to make changes in firm policy that managers would not have 

made on their own. Violating firms tend to cut costs in the year after the violation, divesting 

assets, cutting dividends, and reducing spending on research and development (Beneish and 

Press, 1993). Nini et al. (2011) find that this divesture reduces the average value of property, 

plant, and equipment by 10% in the year after the violation. Many of the new covenants 

commonly imposed on these violating firms suggest that creditors support this cost-cutting drive, 

with restrictions on capital expenditure, acquisitions, and disbursements to shareholders (Beneish 

and Press, 1993). These changes, while presumably made to address the concerns of creditors, 

should also have the effect of making the firm more creditworthy, repairing relationships with 

current lenders, and potentially preserving the firm’s access to debt financing in the future. They 

may also have the effect of changing the firm’s equity risk, as they will cause the firm to hold 

more of its assets as cash, maintain a more conservative capital structure, and refrain from 

several classes of relatively risky investment projects. 
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While firms violating a covenant are not necessarily in financial distress, violations are 

associated with significant and negative changes in firm performance in the year leading up to 

the covenant violation. In the year before the violation, firms see a drop in operational cash flows 

and liquidity, and an increase in leverage (Nini et al., 2011). This decrease in operational 

performance appears to be noticed and priced by equity investors, as it is reflected in the firm’s 

share performance, with share prices dropping sharply in the year before a covenant violation 

(Beneish and Press, 1995, Nini et al., 2011). Many of these operational changes could have 

implications for the firm’s cost of equity, both mechanically through increased leverage, and by 

increasing the probability of financial distress or the loss of access to financing. 

This sharp decrease reverses itself in the wake of the covenant violation and operating 

cash flow begins to increase. While sales fall immediately after the violation, operating costs are 

sufficiently reduced to boost cash flow (Nini et al., 2011). These operational improvements are 

rapidly reflected in equity markets, with share prices recovering substantially in the year after the 

violation. This pattern can be clearly seen in our data (Figure 1) which covers 1148 covenant 

violations occurring between 1996 and 2012. In our sample, the average violating firm loses 

approximately a quarter of its share value in the year leading up to the violation and recovers 

virtually all of these losses in the year after the violation.  Abnormal stock returns around a 

covenant violation are positive, on a scale of days (Beneish and Press, 1995), and a scale of 

quarters (Nini et al., 2011). This would potentially be a good place to remind the reader that these 

changes may be due to the numerator or denominator of share price calculations, only one of 

which has previously been studied and you study the other.  

These previous observations suggest that while covenant violations can be very 

expensive to equity holders, there are some possible positive effects. Wruck (1990) and Beneish 
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and Press (1995) find that if the technical default is due to poor managerial performance, the 

additional monitoring and lender control can increase the expected value of future cash flows. 

Nini et al. (2011) suggest that the control rights granted to the creditors by the covenant violation 

give them the authority to demand necessary changes that management was unwilling or unable 

to make on their own. These interventions can result in a “turn around” for the firm’s 

performance which will ultimately benefit shareholders as well as the creditors that forced the 

changes.  

Considering stock price in terms of the dividend discount model, a change in share price 

must stem from a change in expected cash flows to shareholders, a change in the anticipated 

growth rate of cash flows to shareholders, or a change in the cost of equity used to discount these 

cash flows. Clearly, changes in cash flows (and therefore presumably expected future cash flows) 

do make a substantial contribution to the changes in equity value around a covenant violation – 

operational cash flows decrease in the year leading up to a covenant violation, and recover 

afterwards. Additionally, asset sales often follow these violations. If, as one would expect, 

underperforming assets were the first to be sold, this could result in increased expected cash 

flows. However, the reduction in disbursements and tightening of disbursement covenants 

suggest that this additional cash is unlikely to end up in the hands of shareholders in the short 

term.  

While changes in the growth rate contributing to the post-violation share price recovery 

certainly cannot be ruled out without examination, there are reasons to believe that it is not as 

promising a topic of inquiry as expected cash flows or discount rates. Growth is very difficult to 

measure, especially in the short term. With this in mind, we will not be examining potential 

changes in growth rates in this paper. 
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This leaves the previously unexamined possibility that changes in the cost of equity play 

a significant role in the changes in stock price around a covenant violation. We find that cost of 

equity increases by an average of 3.5 percentage points in the year leading up to a covenant 

violation, and decreases by an average of 2.2 percentage points in the year after the covenant 

violation. The significance of these changes is robust to the inclusion of controls for changes in 

cash flows and capital structure around the covenant violation. This suggests that changes in 

shareholder perceptions of equity risk may play a major role in the changes in share price around 

a covenant violation.  

In this paper, we aim to demonstrate that change in equity risk, as measured using the 

Ohlson-Juettner estimation method, is a major driver of stock returns around a covenant 

violation. The key findings of our work are that the documented changes in share prices in the 

year before and after covenant violations do appear to be significantly driven by the changes in 

equity risk discussed above, and that these changes in equity risk are larger for firms that are 

more dependent on debt financing. We additionally find evidence that the decrease in cost of 

equity seen after the covenant violation is not significantly correlated with changes in accounting 

ratios commonly referenced in covenants, which suggests that the changes in cost of equity seen 

after a covenant violation are not driven by the more restrictive covenants commonly imposed 

after a violation. This suggests that it is in fact the transfer of informal control rights away from 

the managers who allowed the firm to violate a covenant and to the lenders that causes the 

reduction in equity risk, not the lower bankruptcy risk implied by more rigid adherence to loan 

covenants. 

The organization of the paper is as follows: Section 2 discusses the motivation and 

develops a set of hypotheses. Section 3 focuses on the data sources and the estimation of key 
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variables, Section 4 lays out the empirical methodologies used to test these hypotheses and 

discusses control variables. Section 5 presents the results of these tests and robustness checks of 

these results, and Section 6 concludes. 

3.2 Motivation and Hypothesis Development 

The operational problems that commonly precede covenant violations are clearly noticed 

by shareholders, as is evidenced by stock performance in the year leading up to a covenant 

violation.  Figure 1 depicts the average change in share price from the year before a covenant 

violation to the year after a covenant violation for our dataset. Over the course of our sample, 

violating firms experience significant negative returns in the year leading up to a covenant 

violation, and significant positive returns in the year after the violation. While there are changes 

in the firm’s cash flows in this window that would contribute to these negative returns, such as 

higher costs, and lower operational cash flows, there are clearly other changes that firms tend to 

see before a violation that may not immediately affect cash flows but could plausibly increase the 

discount rate that shareholders apply to these cash flows. These changes include increased 

leverage, a reduction in current ratio, and the prospect of reduced access to debt financing if a 

violation does happen, making cash flows from future debt-financed projects riskier. After a 

covenant violation, share prices recover over the next year. As before the covenant violation, 

some of this recovery can certainly be explained by changes in expected future cash flows, 

particularly a recovery in operating cash flows, and a reduction in operating costs. However, 

there is good reason to believe that a covenant violation may cause non-cash flow changes in a 

firm that could have significant consequences for the riskiness of a firm’s equity. As the violation 

gives creditors control rights, it may enable them to constrain managers that are not acting in the 

firm’s best interest. While creditors will obviously push policies that benefit themselves, and 
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what is good for shareholders is not always good for bondholders, there are many situations 

where their interests will overlap. These considerations bring us to our first two hypotheses: 

Hypothesis 1: Firms will see an increase in their cost of equity in the period leading up to 

a covenant violation, and will see a reduction in their cost of equity in the period 

following a covenant violation 

Hypothesis 2: These changes in cost of equity will contribute significantly to the changes 

in share price seen around covenant violation 

An important factor in how a firm’s shareholders view a covenant violation will be how 

dependent the firm is on debt. In the period leading up to a covenant violation, firms have a 

strong tendency to become worse credit risks. Their leverage increases, their current ratio and 

stock of liquid assets decrease, and operational performance declines (Nini et al, 2011). If a firm 

depends on debt financing, and these changes continue unchecked, they will eventually make it 

impossible or impractical for the firm to continue issuing debt. If a firm’s future cash flows are 

heavily dependent on the ability to access debt financing, these decreases in creditworthiness 

may result in a significant increase in the riskiness of these cash flows. 

After a covenant violation, violating firms tend to make changes that will make them 

more attractive to current creditors. They will pay down existing debt, reduce shareholder 

payouts, increase cash holdings, and sharply reduce net debt issuance for the 2 years following 

the violation, effects that can be seen in our dataset (Table 1). In addition to these changes in the 

firm’s observed capital structure, creditors often insist on covenants that restrict the firm’s ability 

to engage in further borrowing. While these actions will certainly benefit the current creditors 

that insisted on them, they will also serve to make the firm a better credit risk in the future, 

preserving its ability to raise debt capital, and possibly decreasing the discount rate used for cash 
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flows from future projects dependent on debt financing. 

This suggests that a covenant violation will have two effects on a firm’s ability to access 

debt financing.  Covenant violations will lead to a decrease in a firm’s ability to borrow due to 

tighter covenant restrictions, but they can also serve as a wakeup call to a firm, causing it to 

make changes needed to preserve its ability to borrow in the long term. Which one of these 

effects will dominate is an empirical question, which leads us to Hypothesis 3:  

Hypothesis 3: Firms that are more dependent on debt financing will see more of a drop 

(less of an increase) in their cost of equity following a covenant violation. 

If firm cost of equity tends to decrease in the aftermath of a covenant violation due to creditors 

using the negotiating leverage a technical default gives them to impose discipline on 

management, there are two plausible channels through which lenders can impose this discipline.  

The first is by explicitly imposing tighter covenants on the offending firm in the course of 

the loan renegotiation, thereby forbidding certain risky actions on pain of another technical 

default and forcing the firm to amend its financing and investing behavior to fall in line with the 

new, stricter covenants.  As accounting ratio covenants are very common, and are frequently 

tightened after a covenant violation, this mechanism suggests that accounting ratios should 

improve in the post-violation period. If this tightening in covenants is the main channel via 

which lenders impose discipline, we would expect that in the post-violation period, the changes 

we see in accounting ratios are highly correlated with the changes we see in cost of equity. 

Another possibility is that the reduction in cost of equity seen after the covenant violation 

is at least partially caused by the shift in de facto control rights from shareholders to creditors 

that technical default and the possibility of its waiver causes. This shift in control rights will 

allow lenders to push for changes in firm policy that are not usually covered in the loan 
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agreement, and therefore will not show up in changes to common accounting ratios, as in the 

increased CEO turnover after a violation noted by Nini et al. (2011).  If this is the case, we would 

expect that improvements in cost of equity will not be correlated with changes in accounting 

ratios. 

Hypothesis 4: Accounting ratios commonly targeted by loan covenants will improve 

after a covenant violation, and these improvements will not be highly correlated with 

reductions in cost of equity 

3.3 Data Sources and Estimation of Key Variables 

In this section, we discuss the dataset, how we estimate key variables and firm 

characteristics, and the additional controls that we use in our regressions to test our hypotheses. 

3.3.1 Dataset 

The dataset used for this project is based on Dr. Roberts of Wharton’s extension of the 

quarterly financial covenant violation dataset generated by Nini et al (2009)4. It extends from 

1996 through 2012 and covers all covenant violations reported in SEC filings by US publicly 

traded firms, though we excluded all violations by financial firms from our inquiries. Each data 

point corresponds to one covenant violation by one firm. To this dataset we add, cost of equity 

estimates, and control variables for each violation. Because the covenant violation data is on a 

quarterly basis, all other data is matched to covenant violations by firm and quarter. 

In order to estimate cost of equity we follow Ohlson and Juettner (2003) and rely on 

analyst forecasts to project cash flows. The analyst forecasts used in estimating the cost of equity 

were obtained from IBES. Stock price information was obtained from CRSP, and accounting and 

 
4 http://finance.wharton.upenn.edu/~mrrobert/styled-9/styled-11/index.html 
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balance sheet information was obtained from the Compustat quarterly database. After matching 

to the IBES data, we are left with 1148 covenant violations, and 705 violating firms. Violations 

appear to be more likely to happen later in the calendar year, with 20% of violations happening 

in Q1, 21% happening in Q2, 25% happening in Q3, and 34% happening in Q4. Violations 

appear to cluster in calendar time, with multiple violations for the same firm in the same calendar 

year being relatively common.  

3.3.2 Estimating Cost of Equity 

 The precise estimation of cost of equity can pose significant challenges.  Although the 

established asset pricing models can be used to calculate the cost of equity, the estimations derived 

from the average realized returns are imprecise due to difficulties in identifying the right asset 

pricing model, imprecision in the estimates of factor loadings (such as beta), and imprecision in 

the estimates of factor risk premia (Fama and French 1997). 

 Given these limitations of the traditional asset pricing models in estimating cost of equity 

with precision, several alternative models have been developed.  For the purpose of this research, 

the cost of equity capital is estimated using the method developed by Ohlson and Juettner (2004). 

This method utilizes expected future earnings per share and dividend payments to imply a cost of 

equity.  Theoretically, it is derived from the dividend discount model, though it makes no attempt 

to forecast future dividends.  Instead, this model relies on Modigliani and Miller’s (1961) result 

that the timing of dividends is unimportant, and instead focuses on growth in the firm’s ability to 

pay future dividends, as measured by its expected future earnings per share. Mathematically, this 

method is equivalent to pricing the firm as a perpetuity of dividends growing at the risk free rate 

plus a growing perpetuity of perpetuities.Each year, the firm’s earnings increase at the rate implied 

by analyst forecasts, and the firm gains another perpetuity with a coupon equal to the growth in 
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earnings over the risk free rate. 

 Solving this equation for the discount rate in the perpetuity yields the following expression 

for a firm’s current cost of equity (COE) in terms of expected future earnings per share, current 

dividends, current stock price  and the long term growth rate: 

 

𝑪𝑶𝑬 = 𝑨 + √𝑨𝟐 +
𝒆𝒑𝒔𝟏

𝑷𝟎
×

𝒆𝒑𝒔𝟐 − 𝒆𝒑𝒔𝟏

𝒆𝒑𝒔𝟏
− 𝒈, 𝑨 = 𝟏

𝟐⁄ × (𝒈 ×
𝒅𝒑𝒔𝟎

𝑷𝟎
) − − − −(𝟏) 

 

 Here, the long-term growth rate is g, the current stock price is P0, the one year forecasted 

earnings per share is eps1, the two year forecasted earnings per share is eps2, and the current 

dividend payment is dps0. For the purposes of this study, the long-term growth rate was set to 4%, 

as suggested in Ohlsen and Juettner (2004), though choosing different values does not appear to 

significantly affect our results. 

 The cost of equity implied by this model has been shown to be highly correlated with 

conventional measures of how risky a firm’s equity is, such as earnings variability, both systematic 

and unsystematic components of return volatility, and leverage, and is negatively associated with 

analyst following (Gode and Mohanram, 2001).  Prior research has used this method to estimate 

cost of equity quite extensively (Huang, Wang and Zhang, 2009; Ghoul, Guedhami, Ni, Pittman 

and Saadi, 2012).  

3.3.3 Measuring Dependence on Debt Financing 

We use two variables to measure a firm’s dependence on debt financing. First, we use the 

ratio of intangible assets to total assets for the violating firm one year before the covenant 

violation. Intangible assets represent intellectual property such as patents, copyrights, and 
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trademarks, as well as goodwill.  Typically, these assets do not produce cash flows on their own, 

but instead enable the firm to make investments in tangible assets that will allow the firm to turn 

intellectual property into cash flows – for example, by manufacturing a drug the firm holds a 

patent to. Making use of these assets will typically require additional investment, increasing the 

firm’s reliance on external financing. Additionally, intangible assets typically make poor 

collateral, suggesting that maintaining the ability to demonstrate their creditworthiness in other 

ways will be of great importance to firms with many intangible assets. 

Second, we use the firm’s net debt issuance scaled by total assets one year before the 

covenant violation. Firms that were issuing large amounts of debt relative to their assets have 

clearly made heavy use of debt financing in the past, and as firms generally have stable capital 

structures (Lemmon et al, 2008), they presumably plan to continue making use of debt financing 

in the future.  

3.4 Hypothesis Testing 

3.4.1 Controls 

In addition to the covenant violation itself, there are a variety of changes that violating 

firms undergo that would be expected to significantly affect their share price and returns around 

the event, and these must be controlled for if we wish to isolate the effect of changes in the 

discount rate on changes in share price. Firstly, firm leverage tends to change significantly 

around a covenant violation, increasing before the violation, and decreasing after the violation. 

To control for this, we have included both debt to assets ratio, and the change in debt to assets 

ratio as controls in the stock return regressions. Operating cash flow and operating costs are also 

significantly affected by both the lead up to and the aftermath of a covenant violation. Operating 

cash flows typically decrease before and increase after a covenant violation, largely driven by 
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changes in operating costs. To account for this, we have included the change in both of these 

variables in our share price regressions as controls. 

There is some evidence in the literature that a firm’s response to a covenant violation may 

depend on the number of previous violations. Changes in borrowing and debt are larger for first 

time offenders. Additionally, firms may get more benefit from their first violation, as creditors 

will take this opportunity to demand the most obvious and important changes to the firm’s 

operations. On the other hand, if a firm is repeatedly violating covenants, the management may 

leave something to be desired, and creditor intervention may be especially valuable. To control 

for these possibilities, we have included the number of previous covenant violations for the 

violating firm as a control in our share price regressions. 

3.4.2 Univariate Tests 

The univariate test of the first hypothesis (cost of equity will increase before covenant 

violation and decrease afterwards) is simply to compare the cost of equity of violating firms 

before and after the violation. This test is done for both 1 and 2 years before and after the 

violation.  

The univariate test of the second hypothesis (changes in cost of equity around covenant 

violations are a major contributor to changes in share price around covenant violations) is to 

compare the change in cost of equity for firms in the top and bottom quintile of equity return. 

This test is performed for the pre-violation period, the post-violation period, and the entire 

violation period (both pre and post violation period combined). The third hypothesis (firms that 

are more vulnerable to loss of debt financing will see more of a cost of equity decrease after a 

violation) will be tested similarly to the second hypothesis, by comparing the change in cost of 

equity for firms in the high and low quantiles for measures of vulnerability to loss of debt 
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financing. Like the tests of the first hypothesis, these will be performed for 1 and 2 year 

estimation windows. 

3.4.3 Multivariate Tests 

We perform two sets of multivariate tests to examine the effects of changes in cost of 

equity on changes in share price around a covenant violation. The first set of tests determines the 

relationship between changes in cost of equity and changes in share price, and the second set of 

tests examines the factors that drive changes in cost of equity. 

The multivariate test of the first hypothesis is to regress the stock return around a 

covenant violation on the changes in cost of equity around the same event and controls. This 

regression is performed using both the return from the year before the violation to the year after 

the violation, and the return from two years before the violation to two years after the violation. 

Additionally, these regressions are done using both the total change in cost of equity, and the 

change in the pre and post violation periods as separate variables, allowing us to examine if 

changes in cost of equity play a different role in changes in share price before and after the 

violation. We control for changes in the cash flows to shareholders and other factors that should 

affect the firm’s share price. The specific equations for these regressions used to test the first 

hypothesis are provided below. 

𝑷𝒊,𝒕+𝟏 − 𝑷𝒊,𝒕−𝟏

𝑷𝒊,𝒕−𝟏
= 𝜶 + 𝜷𝟏 × (𝑪𝑶𝑬𝒊,𝒕+𝟏 − 𝑪𝑶𝑬𝒊,𝒕−𝟏) + 𝜷𝟐 × 𝒄𝒐𝒏𝒕𝒓𝒐𝒍𝒔𝒊,𝒕 + 𝜺𝒊,𝒕 − − − −(𝟐) 

𝑷𝒊,𝒕+𝟏 − 𝑷𝒊,𝒕−𝟏

𝑷𝒊,𝒕−𝟏
= 𝜶 + 𝜷𝟏 × (𝑪𝑶𝑬𝒊,𝒕+𝟏 − 𝑪𝑶𝑬𝒊,𝒕) + 𝜷𝟐 × (𝑪𝑶𝑬𝒊,𝒕 − 𝑪𝑶𝑬𝒊,𝒕−𝟏)

+ 𝜷𝟑 × 𝒄𝒐𝒏𝒕𝒓𝒐𝒍𝒔𝒊,𝒕 + 𝜺𝒊,𝒕 − − − −(𝟑) 

If Hypothesis 2 holds, the coefficient β1 in Equation 2, and the coefficients β2 and β3 in 

Equation 3 will be negative and significant, implying that changes in the firm’s cost of equity 
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around the covenant violation are a significant driver of changes in the share price. 

To test the third hypothesis, we regress measures of vulnerability to loss of debt financing on the 

change in cost of equity. As with the other tests, these tests are performed for two time scales – 

the year before the violation to the year after the violation, and two years before the violation to 

two years after the violation. For these regressions, we also separately examine the post-violation 

period, allowing us to examine how firm characteristics such as dependence on debt financing 

affect a firm’s cost of equity response to a covenant violation. 

3.5 Results and Robustness Tests 

3.5.1 Summary Statistics-Full Sample 

Table 1 presents summary statistics for 1 year pre-violation, the violation quarter, and 1 

year after the violation. As expected, the mean cost of equity increases significantly in the year 

before the covenant violation from 16.4% to 20.7% and decreases significantly in the year after 

the violation to 17.9%. This pattern can be clearly seen in Figure 2, which plots the mean cost of 

equity for all violating firms in event time. These results suggest that Hypothesis 1 does hold. 

Comparing Figure 1, which depicts changes in share price in event time, it is apparent that cost 

of equity increases as share price decreases, and vice versa. As the literature suggests should 

happen, average debt to assets increases from 0.49 to 0.55 in the year before the violation and 

decreases significantly to 0.50 in the post-violation year. Current ratio and Z-score (Altman, 

1968) both drop significantly in the year leading up to the violation and recover significantly in 

the post-violation year. While interest coverage also decreases leading up to the violation and 

recovers afterwards, the changes are not statistically significant. Net debt issuance increases 

significantly before the violation, and decreases significantly afterwards, confirming that firms 

tend to lever up prior to a covenant violation, and reduce leverage in the aftermath. Neither 
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operating costs nor operating cash flows change significantly around the covenant violations in 

our sample. 

3.5.2 Univariate Results by Firm Characteristic  

Tables 3 through 5 report changes in the cost of equity for firms in the top and bottom 

quintiles of various firm characteristics. Table 3 covers the period from one year before the 

violation to one year after the violation, Table 4 covers the period from one year before the 

violation to the violation, and Table 5 covers the period from the violation to one year after the 

violation.   

Hypothesis 2 proposes that changes in a firm’s cost of equity contribute significantly to 

changes in share price around a covenant violation. If this holds, we would expect that firms with 

the highest returns in each of the time periods see a significantly smaller increase in cost of 

equity than firms with the lowest returns. Examining the entire time period, firms in the top 20% 

of returns saw their mean cost of equity drop by 2.5%, and firms in the bottom 20% of returns 

saw their cost of equity rise by 9.5%, a highly significant difference (Table 3). In the pre-

violation period, high return firms saw their cost of equity increase by 2.9%, while low return 

firms saw their cost of equity increase by 2.7%, with this difference being statistically 

insignificant (Table 4). In the post violation period, high return firms saw their average cost of 

equity drop by 3.9%, while low return firms experienced an average increase of 2.6%, a highly 

significant difference (Table 5). These results suggest Hypothesis 2 holds, and also suggest that 

the link between returns and changes in the discount rate are strongest during the post-violation 

period.  

Hypothesis 3 proposes that firms that are more dependent on debt financing should see 

more benefit from a covenant violation, leading to more of a decrease in cost of equity after the 
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violation. When vulnerability to loss of debt financing is measured by net debt issuance scaled 

by assets one year before the covenant violation, we find that the firms issuing the most debt saw 

their mean cost of equity drop by 1.8% in the year after the covenant violation (Table 5). Firms 

that issued the least debt saw a significantly different increase of 5.8% (Table 5).  

When vulnerability to a loss of debt financing is measured by percentage of intangible 

assets, we find that firms with the highest ratio of intangible assets a year before the covenant 

violation see significantly less of an increase in their cost of equity. For high intangibility firms, 

the average cost of equity increases by 0.3% over the year after the covenant violation, while low 

intangibility firms see an increase of 4.6% (Table 5). Together, these results suggest that firms 

that are more dependent on debt financing see more benefit in terms of cost of equity decreasing 

(or increasing less) after a covenant violation, providing evidence for Hypothesis 3.  

In summary, the univariate results provide strong evidence for Hypotheses 1, 2, and 3. 

Cost of equity tends to increase in the lead up to a covenant violation and decrease afterwards. 

These changes in cost of equity appear to be correlated with changes in share price over the same 

period, and the reduction in cost of equity in the post-violation period appears to be larger for 

firms more dependent on debt financing, suggesting that they benefit from bondholders’ drive to 

make the firm more creditworthy. 

While these results are suggestive, there are many changes to violating firms other than 

the transfer of control rights that can also influence cost of equity in a purely mechanical way. 

For this reason, we must control for these other changes before we can draw any solid 

conclusions about how shareholders view covenant violations. 

3.5.3 Multivariate results for Hypothesis 2 

Hypothesis 2 states that the changes in share price around a covenant violation are 
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significantly driven by changes in the firm’s cost of equity – share price decreases are at least 

partly driven by increases in cost of equity, and share price decreases are at least partly driven by 

decreases in cost of equity. If this is the case, when share returns around a covenant violation are 

regressed on changes on cost of equity over the same period, the coefficient on the change in cost 

of equity variable should be negative and significant even after controlling for changes in cash 

flow and capital structure.  

Following Equations 2 and 3, we examine the returns over the year before the violation to 

the year after the violation, and find that changes in the cost of equity do seem to contribute 

significantly to changes in share price (Table 6). In the absence of control variables, the 

coefficient on the cost of equity is significant and negative at -3.71 (Table 6, Model 1). This 

implies that a 1 percentage point decrease in cost of equity from the pre-violation period to the 

post-violation period is associated with a 3.7 percent stock return over this two year period. 

Estimating the coefficient separately for the pre and post violation period, we get very similar 

results, with a pre-violation coefficient of -3.78, and a post-violation coefficient of -3.66, 

suggesting that the relationship between returns and cost of equity is the same in the pre and post 

violation period. Adding controls, we find essentially the same result (Table 6, Model 3). The 

coefficient on change in cost of equity is -4.22, implying that after controlling for other major 

changes that firms tend to undergo around a covenant violation, a firm whose cost of equity 

decreases by 1 percentage point around a covenant violation will end up with a 4.2 percent return 

over the two years around a covenant violation. When the pre and post violation coefficients are 

estimated separately in the presence of control variables, we once again find that they are broadly 

similar to the coefficient for the entire period (Table 6, Model 4), at -3.86 for the pre violation 

period, and -4.43 for the post violation period. 
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Examining results for two years previous to the violation to two years post violation, we 

find qualitatively similar results – firms whose cost of equity goes up see lower returns, and this 

result continues to hold when we add controls or estimate the coefficient on the cost of equity 

separately for the pre and post violation periods. When return from two years before the violation 

to two years after the violation is regressed on the change in cost of equity over the same period, 

we get a significant and negative coefficient of -6.52 (Table 7, Model 1). Adding similar controls 

to those used in the shorter-term regression, we find that the coefficient on change in cost of 

equity is still significant and negative, at -5.59 (Table 7, Model 4). Estimating the influence of 

changes in the cost of equity in the pre and post violation period once again gives qualitatively 

similar results to the one-year regressions (Table 7, Models 2 and 4).  

As the mean firm sees its cost of equity increase by 1.5 percentage points from the year 

before to the year after the violation (Table 1), these results suggest changes in equity risk make 

an economically and statistically significant contribution to changes in equity value around a 

covenant violation, and provide strong support for Hypothesis 2 – the changes in share price 

around a covenant violation are largely due to changes in equity riskiness.  

3.5.4 Multivariate Results for Hypothesis 3 

Hypothesis 3 states that firms that are more dependent on debt financing should receive 

more cost of equity benefit from a covenant violation. We test this by regressing change in cost 

of equity on control variables and our measures of dependence on debt – net debt issuance scaled 

by assets, cash flow from financing, and percentage of intangible assets, all measured 1 or 2 

years before the covenant violation. 

Examining the results for the period from one year before the covenant violation to one 

year after the covenant violation, we find that the coefficient relating net debt issuance 1 year 
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before the violation is a highly significant -5.51 (Table 8, Model 6), while the coefficient on cash 

flow from financing 1 year before the violation is also significant at 0.12 (Table 8, Model 7). 

While both of these variables measure how much capital a firm is raising, net debt issuance 

includes both debt and equity, suggesting that firms that are highly dependent on equity capital 

may see less of a reduction in their cost of equity than firms that are highly dependent on debt 

capital. For this time period, intangible assets 1 year before violation does not appear to have a 

significant effect on changes in the cost of equity (Table 8, Model 5). 

Looking at changes in cost of equity from 2 years before the violation to two years after, and 

measuring our independent variables 2 years before the violation, we find that none of our 

measures of dependence on debt financing have a significant impact on changes in cost of equity 

(Table 9, Models 5, 6, 7).  

Examining the year after the violation, we once again find that the coefficient on net debt 

issuance 1 year before the violation is negative and significant at-5.64 (Table 10, Model 6), and 

the coefficient on cash flows from financing is positive and significant at 0.13 (Table 10, Model 

7). Using change in cost of equity in the 2 years after the covenant violation as the dependent 

variable, and measuring the independent variables 2 years before the violation, we find the 

coefficient on net debt issuance is once again negative and marginally significant (Table 11, 

Model 6). The coefficient on cash flow from financing is insignificant (Table 11, Model 7), and 

the coefficient on percent intangible assets is positive and highly significant at 0.089 (Table 11, 

Model 5).  

These results suggest that after controlling for changes in capital structure, firms that 

were in the habit of issuing debt before the covenant violation see more of a decrease in equity 

risk after the violation than those that did not, and firms that raised money by issuing shares 
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previous to the violation do not recover as fully. While the multivariate results for intangible 

assets are all inconclusive or point towards high asset intangibility leading to an increase in cost 

of equity around a covenant violation, these results overall suggest that firms that are more 

dependent on debt tend to see more of a reduction in their cost of equity around a covenant 

violation. Combined with the univariate results, this provides support for Hypothesis 3 – firms 

that are more dependent on debt financing see less of an increase in cost of equity, suggesting 

that the beneficial effects of preserving the long term lending relationship are more important 

that the temporary increase in interest rates brought on by the violation. 

3.5.5 Results for Hypothesis 4 

Hypothesis 4 states that while firms should see an improvement in accounting ratios after 

a violation due to lenders demanding more restrictive covenants, these improvements will not be 

highly correlated with the changes in cost of equity we see around covenant violations.  

Table 1 provides evidence for the first part of Hypothesis 4 – that firms will improve accounting 

and financial ratios commonly referenced in debt covenants following a covenant violation. Of 

the 7 ratios we measure, 4 move in a direction beneficial to creditors in the year after a violation, 

and the remaining 3 do not change significantly. In the year after a covenant violation, current 

ratios increase, leverage decreases, net worth to assets increases, and cash to assets increases 

(Table 1). PPE to assets, debt to EBITDA, and operating costs to assets do not change 

significantly (Table 1). 

The second portion of the hypothesis – that these changes in accounting ratios are not 

responsible for the observed changes in cost of equity seen around covenant violations, is tested 

by regressing the change in the cost of equity in the 1 or 2 years after the violation against the 

change in the seven accounting or financial ratios mentioned above in the same period. To 
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control for changes in capital structure, we also include change in the leverage ratio as a control 

variable. 

Table 12 presents results for the one-year period. The coefficient on change in leverage is 

positive and highly significant at 0.15 (Table 12, Model 2), though this is to be expected as a 

change in leverage should mechanically increase cost of equity. The coefficient on change in net 

worth to assets is negative and marginally significant at -0.19 (Table 12, Model 3), suggesting 

that firms that increase their net worth to assets in the aftermath of a covenant violation tend to 

see a drop in their cost of equity. For the two-year window, results can be found in Table 13. 

Once again, as expected, change in leverage is highly positively correlated with change in cost of 

equity (Table 13, Model 2). Change in cash to assets has a negative and significant coefficient of 

-0.11 (Table 13, Model 5), suggesting that firms that increase their cash holdings in the aftermath 

of a covenant violation should see a drop in their cost of equity. Finally, the coefficient on change 

in operating costs to assets is positive and significant at 0.13 (Table 13, Model 8), suggesting 

firms that reduce their operating costs should see a drop in their cost of equity.  

Overall, these results do not provide much support for the idea that the changes in cost of equity 

seen after a covenant violation are driven by tighter covenants. Disregarding leverage, the only 

common covenant target that appears to affect cost of equity in the year after a covenant 

violation is net worth to assets, and it is of marginal significance. While there are two ratios with 

significant effects over the two years after the violation, they don’t appear to have much effect in 

the year after the violation. 

While these results clearly cannot prove that the changes in cost of equity seen after a 

covenant violation are driven by an informal transfer of control rights due to the lender’s ability 

to waive or not waive a covenant violation at their discretion, they do strongly suggest that the 
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other obvious explanation – that tighter covenants impose discipline on managers that 

shareholders see as reducing the firm’s riskiness – do not appear to have much effect on post-

violation cost of equity changes. 

3.5.6 Robustness Tests 

There are two major possible objections to this stream of research. The first one is 

counterfactual: Would we expect to see the same pattern of changes in share price and cost of 

equity for otherwise similar firms that did not violate a covenant? If we do, it suggests that the 

pattern of poor performance and subsequent improvement happens with or without a covenant 

violation, and that covenant violations are simply an effect of the poor performance, not the 

cause of the recovery. To address this objection, we performed a matched sample analysis. 

Starting with the entire universe of IBES analyst forecast data, we computed the Ohlson-Juettner 

cost of equity and Altman Z-score for every firm-date data was available for, and then dropped 

all firms that were already in the covenant violation dataset. We chose to match on Altman Z-

score because it is a commonly used measure of a firm’s financial health which decreases in the 

lead up to a covenant violation and then improves in the aftermath (Table 1). This dataset was 

used to find a comparable non-violation datapoint for each violation, using the following 

algorithm for each violation: 

1. Find the Altman Z-score over the entire sample period for all non-violation firms in the 

IBES analyst forecast database for which the Ohlson-Juettner cost of equity can be 

calculated.  

2. From this list, select the firm/date pair with the closest Altman Z-score to that of the 

violating firm at the time of the violation, disregarding firms that have missing cost of 

equity data within 1 year of the violation 
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3. Add this firm/date combination to the comparable dataset with the same violation date as 

the firm it is matched to. 

4. Remove the firm just added to the control dataset from the list of non-violation firms to 

avoid using the same control firm multiple times. 

Plotting the mean Ohlson-Juettner cost of equity for firms in this control dataset in event 

time shows no discernable pattern in the cost of equity for the control group around the 

counterfactual violation (Figure 3), as compared to a sharp increase and decrease in cost of 

equity for the violation firms around the violation date (Figure 2). As firms in similar financial 

circumstances that do not violate a covenant don’t see any systematic change in their cost of 

equity, and those firms that violate a covenant do see a systematic change, this strongly suggests 

that the changes in cost of equity we see are influenced by the covenant violation itself. 

Another possible objection to this paper is that the pattern in stock returns and estimated 

cost of equity we see around the covenant violation may be due to systematic factors temporarily 

and adversely affecting the performance of the firm, with the covenant violation and associated 

changes in cost of equity as relatively mechanical consequences of these systematic changes. If 

this is the case, one would expect that covenant violations would have little to say about the 

firm’s cost of equity once these systematic factors were controlled for. To accomplish this, we 

repeated the analyses in Tables 6 and 7 with the realized stock returns replaced with market or 

CAPM-adjusted returns. These adjusted regressions gave the same qualitative, and in many 

cases, virtually indistinguishable quantitative results as the unadjusted regressions, suggesting 

that systematic factors play little role in the relationship between covenant violations and cost of 

equity. 

To ensure that the results found here are not simply an artifact of the cost of equity 
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estimation method used, CAPM beta and idiosyncratic volatility were plotted in event time, in 

much the same manner that the estimated cost of equity was. Examining the results for beta 

(Figure 4), we see that the average CAPM beta declines significantly from one year before the 

covenant violation until one year after. Looking at the idiosyncratic volatility, (Figure 5), we find 

that it increases until the violation quarter, starts decreasing approximately 9 months after the 

covenant violation, and returns to its previous value by 2 years after the violation. CAPM is 

calibrated using historical data (in this case, one year of monthly data), and the Ohlson-Juettner 

cost of equity is calculated using analyst forecasts. This suggests that even if CAPM and Ohlson-

Juettner are indeed both capturing equity risk, any observed changes in calculated CAPM factors 

will lag observed changes in the cost of equity by up to a year in this case.  

As the firm’s performance worsens in the lead up to a covenant violation, we might 

expect that a growing portion of its return variance would be driven by poor management, which 

is a prime example of an idiosyncratic risk, and less of its return variance would be driven by the 

firm’s exposure to systematic risk factors.  Taking into account the lagged nature of the CAPM 

factors, this is essentially what we see: As the firm approaches the violation, its CAPM beta 

drops, suggesting that its performance is less driven by investments in the market, and its 

idiosyncratic volatility increases, suggesting that more of its performance is driven by firm-

specific factors. After the violation, the CAPM beta appears to start to increase and the 

idiosyncratic volatility decreases, suggesting that as the firm institutes the reforms demanded by 

its creditors, its returns are more driven by systematic risks, and less driven by unsystematic risks 

such as poor management.  This suggests that the effects on equity risk this paper seeks to 

explore are also captured by CAPM, making it unlikely they are simply an artifact of the method 

we use to estimate the cost of equity. 
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3.6 Conclusion 

This paper establishes that the well-documented changes in share price around a covenant 

violation are not simply driven by changes in cash flows but are also significantly affected by 

changes in perceived equity riskiness. We show that the cost of equity, as measured by the 

Ohlson-Juettner method, rises in the year before a covenant violation, and falls in the year after, 

suggesting shareholders see the future cash flows of a firm heading towards a covenant violation 

as riskier, but also that their worries abate after the intervention of creditors. We additionally 

provide evidence that firms that are more dependent on debt financing see less of an increase in 

their cost of equity around a covenant violation, suggesting that the shareholders see the role a 

violation can play in preserving the firm’s long-term ability to borrow as a positive. We 

additionally demonstrate that the recovery in cost of equity seen in the aftermath of a covenant 

violation does not appear to be driven by changes in accounting ratios commonly referenced in 

loan covenants, which suggests that tighter covenants or stricter enforcement of current ones are 

not the major channel through which creditors exert their influence after a covenant violation. 

Our results persist in the face of various robustness tests. A matched sample of firms that did not 

actually violate a covenant does not demonstrate the same pattern of changes in cost of equity. 

Adjusting the stock returns using either a market or CAPM model does not significantly affect 

our results, and the changes we see in cost of equity are accompanied by corresponding changes 

in the CAPM beta and idiosyncratic volatility, suggesting they are not artifacts of our estimation 

technique. Our results contribute to our understanding of covenant violations by demonstrating 

both that they have a strong effect on equity risk, showing that this effect is more relevant for 

firms that have an incentive to preserve their ability to borrow, and highlighting the positive role 

that covenant violations can play in disciplining a wayward firm. 
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Figure 1. Stock price changes around covenant violations.  

Mean stock price the year before and after all covenant violations in the dataset. Stock prices are scaled by the stock price 1 year 

before the quarter the violation took place in. A value of 1 implies the average price is the same as 1 year before a violation. 

Values above 1 imply a price higher than that found 1 year before the covenant violation, and values below 1 imply a price below 

that found 1 year before the violation. 

 

Figure 2. Mean cost of equity around covenant violations. 

Mean Ohlsen-Juettner cost of equity in the year before and after covenant violation for all violations in dataset 
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Figure 3. Mean cost of equity around matched covenant violation for control firms.  

For each violation in the main dataset, a comparable firm-date was found among all firms with IBES analyst data available 

during the sample period by matching on Altman Z-score. This figure plots the mean Ohlsen-Juettner cost of equity for these 

firms in event time, treating the violation date of the matched firm in the violation dataset as the violation date. 

  

Figure 4. Mean CAPM beta around covenant violations.  

Mean CAPM beta, estimated using 1 year of monthly price data in the 2 years before and after each violation in the dataset. 
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Figure 5. Mean CAPM idiosyncratic volatility around covenant violations. 

 Mean CAPM residual, estimated using 1 year of monthly price data in the year before and after each violation in the dataset 
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Table 1. Summary Statistics by Period. 

This table gives the mean value for the estimated cost of equity and important control variables 1 year before the covenant 

violation, at the time of the violation, and 1 year after the violation 
  

 
         

Variable Pre-

Violation 

Mean 

Violation 

Mean 

Post-

Violation 

Mean 

Delta Pre 

to Violation 

Significance Delta 

Violation to 

Post 

Significance Delta Pre 

to Post 

Significance 

Cost of 

Equity 

0.164 0.207 0.179 0.042 * * * -0.027 * * * 0.015 * * * 

Debt to 

Assets 

0.490 0.553 0.504 0.063 * * * -0.050 * * * 0.014 
 

Current 

Ratio 

2.594 2.085 2.278 -0.509 * * * 0.193 * * -0.316 * * * 

Z Score 3.105 2.056 2.458 -1.049 * * * 0.403 * * -0.646 * * * 

Asset-

Scaled 

Intangibles 

0.061 0.082 0.106 0.021 * * * 0.024 * * 0.046 * * * 

Asset-

Scaled Net 

Debt 

Issuance 

-0.001 0.00003 -

0.00001 

0.001 * * * -0.00004 
 

0.001 * * * 

Asset-

Scaled 

Operating 

Cash flow 

0.011 0.011 0.022 0.0005 
 

0.011 * * * 0.012 * * * 

Asset-

Scaled 

Operating 

Costs 

0.288 0.304 0.296 0.017 
 

-0.008 
 

0.008 
 

Unlevered 

Beta 

1.095 0.947 0.897 -0.147 
 

-0.051 
 

-0.198 * * 

Cash To 

Assets 

0.111 0.099 0.115 -0.012 * 0.016 * * 0.004 
 

Asset-

Scaled 

Cashflow 

from 

Financing 

0.020 0.012 0.001 -0.008 * -0.011 * * -0.018 * * * 

Book to 

Market 

0.697 1.247 0.759 0.550 
 

-0.489 
 

0.061 
 

Interest 

Coverage 

40.140 28.918 49.387 -11.222 
 

20.469 
 

9.247 
 

Net worth 

to Assets 

0.508 0.445 0.495 -0.063 * * * 0.050 * * * -0.014 
 

PPE to 

Assets 

0.228 0.229 0.235 0.0001 
 

0.006 
 

0.006 
 

Debt to 

EBITDA 

13.065 57.249 -21.817 44.184 
 

-79.067 
 

-34.883 
 

Operating 

Costs to 

Assets 

0.288 0.304 0.296 0.017 
 

-0.008 
 

0.008 
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Table 2. Summary Statistics for Entire Sample. 

 This table gives the mean, median, variance and interquartile range for the estimated cost of equity and important control 

variables. Each violation is a single datapoint, all dates are in event time relative to covenant violations. 

 
Statistic N Mean St. Dev. Min Pctl(25) Pctl(75) Max 

Delta COE, -1 y:1y 435 0.029 0.092 -0.463 -0.019 0.056 0.502 

Delta COE, -2y:2y 321 0.018 0.082 -0.315 -0.024 0.058 0.444 

Delta current ratio, -1y:0 784 -0.497 1.388 -14.849 -0.846 0.095 6.573 

Delta current ratio, -2y:0 636 -0.541 1.733 -14.742 -0.982 0.121 11.434 

Market to book, -1y 774 2.636 3.594 -15.224 1.164 2.990 47.179 

Market to book, -2y 620 2.960 3.697 -11.349 1.298 3.358 51.020 

Percent intangible assets, -1y 842 0.061 0.133 0.000 0.000 0.049 0.907 

Percent intangible assets, -2y 614 0.054 0.127 0.000 0.000 0.022 0.733 

Debt to assets, -1y 842 0.490 0.204 0.058 0.332 0.627 1.162 

Debt to assets, -2y 685 0.477 0.208 0.027 0.313 0.622 1.124 

Financing cashflow to assets, -1y 842 0.111 0.148 0.000 0.014 0.156 0.810 

Financing cashflow to assets, -2y 685 0.118 0.151 0.000 0.015 0.168 0.829 

Op. cashflow to assets, -1y 832 0.020 0.083 -0.598 -0.007 0.032 0.770 

Op. cashflow to assets, -2 y 610 0.016 0.070 -0.421 -0.006 0.023 0.569 

Net debt issuance to assets, -1y 832 0.011 0.052 -0.247 -0.012 0.034 0.369 

Net debt issuance to assets, -2y 610 0.014 0.046 -0.229 -0.007 0.035 0.322 
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Table 3. Change in cost of equity by firm characteristics.  

Change in cost of equity from year before violation quarter to year after violation quarter for firms in top and bottom quintile of 

variables of interest. Difference is the mean change in COE for high quintile firms minus the mean change in COE for low 

quintile firms. Significance indicates p-value for a t-test comparing the mean change for high and low firms. * indicates 

significance at 10%, * indicates significance at 5%, *** indicates significance at 1%.  

Variable Mean COE change, 

low quantile 

Mean COE change, 

high quantile 

Difference Significance 

Current ratio -1 year 0.020 0.038 0.018 
 

Delta current ratio, -1 year to 

violation 

0.043 0.013 -0.029 * * 

Z score, -1 year 0.018 0.038 0.020 
 

Delta Z score, -1 year to 

violation 

0.054 0.0001 -0.054 * * * 

Interest coverage, -1 year 0.060 0.021 -0.039 * 

Delta interest coverage, -1 year 

to violation 

0.059 0.011 -0.048 * * * 

Market to book, -1 year -0.012 0.032 0.044 * * 

Asset-scaled intangibles, -1 

year 

0.034 0.017 -0.017 * 

Debt to assets, -1 year 0.024 0.024 -0.0004 
 

Asset-scaled net debt issuance, 

-1 year 

0.069 0.016 -0.053 * * * 

Cash to assets, -1 year 0.022 0.022 -0.0001 
 

Cash flow from financing, -1 

year 

0.036 0.068 0.032 * 

Stock return, -1 year to 

violation 

0.085 -0.009 -0.094 * * * 

Stock return, -1 year to 1 year 0.098 -0.025 -0.123 * * * 

Stock return, violation to 1 year 0.085 -0.009 -0.094 * * * 
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Table 4. Change in cost of equity by firm characteristics.  

Change in cost of equity from year before violation quarter to violation quarter for firms in top and bottom quintile of variables of 

interest. Difference is the mean change in COE for high quintile firms minus the mean change in COE for low quintile firms. 

Significance indicates p-value for a t-test comparing the mean change for high and low firms. * indicates significance at 10%, ** 

indicates significance at 5%, *** indicates significance at 1%. 

  

Variable Mean COE change, 

low quantile 

Mean COE change, 

high quantile 

Difference Significance 

Current ratio -1 year 0.030 0.049 0.018 * * 

Delta current ratio, -1 year to 

violation 

0.062 0.020 -0.042 * * * 

Z score, -1 year 0.022 0.031 0.009 
 

Delta Z score, -1 year to 

violation 

0.059 -0.013 -0.072 * * * 

Interest coverage, -1 year 0.044 0.025 -0.019 
 

Delta interest coverage, -1 year 

to violation 

0.036 0.026 -0.010 
 

Market to book, -1 year 0.019 0.039 0.019 * 

Asset-scaled intangibles, -1 

year 

0.046 0.018 -0.027 * * * 

Debt to assets, -1 year 0.032 0.051 0.019 * 

Asset-scaled net debt issuance, 

-1 year 

0.058 0.036 -0.022 * * 

Cash to assets, -1 year 0.050 0.035 -0.015 
 

Cash flow from financing, -1 

year 

0.051 0.046 -0.006 
 

Stock return, -1 year to 

violation 

0.026 0.029 0.003 
 

Stock return, -1 year to 1 year 0.055 0.003 -0.052 * * * 

Stock return, violation to 1 year 0.026 0.029 0.003 
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Table 5. Change in cost of equity by firm characteristics.  

Change in cost of equity from violation quarter to year after violation quarter for firms in top and bottom quintile of variables of 

interest. Difference is the mean change in COE for high quintile firms minus the mean change in COE for low quintile firms. 

Significance indicates p-value for a t-test comparing the mean change for high and low firms. * indicates significance at 10%, ** 

indicates significance at 5%, *** indicates significance at 1%. 

  

Variable Mean COE change, 

low quantile 

Mean COE change, 

high quantile 

Difference Significance 

Current ratio -1 year 0.030 0.013 -0.018 
 

Delta current ratio, -1 year to 

violation 

0.062 0.002 -0.060 * * * 

Z score, -1 year 0.022 0.021 -0.001 
 

Delta Z score, -1 year to 

violation 

0.059 0.009 -0.050 * * * 

Interest coverage, -1 year 0.044 0.004 -0.040 * * * 

Delta interest coverage, -1 year 

to violation 

0.036 -0.009 -0.044 * * * 

Market to book, -1 year 0.019 0.007 -0.012 
 

Asset-scaled intangibles, -1 

year 

0.046 0.003 -0.042 * * * 

Debt to assets, -1 year 0.032 0.001 -0.031 * * * 

Asset-scaled net debt issuance, 

-1 year 

0.058 -0.018 -0.077 * * * 

Cash to assets, -1 year 0.050 0.001 -0.049 * * * 

Cash flow from financing, -1 

year 

0.051 0.038 -0.014 
 

Stock return, -1 year to 

violation 

0.026 -0.039 -0.064 * * * 

Stock return, -1 year to 1 year 0.055 -0.028 -0.083 * * * 

Stock return, violation to 1 year 0.026 -0.039 -0.064 * * * 
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Table 6. Impact of changes in cost of equity on stock returns in the year before and after covenant violations. 

Dependent variable is stock return from the quarter one year before covenant violation to quarter one year after covenant 

violation. Each observation consists of a single violation. Stock returns are regressed against control variables, and either the 

change in cost of equity from the quarter before the covenant violation to the quarter after the covenant violation, or two cost of 

equity variables, consisting of the change in cost of equity from the quarter one year before the covenant violation to the quarter 

of the covenant violation, and the change in cost of equity from the violation quarter to the quarter one year after the violation. 

Model 1 has no controls and two change in cost of equity variables. Model 2 has no controls and uses a single change in cost of 

equity 

variable. 

Model 3 

adds a full 

suite of 

control 

variables to 

Model 1, 

and Model 4 

adds a full 

suite of 

control 

variables to 

Model 2. 

  

Dependent variable: 

Stock return, -1:1 year 

(2) (3) (4) 

Delta COE, -1:1 year 
 

-3.544*** 
 

  
(0.522) 

 

Delta COE, -1year: violation -3.788*** 
 

-3.088***  
(0.537) 

 
(0.622) 

Delta COE, violation: 1 year -3.656*** 
 

-4.063***  
(0.463) 

 
(0.649) 

Debt to assets, -1 year 
 

-0.060 -0.081   
(0.246) (0.246) 

Delta DTA, -1:1 year 
 

-0.474 -0.522   
(0.347) (0.348) 

Delta operating costs, -1:1 year 
 

-0.299 -0.322   
(0.409) (0.409) 

Delta operating cash flows, -1:1 year 
 

-0.379 -0.492   
(0.764) (0.768) 

# Previous violations 
 

0.027 0.025   
(0.034) (0.034) 

Constant 0.109*** 0.138 0.145  
(0.039) (0.113) (0.113) 

Observations 435 246 246 

R2 0.166 0.184 0.191 

Adjusted R2 0.162 0.164 0.167 

Residual Std. Error 0.765 (df = 432) 0.635 (df = 239) 0.634 (df = 238) 

F Statistic 43.024*** (df = 2; 432) 9.008*** (df = 6; 239) 8.004*** (df = 7; 238) 
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Table 7. Impact of changes in cost of equity on stock returns in the two years before and after covenant violations. 

Dependent variable is stock return from the quarter two years before covenant violation to quarter two years after covenant 

violation. Each observation consists of a single violation. Stock returns are regressed against control variables, and either the 

change in cost of equity from two years before the covenant violation to two years after the covenant violation, or two cost of 

equity variables, consisting of the change in cost of equity from the quarter two years before the covenant violation to the quarter 

of the covenant violation, and the change in cost of equity from the violation quarter to the quarter one two years after the 

violation. Model 1 has no controls and two change in cost of equity variables. Model 2 has no controls and uses a single change 

in cost of equity variable. Model 3 adds a full suite of control variables to Model 1, and Model 4 adds a full suite of control 

variables to Model 2. 

 

Dependent variable: Stock return, -

2:2 year 

(1) (2) (3) (4) 

     

Delta COE, -2:2 years -6.524*** 
 

-5.590*** 
 

 
(0.694) 

 
(0.984) 

 

Delta COE, -2 years: violation 
 

-9.734*** 
 

-7.467***   
(0.859) 

 
(1.251) 

Delta COE, violation: 2 years 
 

-5.174*** 
 

-5.034***   
(0.699) 

 
(0.999) 

Debt to assets, -2 years 
  

0.192 0.312    
(0.442) (0.439) 

Delta DTA, -2:2 year 
  

0.323 0.335    
(0.416) (0.410) 

Delta operating costs, -2:2 year 
  

-1.164** -1.232**    
(0.555) (0.548) 

Delta operating cash flows, -2:2 year 
  

1.092 0.980    
(1.487) (1.467) 

# Previous violations 
  

-0.008 -0.004    
(0.045) (0.044) 

Constant 0.220*** 0.346*** 0.116 0.133  
(0.058) (0.060) (0.191) (0.188) 

Observations 321 321 169 169 

R2 0.217 0.293 0.216 0.242 

Adjusted R2 0.215 0.289 0.187 0.209 

Residual Std. Error 1.020 (df = 319) 0.971 (df = 318) 0.848 (df = 162) 0.836 (df = 161) 

F Statistic 88.467*** (df = 1; 

319) 

65.929*** (df = 2; 

318) 

7.421*** (df = 6; 

162) 

7.350*** (df = 7; 

161) 
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Dependent variable is change in Ohlson-Juettner cost of equity from the quarter one year before a covenant violation to the 

quarter one year after. Each observation consists of a single violation. Change in cost of equity is regressed against control 

variables and measures of dependence on debt financing and solvency in the year before the covenant violation. 

  

Dependent variable:  Delta COE, 

-1:1 year 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 

          

Delta current ratio, -1 y:0 -0.003 
        

 
(0.004) 

        

Delta Z score, -1 y:0 
 

-0.001 
       

  
(0.001) 

       

Current ratio, -1y 
  

0.00

4* 

      

   
(0.00

2) 

      

Z score, -1y 
   

0.001 
     

    
(0.001) 

     

Percent intangible assets, -1y 
    

-0.037 
    

     
(0.031

) 

    

Asset-scaled net debt issuance, -

1y 

     
-

5.505*

** 

   

      
(2.007

) 

   

Cash flow from financing, -1y 
      

0.116** 
  

       
(0.055) 

  

Interest coverage, -1y 
       

0.000 
 

        
(0.001) 

 

Delta interest coverage, -1y:0 
        

0.000          
(0.001) 

Delta leverage, -1y:1y 0.176*** 0.186**

* 

0.17

7*** 

0.187*** 0.176*

** 

0.145*

** 

0.173**

* 

0.197**

* 

0.200*** 

 
(0.030) (0.036) (0.03

0) 

(0.034) (0.030

) 

(0.032

) 

(0.030) (0.037) (0.039) 

Constant 0.022*** 0.025**

* 

0.01

2 

0.022*** 0.026*

** 

0.020*

** 

0.021**

* 

0.026**

* 

0.026*** 

 
(0.005) (0.006) (0.00

8) 

(0.007) (0.005

) 

(0.005

) 

(0.005) (0.006) (0.006) 

Observations 412 310 412 326 414 414 409 295 279 

R2 0.083 0.089 0.08

8 

0.091 0.082 0.096 0.089 0.088 0.087 

Adjusted R2 0.078 0.083 0.08

4 

0.085 0.078 0.092 0.085 0.082 0.081 

Residual Std. Error 0.089 (df = 

409) 

0.096 

(df = 

307) 

0.08

9 (df 

= 

409) 

0.094 (df 

= 323) 

0.089 

(df = 

411) 

0.089 

(df = 

411) 

0.089 

(df = 

406) 

0.098 

(df = 

292) 

0.100 (df 

= 276) 

F Statistic 18.489*** (

df = 2; 

409) 

14.947*

** (df = 

2; 307) 

19.7

78***

 (df 

= 2; 

409) 

16.085*** 

(df = 2; 

323) 

18.47

7*** (d

f = 2; 

411) 

21.80

5*** (d

f = 2; 

411) 

19.909*

** (df = 

2; 406) 

14.065*

** (df = 

2; 292) 

13.229*** 

(df = 2; 

276) 

Table 8. Impact on measures of debt dependency and solvency on changes in cost of equity from the year before a 

covenant violation to the year after. 
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Table 9. Impact on measures of debt dependency and solvency on changes in cost of equity from two years before a 

covenant violation to two years after. 

Dependent variable is change in Ohlson-Juettner cost of equity from the quarter two years before a covenant violation to the 

quarter two years after. Each observation consists of a single violation. Change in cost of equity is regressed against control 

variables and measures of dependence on debt financing and solvency in the year before the covenant violation.  

Dependent variable:  Delta COE, 

-2:2 year 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 

Delta current ratio, -2:2 year 0.005* 
        

 
(0.003

) 

        

Delta Z score, -2:2 year 
 

-

0.004* 

       

  
(0.002

) 

       

Current ratio, -2 year 
  

0.001 
      

   
(0.003

) 

      

Z score, -2 year 
   

0.002 
     

    
(0.001

) 

     

Percent intangible assets, -2 year 
    

0.002 
    

     
(0.032

) 

    

Asset-scaled net debt issuance, -2 

year 

     
-0.744 

   

      
(3.397) 

   

Cash flow from financing, -2 

year 

      
0.120 

  

       
(0.081

) 

  

Interest coverage, -2 year 
       

0.000 
 

        
(0.001) 

 

Delta interest coverage, -2:2 year 
        

0.000          
(0.001) 

Delta leverage, -2:2 year 0.112*

** 

0.109*

** 

0.099*

** 

0.110*

** 

0.108*

** 

0.107**

* 

0.108*

** 

0.124**

* 

0.127*** 

 
(0.026

) 

(0.031

) 

(0.025

) 

(0.029

) 

(0.026

) 

(0.026) (0.025

) 

(0.031) (0.032) 

Constant 0.018*

** 

0.024*

** 

0.013 0.015*

* 

0.018*

** 

0.018**

* 

0.017*

** 

0.022**

* 

0.020*** 

 
(0.005

) 

(0.006

) 

(0.009

) 

(0.007

) 

(0.005

) 

(0.005) (0.005

) 

(0.006) (0.006) 

Observations 298 221 298 236 272 272 272 216 202 

R2 0.062 0.082 0.053 0.076 0.063 0.063 0.070 0.069 0.074 

Adjusted R2 0.055 0.073 0.046 0.068 0.056 0.056 0.063 0.061 0.065 

Residual Std. Error 0.078  

(df = 

295) 

0.082  

(df = 

218) 

0.079  

(df = 

295) 

0.081  

(df = 

233) 

0.078  

(df = 

269) 

0.078  

(df = 

269) 

0.077  

(df = 

269) 

0.084  

(df = 

213) 

0.086 

(df = 

199) 

F Statistic 9.675*

** (df 

= 2; 

295) 

9.677*

** (df 

= 2; 

218) 

8.221*

** (df 

= 2; 

295) 

9.528*

** (df 

= 2; 

233) 

9.032*

** (df 

= 2; 

269) 

9.055**

* (df = 

2; 269) 

10.18

0*** (d

f = 2; 

269) 

7.934**

* (df = 

2; 213) 

7.936*** (

df = 2; 

199) 
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Table 10. Impact on measures of debt dependency and solvency on changes in cost of equity from the quarter of a 

covenant violation to one year after. 

Dependent variable is change in Ohlson-Juettner cost of equity from the violation quarter to the quarter one year after the 

violation. Each observation consists of a single violation. Change in cost of equity is regressed against control variables and 

measures of dependence on debt financing and solvency.  

Dependent variable: 

Delta COE, 0:1 year 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 

Delta current ratio, -1y:0 -0.001 
        

 
(0.003) 

        

Delta Z score, -1y:0 
 

0.0001 
       

  
(0.001) 

       

Current ratio, -1y 
  

0.002 
      

   
(0.002) 

      

Z score, -1y 
   

0.001 
     

    
(0.001) 

     

Percent intangible assets, 

-1y 

    
-0.007 

    

     
(0.028) 

    

Asset-scaled net debt 

issuance, -1y 

     
-

5.637**

* 

   

      
(1.671) 

   

Cash flow from 

financing, -1y 

      
0.130*

** 

  

       
(0.049

) 

  

Interest coverage, -1y 
       

0.001 
 

        
(0.001

) 

 

Delta interest coverage, -

1y:0 

        
0.000 

         
(0.001) 

Delta leverage, 0:1y 0.217**

* 

0.240**

* 

0.214**

* 

0.241*** 0.217*** 0.213**

* 

0.212*

** 

0.245*

** 

0.243*** 

 
(0.035) (0.040) (0.035) (0.040) (0.035) (0.035) (0.035

) 

(0.042

) 

(0.042) 

Constant 0.006 0.012** 0.001 0.008 0.007 0.002 0.005 0.009* 0.011**  
(0.004) (0.005) (0.007) (0.006) (0.005) (0.004) (0.004

) 

(0.005

) 

(0.005) 

Observations 412 310 412 326 414 414 409 296 280 

R2 0.085 0.104 0.087 0.105 0.085 0.110 0.101 0.107 0.110 

Adjusted R2 0.081 0.098 0.083 0.100 0.081 0.105 0.096 0.100 0.103 

Residual Std. Error 0.081 

(df = 

409) 

0.084 

(df = 

307) 

0.081 

(df = 

409) 

0.084 

(df = 

323) 

0.081 

(df = 

411) 

0.080 

(df = 

411) 

0.080 

(df = 

406) 

0.086 

(df = 

293) 

0.086 (df 

= 277) 

F Statistic 19.094*

** (df = 

2; 409) 

17.858*

** (df = 

2; 307) 

19.558*

** (df = 

2; 409) 

19.035**

* (df = 2; 

323) 

19.139**

* (df = 2; 

411) 

25.326*

** (df = 

2; 411) 

22.72

5*** (d

f = 2; 

406) 

17.46

2*** (d

f = 2; 

293) 

17.039*** 

(df = 2; 

277) 
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Table 11. Impact on measures of debt dependency and solvency on changes in cost of equity from the quarter of a 

covenant violation to two years after. 

Dependent variable is change in Ohlson-Juettner cost of equity from the violation quarter to the quarter two years after the 

violation. Each observation consists of a single violation. Change in cost of equity is regressed against control variables and 

measures of dependence on debt financing and solvency. 

 
  

Dependent 

variable: Delta 

COE, 0:2year 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 

Delta current 

ratio, -2y:0 

-0.003 
        

 
(0.003) 

        

Delta Z score, -

2y:0 

 
-0.009*** 

       

  
(0.002) 

       

Current ratio, -2y 
  

-0.002 
      

   
(0.003) 

      

Z score, -2y 
   

0.000 
     

    
(0.001) 

     

Percent intangible 

assets, -2y 

    
0.089*

** 

    

     
(0.033

) 

    

Asset-scaled net 

debt issuance, -2y 

     
-5.918* 

   

      
(3.506) 

   

Cash flow from 

financing, -2y 

      
0.074 

  

       
(0.086

) 

  

Interest coverage, 

-2y 

       
-0.001 

 

        
(0.001) 

 

Delta interest 

coverage, -2y:0 

        
0.000 

         
(0.001) 

Delta leverage, 

0:2y 

0.168*** 0.115*** 0.163**

* 

0.215*** 0.184*

** 

0.178**

* 

0.174*

** 

0.221*** 0.214*** 

 
(0.035) (0.038) (0.034) (0.040) (0.033

) 

(0.033) (0.033

) 

(0.042) (0.044) 

Constant -0.011** -0.002 -0.006 -0.006 -

0.018*

** 

-

0.012** 

-

0.012*

* 

-0.006 -0.008 

 
(0.005) (0.005) (0.010) (0.008) (0.006

) 

(0.005) (0.005

) 

(0.007) (0.007) 

Observations 300 335 300 236 274 272 274 216 202 

R2 0.073 0.123 0.072 0.110 0.116 0.101 0.094 0.114 0.109 

Adjusted R2 0.067 0.117 0.066 0.102 0.110 0.095 0.088 0.106 0.100 

Residual Std. 

Error 

0.087 (df = 

297) 

0.090 (df 

= 332) 

0.087 

(df = 

297) 

0.093 (df 

= 233) 

0.081 

(df = 

271) 

0.082 

(df = 

269) 

0.082 

(df = 

271) 

0.096 

(df = 

213) 

0.098 (df 

= 199) 

F Statistic 11.761*** (

df = 2; 

297) 

23.179*** 

(df = 2; 

332) 

11.504*

** (df = 

2; 297) 

14.418*** 

(df = 2; 

233) 

17.78

5*** (d

f = 2; 

271) 

15.182*

** (df = 

2; 269) 

14.13

3*** (d

f = 2; 

271) 

13.733**

* (df = 2; 

213) 

12.215*** 

(df = 2; 

199) 
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Table 12. Impact of changes in accounting ratios on changes in cost of equity from the quarter of a covenant violation to 

the year after. 

Dependent variable is change in Ohlson-Juettner cost of equity from the quarter of a covenant violation to the year after a 

covenant violation. Change in cost of equity is regressed against change in accounting ratios commonly used in debt covenants 

and control variables. 
  

Dependent 

variable: 

Delta COE, 

0:1y 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 

Delta current 

ratio, 0:1y 

-0.004 
       

 
(0.003) 

       

Delta net 

worth to 

assets, 0:1y 

  
-0.187* 

     

   
(0.106) 

     

Delta PPE to 

assets, 0:1y 

   
0.068 

    

    
(0.065) 

    

Delta cash to 

assets, 0:1y 

    
-0.035 

   

     
(0.035) 

   

Delta interest 

coverage, 

0:1y 

     
0.000 

  

      
(0.001) 

  

Delta debt to 

EBITDA, 

0:1y 

      
0.000 

 

       
(0.001) 

 

Delta 

leverage, 

0:1y 

       
0.035 

        
(0.039) 

Delta 

operating 

costs, 0:1y 

0.135*** 0.147*** -0.038 0.141*** 0.142*** 0.168*** 0.156*** 0.115*** 

 
(0.029) (0.027) (0.108) (0.028) (0.028) (0.034) (0.029) (0.037) 

Constant 0.006* 0.006* 0.005 0.006* 0.006* 0.008* 0.006* 0.006  
(0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004) 

Observations 542 545 545 545 545 372 499 314 

R2 0.055 0.051 0.056 0.052 0.052 0.065 0.055 0.038 

Adjusted R2 0.051 0.049 0.053 0.049 0.049 0.059 0.052 0.032 

Residual Std. 

Error 

0.079 (df 

= 539) 

0.079 (df 

= 543) 

0.079 (df 

= 542) 

0.079 (df 

= 542) 

0.079 (df 

= 542) 

0.084 (df 

= 369) 

0.081 (df 

= 496) 

0.064 (df = 

311) 

F Statistic 15.685***

 (df = 2; 

539) 

28.921*** (

df = 1; 

543) 

16.083*** (

df = 2; 

542) 

15.008*** (

df = 2; 

542) 

14.939*** (

df = 2; 

542) 

12.728*** (

df = 2; 

369) 

14.566*** (

df = 2; 

496) 

6.196*** (df 

= 2; 311) 
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Table 13. Impact of changes in accounting ratios on changes in cost of equity from the quarter of a covenant violation to 

two years after. 

Dependent variable is change in Ohlson-Juettner cost of equity from the quarter of a covenant violation to two years after a 

covenant violation. Change in cost of equity is regressed against change in accounting ratios commonly used in debt covenants 

and control variables. 

  

Dependent 

variable: 

Delta COE, 

0:2y 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 

Delta 

current 

ratio, 0:2y 

-0.003 
       

 
(0.003) 

       

Delta net 

worth to 

assets, 0:2y 

  
-0.050 

     

   
(0.137) 

     

Delta PPE 

to assets, 

0:2y 

   
-0.050 

    

    
(0.137) 

    

Delta cash 

to assets, 

0:2y 

    
-0.105*** 

   

     
(0.040) 

   

Delta 

interest 

coverage, 

0:2y 

     
-0.000 

  

      
(0.001) 

  

Delta debt 

to 

EBITDA, 

0:2y 

      
0.000 

 

       
(0.001) 

 

Delta 

leverage, 

0:2y 

       
0.129*** 

        
(0.038) 

Delta 

operating 

costs, 0:2y 

0.130*** 0.138*** 0.090 0.090 0.117*** 0.181*** 0.140*** 0.119*** 

 
(0.032) (0.029) (0.136) (0.136) (0.030) (0.038) (0.031) (0.033) 

Constant -0.006 -0.006 -0.006 -0.006 -0.004 -0.004 -0.007 -0.006  
(0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.006) (0.004) (0.005) 

Observatio

ns 

443 444 444 444 444 296 407 232 

R2 0.050 0.048 0.048 0.048 0.062 0.072 0.048 0.127 

Adjusted 

R2 

0.046 0.046 0.044 0.044 0.058 0.065 0.044 0.119 

Residual 

Std. Error 

0.088 (df = 

440) 

0.088 (df = 

442) 

0.088 (df = 

441) 

0.088 (df = 

441) 

0.087 (df = 

441) 

0.097 (df = 

293) 

0.090 (df = 

404) 

0.073 (df = 

229) 

F Statistic 11.590*** (

df = 2; 

440) 

22.139*** (

df = 1; 

442) 

11.114*** (

df = 2; 

441) 

11.114*** (

df = 2; 

441) 

14.623*** (

df = 2; 

441) 

11.291*** (

df = 2; 

293) 

10.237*** (

df = 2; 

404) 

16.623*** (

df = 2; 

229) 
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Table 14. Impact of changes in measures of solvency on changes in cost of equity post-violation. 

Each observation consists of a single violation. Change in cost of equity in the year after a covenant violation is regressed against 

changes in measures of solvency in the year before the violation, changes in these measures interacted with indicators for change 

in solvency measure being in the top or bottom quintile of solvency changes for all violations, and controls 

 

  

Dependent variable:  Delta COE, 0:1y (1) (2) (3) 

Delta current ratio, -1y:0 0.042** 
  

 
(0.020) 

  

Delta current ratio, -1y:0 x In top quintile -0.047** 
  

 
(0.023) 

  

Delta current ratio, -1y:0 x In bottom quintile -0.042** 
  

 
(0.019) 

  

Delta z score, -1y:0 
 

0.005 
 

  
(0.013) 

 

Delta z score, -1y:0 x In top quintile 
 

-0.005 
 

  
(0.013) 

 

Delta z score, -1y:0 x In bottom quintile 
 

-0.005 
 

  
(0.012) 

 

Delta interest coverage, -1y:0 
  

-0.002    
(0.002) 

Delta interest coverage, -1y:0 x In top quintile 
  

0.001    
(0.002) 

Delta interest coverage, -1y:0 x In bottom quintile 
  

0.002    
(0.002) 

Delta leverage, 0:1y 0.219*** 0.241*** 0.239***  
(0.035) (0.040) (0.042) 

Constant 0.013** 0.013** 0.010  
(0.005) (0.007) (0.006) 

Observations 412 310 280 

R2 0.096 0.105 0.121 

Adjusted R2 0.087 0.093 0.108 

Residual Std. Error 0.081 (df = 407) 0.084 (df = 305) 0.086 (df = 275) 

F Statistic 10.780*** (df = 4; 407) 8.935*** (df = 4; 305) 9.436*** (df = 4; 275) 
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Chapter 4: Classifying Innovation: The Influence of 

Process vs Product Patents on Firm Profitability 
Abstract 

In recent years, research focusing on firm level innovation and its consequences has become 

increasingly common. Studies on this topic tend to measure innovation in one of two ways, 

either through the aggregate number of patents or survey data. Using patent counts has the 

benefit of large datasets covering long time periods, frequently updated data, and a highly 

granular measure of innovation, but ignores the contents of the patents, treating innovations of all 

sorts as having the same impact on firm characteristics. Using survey data allows researchers to 

discriminate between types of innovation, but results in small datasets with no time series 

component, difficulty in updating or expanding the dataset, and typically binary and firm-level 

measures of innovation. 

In this paper, we propose a simple method of classifying innovations as product or process 

innovations by taking advantage of the occurrence of commonly used phrases in the abstracts of 

US patent applications. This approach combines many of the strengths of both patent count and 

survey approaches to measuring innovation, resulting in a classifier that allows for large, easily 

updated datasets with a significant time series component that can differentiate between process 

and product innovation in a highly granular way. We additionally use this measure to reproduce 

several common results from the innovation literature. We then take advantage of the time series 

nature of our dataset to demonstrate a novel empirical result: the effect of current innovation type 

on current profitability is heavily mediated by the firm’s previous innovation choices. 
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4.1 Introduction 

In the past 20 years, there has been a great deal of research on innovation. A firm’s 

innovative activities have important relationships with firm profitability (Leiponen, 1996), 

capital structure (O’Brien, 2003), attractiveness as a merger target (Comanor et al, 2013), and 

many other important firm characteristics. One of the biggest challenges in this field of research 

is how to measure innovation. Innovation is a very broad concept that can be very hard to pin 

down empirically, and the most common approaches all have significant drawbacks. Patent 

application based measures of innovation give large datasets with a significant time series 

component but do not typically allow for examination of the kinds of innovation being done. 

Survey-based methods allow for examination of the sorts of innovations a firm engages in, but 

produce relatively small datasets with little to no time series component. In this paper, we 

propose a method of classifying pharmaceutical patent applications by type of innovation using 

simple textual analysis techniques, and then use the resulting dataset to both confirm results from 

survey-based studies, and demonstrate novel results about innovation that require innovation data 

that both has a time series component and allows for classifying innovations by type. 

For many studies, innovation is measured via patents, typically the number of patent 

grants, number of patent applications, number of patent citations, or simple transformations of 

these variables. The benefit of this approach is data availability. There are vast, publicly 

available, government patent application and grant databases maintained by national 

governments such as the United States and India, which cover virtually every patent application 

ever filed in these countries. This yields a potential dataset spanning hundreds of thousands of 

firms, millions of patents, and centuries of time. 

While an exhaustive review of innovation studies based on patent information would be 
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well beyond the scope of this paper, in the context of the pharmaceutical industry alone, (which 

this paper focuses on), in just the last several years, patent count based datasets have been used 

to study topics such as the effects of cooperation between firms on innovation (Eisenmann and 

Paruchuri, 2019, Hughes-Morgan and Yao, 2016, Michelino et al, 2017), the effects of improved 

intellectual property protections on Indian pharmaceutical firms (Duggan and Goyal, 2014), the 

role of basic scientific research in innovation (Della Malva et al, 2014), and the relationship 

between innovative activity and the ability to bring new products to market (Wagner and 

Wakeman, 2014). 

One serious drawback of using patent counts to proxy for innovation is that it ignores the 

contents of the patents themselves, thereby assuming any two patent applications or citations are 

identical, and that the kind of innovation that the patents embody is irrelevant. In this paper, we 

aim to address this shortcoming by using simple textual analysis techniques to classify patent 

abstracts by content, allowing us to use commonly available, frequently updated patent 

application data to examine the relationship between firm characteristics and the specific types of 

innovation the firm engages in. Patent applications include an abstract, which gives a brief 

description of the innovation the patent will protect. These abstracts tend towards legal 

boilerplate, and the phrases used to describe, for example, a new method of synthesizing a 

previously known compound, tend to stay the same across patent applications. These recurring 

phrases can thus be used to automatically classify patents by the kind of innovation they embody. 

While there have been some studies that have successfully examined the connections between 

firm performance and specific types of innovation, they come with limitations of their own. 

Generally, these studies have been based on firm-level surveys, typically performed by 

government entities, such as the European Community Innovation Survey. These surveys tend to 
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involve relatively small sample sizes and are not performed very often. While they do provide 

the ability to examine the effects of different kinds of innovation, they can suffer from small 

sample sizes, short time periods, and extreme difficulty in updating datasets. 

If one were able to use the data from patent applications to automatically classify the sort 

of innovation that a patent encodes, it would combine the strengths of both the survey and patent 

count approaches. We would have both the sample size and patent-level data that comes from 

government patent databases, and the ability to differentiate between types of innovation 

associated with survey data. Perhaps most importantly, a classification method based on 

automatic processing of patent abstracts moves beyond the limitations of survey data by making 

time series data on the types of innovation a firm pursues easily available. This allows 

researchers to meaningfully answer a wide range of new empirical questions. 

The aim of this study is to demonstrate a simple, automatic, classification scheme 

applicable to US patent applications that meets this criterion along one important and relatively 

well studied axis of variation – product innovation versus process innovation. Briefly, product 

innovations are those that result in new investment opportunities, and process innovations are 

those that improve the returns on existing opportunities. Product innovations tend to be more 

attractive to smaller firms with fewer pre-existing investments, and process innovations tend to 

be more attractive to larger, more established firms with many investments to increase the returns 

of. By applying textual analysis techniques to patent application abstracts, we can reliably 

classify a significant proportion of these abstracts as describing process or product innovations. 

We then replicate some important results from both the patent-based and survey-based streams of 

research using the resulting dataset. We first demonstrate that, as the literature suggests, more 

patents are associated with higher profitability in the following several years. We also 
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demonstrate that firms that engage in proportionally more process innovation tend to be more 

profitable, confirming the results found by survey-based studies. Finally, we demonstrate a novel 

result using the time series nature of the dataset – that the relationship between current 

innovation type and current firm profitability is heavily mediated by the types of innovation the 

firm has engaged in in the past. These results suggest that observed life-cycle effects of the firm 

may in part be prompted by natural transitions in innovation type over time. 

We choose to concentrate on pharmaceutical patent applications for a variety of reasons. 

Firstly, the approach we take relies on subject matter expertise to help pick out and correctly 

categorize the recurring phrases. While there is no apparent reason the basic approach proposed 

here couldn’t be expanded to cover other innovative industries, the principal author has a 

background in biochemistry, making the pharmaceutical industry an obvious place to start. 

Secondly, pharma is one of the largest and most important innovative industries, and there is a 

great deal of pharma industry specific research on innovation to which this approach might be 

useful. This means that a classifier that functions well for pharma firms will be immediately 

useful to more researchers than one concentrating on a smaller industry and serves as an example 

for expansion into other industries. 

Section 2 of this paper presents our theoretical motivation and develops the hypotheses to 

be tested. Section 3 describes the classification methodology in detail and provides examples of 

its use. Section 4 discusses the construction of our dataset. Section 5 lays discusses our tests of 

the hypotheses presented in Section 3. Section 6 presents the results of our attempts to reproduce 

the results from survey-based studies, Section 7 presents novel results using our new measure of 

innovation, and Section 8 concludes. 

4.2 Theoretical Motivation and Hypothesis Development 
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A common dichotomy firms face is between “exploit” and “explore” strategies when 

choosing which investments to make (Sapra et al, 2014). Exploitation means taking full 

advantage of already available investment opportunities, such as taking something a firm already 

does, and doing it more cheaply, or at a larger scale. Exploitative investments are easy to justify 

to outside investors – you already have experience with the product you’re attempting to 

improve, you already know that there is a market, and you are simply taking steps to make an 

already-profitable investment more profitable. These investments tend to resolve themselves 

quickly – the payoff tends to be immediate and fairly predictable, allowing firms to concentrate 

on winning strategies and quickly discard losers. This can lead to a kind of positive feedback 

loop. Firms gain expertise and exposure in a particular field or product, making exploitation of 

this investment more attractive, and exploitative advances make further expansion even more 

profitable. 

Exploration investment strategies are those in which resources are expended, not to make 

current investments more profitable, but to find entirely new projects to invest in. These 

strategies tend to have a longer time horizon, higher uncertainty, and are harder to justify to 

outsiders, as by their nature, they do not seek to invest in projects that have already proven their 

worth. Exploration strategies are often more attractive to less mature firms, as increasing the 

profitability of existing activities becomes relatively more attractive only as the scale of a firm’s 

operations grow (Westerman et al, 2006). 

While investing in R&D is in many ways the archetypical “explore” strategy, this 

exploit/explore dichotomy can occur within R&D investments as well (Marsh, 1991). 

Innovations can often be categorized as “process” or “product” innovations. As the name 

suggests, product innovations are those aimed at discovering or developing new products. This 
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amounts to expending resources in the hopes of revealing new investment opportunities, a classic 

example of an explore strategy. Process innovations, on the other hand, are the product of 

research aimed at improving an already existing product, clearly an exploit strategy. For 

example, in the context of the pharmaceutical industry, developing a more cost-efficient 

synthesis of an already known drug would be a process innovation, and developing an entirely 

new drug would be a product innovation. 

One important firm characteristic that systematically varies along the product/process 

axis is firm profitability. Previous research has demonstrated a clear and positive link between 

profitability and innovation in general. Firms that engage in more innovation tend to have higher 

profit margins. Geroski et al (1993) show that innovative firms are more profitable in both the 

short and long run. This relationship holds especially strongly for the US pharmaceutical 

industry. Roberts (1999) shows that US pharmaceutical firms that engage in more innovative 

activity are more profitable. While this suggests that both process and product innovation will 

contribute to profitability, there is evidence that they may not do so equally. Firms focused on 

“exploit” strategies tend to be more mature, and one would expect that these will have already 

found something to exploit, suggesting they should have profitable projects to invest in. 

Additionally, “exploit” strategies tend to pay off sooner, and so should contribute more to current 

profits.  As these strategies are more transparent, they may be easier to finance. This 

transparency combined with the short time frame means that more of the firm’s efforts can be 

concentrated on the most effective innovations (Marsh, 1991). All of these factors suggest that 

innovative firms focused on process innovation may be more profitable than those focused on 

product innovation.  

Previous empirical work using survey data tends to bear this out. Therren and Mohnen 
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(2003) use data from the 1999 Canadian Survey of Innovation and the European Community 

Innovation Surveys for 1997/1998 to compare Canadian, French, German, Irish and Spanish 

firms. This sample included survey data for a single year from approximately 6,000 Canadian 

firms, 6,000 German firms, 1,000 Irish firms, and 10,000 Spanish firms. They concentrate on a 

category of firms known as first-innovators, which are firms who are the first to bring a new 

product or service to market. These firm innovators would appear to be engaged in product 

innovation. They found that Canadian firms were the most likely to be first-innovators, but the 

least able to realize profits from their innovations, suggesting that non-first innovations may be 

more profitable.  

Roper’s 1997 work, based on the 1994/1995 Product Development Survey of 

approximately 3,600 UK, German, and Irish firms, also suggests a link between profitability and 

product/process orientation. He finds that innovative German firms are smaller and focus mostly 

on product innovation, while Irish and UK firms seek a balance between product and process 

innovation. He finds that the German firms in his sample increase productivity while decreasing 

employment, while the Irish and UK firms increase productivity somewhat less while increasing 

employment. While Roper does not present any profitability results, the differences he depicts 

could have implications for profitability, though the direction of the relationship would depend 

on the relative size in the changes in employment level and productivity. 

The most direct test of the relationship between product versus process innovation and 

profitability is presented by Leiponen (1996). In this work, based on a 1991 survey of 209 

innovative Finnish firms asked to self-classify as product or process innovators, he finds that 

patents by process innovators increase net profit margin more than patents by product innovators.  

Additionally, he finds that the determinants of profitability differ significantly for process and 
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product innovators. 

Taken together, these survey results suggest that a firm’s mix of product and process 

innovation at a particular point in time may have a significant impact on profitability, and that 

firms that focus on process innovation may be more profitable than those that focus on product 

innovation. Due to the difficulty of obtaining time series data using survey methodologies, none 

of these studies explore how the types of innovation a firm has engaged in in the past affects the 

role current innovation plays. 

Using the data that our novel classification technique generates, we will do two things in 

this paper. The first step is to demonstrate that our method of classifying innovation is actually 

measuring the same thing as previous surveys on the topic, which we will accomplish by 

reproducing two common survey-based results from the innovation literature. These results are 

that firms that engage in more innovative activity tend to be more profitable, and that firms that 

concentrate on process innovation also tend to be more profitable. This leads us to our first two 

hypotheses: 

Hypothesis 1: As with previous studies of process and product innovation, higher 

amounts of innovation will be associated with higher profitability 

Hypothesis 2: As with previous studies of process and product innovation, firms that 

focus on process innovation rather than product innovation will be more profitable. 

Secondly, we will take advantage of the novel time series nature of our innovation data to 

explore how past and current innovation choices interact to determine a firm’s profitability. 

Logically speaking, we might expect a firm to focus on different types of innovation at different 

points in time during its life. A firm that has done a great deal of product innovation but little 

process innovation in the past should have a great deal to gain from engaging in process 
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innovation - there are probably many opportunities for the firm to optimize their operations, 

increasing the profitability of the new products they invented. On the other hand, a firm that has 

done a great deal of process innovation in the past may have little to gain from further process 

innovation, as it is likely they have already found and made many of the easy improvements in 

their operations.  

While there are no previous studies examining this issue using time series data, there is 

some previous work that suggests that this might happen. Ravichandran et al (2017) show that 

while diminishing returns on R&D is an issue for many firms, investment in information 

technology can ameliorate this problem, especially for firms with more complex R&D activities. 

Broadly speaking, we would expect that for most firms, improved IT would be closer to a 

process innovation than a product innovation. While improved recordkeeping and 

communications will not lead directly to new products for most firms, it could easily make 

producing and selling their existing products more efficient and profitable. 

In a similar vein, Hervas-Olivar et al (2018) show that firms that introduce new management 

practices along with technological innovations see better performance. Once again, improved 

management techniques seem more akin to process innovations than product innovations, 

suggesting that firms that have done a great deal of product innovation in the past will have 

much to gain from current process innovation. 

Hypothesis 3: Current process innovation will be associated with a larger increase in 

profitability for firms that have done a great deal of product innovation in the past than 

for firms that have done a great deal of process innovation in the past  
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 In this study, we propose a novel, automated, method of classifying patent applications by 

US pharmaceutical firms as process or product innovations. We demonstrate that, using this 

classifier, firms that engage in more process innovation will, after controlling for other relevant 

firm characteristics, see higher profitability over the next three years, matching the results found 

by survey-based studies of process and product innovation, and providing evidence that our 

proposed measure is an effective method of classifying pharmaceutical patents as process or 

product innovations. We then use this novel dataset to demonstrate that the sort of innovation a 

firm previously engaged in has a significant impact on the profitability of current innovative 

activities. 

4.3 Classification Methodology 

A key contribution of this study is the development of a procedure for classifying patents 

by type, this classification is then shown to be effective in both replicating previous findings and 

enabling the discovery of new results. The methodology uses the abstracts from pharmaceutical 

firm patent applications to classify their research output as either process or product oriented. 

Pharmaceutical firms make large numbers of patent applications, and so unsurprisingly, these 

abstracts tend towards boilerplate language, much of which is specific to the kind of innovation 

that the firm is seeking to patent. This means that after some preprocessing, the initial phrases of 

an abstract can frequently be used to classify the innovation it attempts to protect as either a 

process innovation or a product innovation.  

Patent abstract data was obtained from Justia5, a free website offering legal information, 

whose offerings include an up to date database of the full text of US patent applications, 

including the abstract that will be used for this analysis. To obtain these abstracts, a list of 

 
5 www.justia.com 
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pharmaceutical firms was generated by obtaining identifying information for all firms in the 

Compustat database with an SIC code of 283, corresponding to the drug industry. The firm 

names were cleaned to remove extraneous characters and whitespaces, to avoid mismatches due 

to differences in spacing and punctuation. As Justia is not set up for bulk data downloading, a 

script was written in R to search the website’s patent database for each one of these firm names, 

download the HTML page or pages generated in response to the search, and then extract the US 

patent number, the filing and patent grant dates, and the abstract from each of these patents.  

An initial examination of these abstracts revealed a few regularities that could be used to classify 

patents as process or product innovations. First, these abstracts frequently start with one of 

several mostly interchangeable stock phrases which bear no relationship to the subject of the 

patent application, such as “The present invention pertains to. . . “. Second, the phrase following 

this uninformative opening phrase also tends towards boilerplate, but these recurring forms 

appear to be strongly associated with particular types of patents. For example, after the removal 

of the opening phrase, patent applications covering a new method of synthesizing a previously 

known compound frequently start with “A novel method for the synthesis of. . .”, and 

applications covering a previously unknown chemical compound frequently start with “A novel 

compound. . .” 

The next step was building a list of these common and meaningless opening phrases. This 

was done using a combination of two methods: First, the author, while reviewing the abstracts, 

kept a list of promising candidates for these phrases. Second, to capture less common or eye-

catching phrases, the first 10 words of each abstract were extracted. Using these, a list of 

recurring opening phrases was constructed and sorted by frequency, yielding many additional 

openings. All these phrases were then trimmed from the start of the abstracts. A complete list of 
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these opening phrases can be found in Appendix A. 

With the removal of these stock openings, the first phrases of these abstracts now tended 

to be directly related to the subject of the patent, and therefore useful for classifying them as 

process or product innovations. Candidate classifying phrases were located and classified using 

an approach like that used for the openings. Several thousand abstracts were reviewed by a 

subject matter expert, looking for classifying phrases that were reliably related to either process 

or product innovations. For the purposes of this classification, a patent application was 

considered to be a process innovation if it described a novel method of manufacturing an already 

known compound, and was considered to be a product innovation if it described a previously 

unknown compound, or described a new use for a previously known compound. Additionally, in 

much the same way as for the opening phrases, the first 10 words of each abstract (after the 

removal of any stock opening phrases) were used to construct a list of commonly recurring 

classifying phrases, which aided the reader in identifying additional classifying phrases 

associated with product or process innovation. For each one of these proposed classifying 

phrases, 10 trimmed abstracts starting with the relevant phrase were selected at random from the 

stock of abstracts, and the phrase was only accepted if all 10 of these abstracts described the 

appropriate type of innovation after a thorough examination by the subject matter expert. 

Complete lists of the initial phrases used to identify process and product innovations can be 

found in Appendices B and C.  

Using these lists of classifying phrases, each of the trimmed abstracts were then classified 

as a product innovation, a process innovation, or unclassifiable using this scheme. These patent 

classifications were then aggregated across firm-years, giving the number of product innovations 

and process innovation patent applications by each firm in the sample in each year. For the 
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purposes of this study, patents were counted in the year they were filed for, not the year that they 

were granted. As there can be a substantial gap between patent application and grant date, and 

firms do not need to wait for patent protection to benefit from their discoveries, filing date gives 

a better picture of the firm’s current innovation activities than patent grant date. Below we 

demonstrate the method via a discussion of three examples, one of an abstract successfully 

classified as a product innovation, one of an abstract successfully classified as a process 

innovation, and one of an abstract that our methodology was unable to classify. 

Example: 

The abstract for patent application 5587504, by Eisai Chemical Co, entitled 

“Sulfonyloxy-biphenylcarboxylic ester derivatives”, filed on October 19, 1995, is as follows: 

“The present invention provides an industrially advantageous process for preparing a 2-

alkyl-3-(biphenyl-4-yl)methyl-3H-imidazo[4,5-b]pyridine derivative represented by the 

following formula (II) which is a precursor of an antagonist against an angiotensin II 

receptor useful as an antihypertensive drug, a biphenyl derivative which is a precursor of 

the substituent of the pyridine derivative, a process for the preparation thereof, and an 

intermediate useful for the preparation of the biphenyl derivative: ##STR1## The 2-alkyl-

3-(biphenyl-4-yl)methyl-3H-imidazo[4,5-b]pyridine derivative can be prepared in a high 

yield according to the present invention from a 2-amino-5-halogeno-3-nitropyridine 

derivative through amidation, N-alkylation and reductive cyclization.” 

 

During the preprocessing stage of our method, the opening phrase “The present invention 

provides” was deleted, as it is a common and essentially meaningless phrase that many patent 

applications start with. Removing the boilerplate opening phrase, we are left with: 

“an industrially advantageous process for preparing a 2-alkyl-3-(biphenyl-4-yl)methyl-

3H-imidazo[4,5-b]pyridine derivative represented by the following formula (II) which is 

a precursor of an antagonist against an angiotensin II receptor useful as an 

antihypertensive drug, a biphenyl derivative which is a precursor of the substituent of the 

pyridine derivative, a process for the preparation thereof, and an intermediate useful for 

the preparation of the biphenyl derivative: ##STR1## The 2-alkyl-3-(biphenyl-4-

yl)methyl-3H-imidazo[4,5-b]pyridine derivative can be prepared in a high yield 

according to the present invention from a 2-amino-5-halogeno-3-nitropyridine derivative 

through amidation, N-alkylation and reductive cyclization.” 
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The first several words of the cleaned abstract are “an industrially advantageous process”, 

a common beginning for abstracts with the boilerplate opening phrase removed, and one that is 

invariably associated with patents related to new methods of producing already known 

compounds, in this case, a previously known ingredient useful in the manufacture of anti-

hypertension drugs. As this phrase shows up frequently, and is invariably associated with a 

process innovation, it is on the list of classifying phrases for process innovations. As this 

application is classified as a process innovation, Eisai’s number of process innovation patent 

applications for 1995 is incremented by 1.  

The abstract for Takeda Pharmaceutical’s patent number 9777005, granted November 18, 

2013, is as follows: 

“Provided is a compound having a cholinergic muscarinic M1 receptor positive allosteric 

modulator activity, and useful as a prophylactic or therapeutic drug for Alzheimer's 

disease, schizophrenia, pain, sleep disorder and the like. The present invention relates to a 

compound represented by the formula wherein ring A is a 4- to 7-membered ring 

optionally having substituent(s); L is —O—, —S—, —SO— or —SO2—; R1 is a C1-6 

alkyl group optionally having substituent(s) (provided that when L is —O—, R1 is not a 

C1-6 alkyl group optionally substituted by halogen atom(s)), or a cyclic group optionally 

having substituent(s); X1 is —CRa? or —N?; X2 is —CRb? or —N?; X3 is —CRc= or 

—N?; Ra, Rb and Rc are each a C1-6 alkyl group, C2-6 alkenyl group, C1-6 alkoxy 

group, C3-6 cycloalkyl group, C3-6 cycloalkoxy group or C6-14 aryl group, each of 

which optionally having substituent(s), H or halogen, or a salt thereof.” 

 

The opening phrase of this patent is “Provided is. . .”, another conventional opening for 

patent abstracts. After its removal, the patent starts with “a compound. . .”, a classifying phrase 

associated with patents related to newly discovered chemical compounds. As such, this patent is 

classified as a product innovation, and Takeda’s count of product innovations for 2013 is 

incremented by 1. 

The abstract for Sanofi’s patent number 4596802, filed October 11, 1985, is as follows: 

The invention relates to thiadiazole derivatives corresponding to the formula: ##STR1## 

in which R represents: a linear or branched alkyl group having from 1 to 5 carbon 
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atoms;a cycloalkyl group having 5 or 6 carbon atoms;a phenyl group optionally 

substituted by 1 or 2 halogen atoms, preferably chlorine, by 1 or 2 lower alkyl or lower 

alkoxy groups, by 1 or 2 hydroxyl groups or by a nitro or trifluoromethyl group;a 

biphenylyl group; oran alpha-naphthyl group;and the pharmaceutically acceptable salts of 

the said derivatives. It also relates to a process for the preparation of the said derivatives 

and the pharmaceutical compositions in which they are present. The said derivatives act 

on the central nervous system. 

 

This patent covers a newly discovered compound, and as such should be classified as a 

product innovation by the standards used in this study. However, after the removal of the opening 

phrase “This invention relates to. . .”, the abstract begins with “thiadiazole derivatives . . .” While 

it is obvious to a human reader that this patent describes a new chemical formula, this phrase is 

not one that will recur very often, and as such, was not captured by our classification system. 

This patent is classified as neither product innovation nor process innovation, and therefore does 

not influence our estimation of Sanofi’s level of product or process innovation for 1985. 

This case demonstrates one clear drawback for our approach – there are many patents that it is 

unable to classify, and it will tend to underestimate both the number of product and process 

patents a firm has filed in a given year. While this will limit the usefulness of this particular 

classification scheme, the upside is that we can state with a high degree of confidence that any 

patents our tool has classified, it has done so correctly. Even with this drawback, successful 

classifications occur for relatively large numbers of firms with significantly reduced time, effort, 

and resources than would be required to generate comparable information using survey 

techniques. 

For the purposes of this study, the fact that the classifier will tend to miss both kinds of 

innovations is not necessarily a problem. As our results are based on the percentage of patents 

that are of a certain type, not the number of patents that are of a certain type, as long as our 

measure of number of product and process patents miss approximately the same percentage of 
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patents, it will not affect the results unduly.  

As a robustness check, the main analyses of this paper was repeated replacing the 

percentage of process patents with the ratio of process patents to product patents. If we assume 

that both our product and process identification procedures miss some fixed (but not necessarily 

identical) proportion of patents, the ratio of process to product patents for a given data point can 

be described as: 

𝑁𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 × 𝑄𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠

𝑁𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡 × 𝑄𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡
 

Where N is the true number of product or process patents for a given firm-year, and Q is 

the proportion of them that we capture. This means that the ratio determined by our methodology 

is simply the true ratio multiplied by a scalar constant 
𝑄𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠

𝑄𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡
. In the context of linear regression, 

multiplying a variable by a positive scalar will change the magnitude of the relevant coefficient, 

but not its significance or sign.  

As repeating the analysis using the ratio of process to product patents gives regressions 

with a similar R squared, and coefficients of the same sign and comparable significance levels, 

we have reason to believe that not classifying all patents, even if we miss a large proportion, 

should not discredit the results we present here, or the usefulness of this approach to analyzing 

patent data. 

4.4 Dataset Construction 

As the names used to locate patents on Justia originally came from Compustat, merging 

the patent data with financial and accounting data was straightforward. Compustat’s Monthly 

Updates Fundamentals Annual database was used to provide information on debt to assets, net 

profit margin, firm size, and cash flow volatility as a percentage of assets over the previous year.  

In our final dataset, we have 3,720 datapoints, each corresponding to a single firm-year, covering 
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654 unique firms and almost 55,000 classified patents, from 1961 to 2018. The dataset was 

constructed from an initial sample of 397,667 patent abstracts covering the same time period, and 

containing patent applications by 1,138 firms. Of these patents, 40,942 were classified as product 

innovations, and 13,994 were classified as process innovations.  

Comparing this sample to those from the survey results discussed above, we find that the 

survey samples typically contain more firms, which is to be expected, as the survey datasets 

include firms from all industries, and do not require that a firm have its equities listed on a major 

stock exchange, but generally only cover a single year, are not repeated, and typically capture 

innovation using binary or Likert-scale variables, not patent counts. However, these larger survey 

datasets have several significant drawbacks compared to our approach.  

Therren and Mohnen (2003) use a dataset constructed from the 1999 Canadian Survey of 

Innovation and the 1997/1998 European Community Innovation Survey. The Canadian portion 

of their dataset contains information from Canadian manufacturing firms in all industries with at 

least 19 employees and US $250,000 in yearly income, and contained 5,944 responses, each 

covering a single firm-year, with some duplication of firms with a national presence due to 

surveys being administered at a provincial level. This sample finds that approximately 80% of 

the firms in their sample engage in innovation (which for the purposes of their study included 

any product or service that is new to the firm). Of these firms, 38% are first-innovators, or firms 

that are the first to introduce a new product or service to market. As their sample includes firms 

from all industries and uses a significantly different definition of product innovation (an indicator 

for the introduction of new products to the market rather than patenting activity), it is difficult to 

make direct comparisons between our innovation data and theirs. The firm classification scheme 

they use does not allow us to determine the number of pharmaceutical firms in the sample, but 
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550 of the firms are classified as being in the chemical industry (which would include 

pharmaceutical firms), suggesting the number of pharmaceutical firms in their sample is going to 

be substantially less, with only a single year of data available for each firm. 

For the European portion of the dataset, which also covered a single firm-year, there were 

6,025 French firms that responded, 6,258 German firms, 1,151 Irish firms and 10,453 Spanish 

firms. These European firms tend to engage in innovation at a lower rate, with 38% of French 

firms, 67% of German firms, 70% of Irish firms, and 24% of Spanish firms engaging in 

innovation. The percentage of first-innovators is substantially lower for the European firms, 

ranging from 11% for Spanish firms to 27% for Irish firms. Once again, it is impossible to split 

out pharmaceutical firms due to the way their data is coded, but, as in Canada, chemical firms 

compose approximately 10% of the European sample, suggesting that the European sample 

contains substantially less than 3300 pharmaceutical firms. 

Roper (1997) relies on the Product Development Survey, conducted in 1994/1995, which 

covered 3,600 small UK, German, and Irish firms. Innovative activity was measured by asking 

firms to rate on a scale of 1 to 5 how much importance they assigned to various kinds of 

innovative activity (for example, introducing new products or decreasing the cost of 

manufacturing current products).  Comparisons are conducted at the country level, making it 

impossible to directly compare their results for product and process firms to ours, as they focus 

on the overall innovation mix within a country, not within a firm. 

Leiponen (1996) relies on a 1991 survey of 209 Finnish firms in all industries. Innovative 

activity was measured by asking firms if they had engaged in significant product and/or process 

innovative activity in the past two years. She finds that, using this measure, 54% of firms 

engaged in product innovation and 58% engaged in process innovation. In our sample, 49.8% of 
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firms engaged in at least some process innovation, and 88.6% of firms engaged in at least some 

product innovation.  

Overall, while some of the survey-based samples contain more firms, they are also 

drawing from a much larger pool of possible firms (both public and private firms from a wide 

range of industries as opposed to publicly traded pharmaceutical firms). If these samples were 

restricted to publicly traded pharma firms, as ours is, they would almost certainly contain fewer 

firms than ours. In addition, their measures of innovation tend to be much less fine-grained than 

ours, seldom allowing for measures of proportionate product vs process innovation, cover only a 

single point in time, and cannot be updated with new data unless the surveys they are based on 

are repeated. Given that the Heibel and Pielsticker (2019) place the survey response rate for 

small businesses at approximately 21%, and many online survey firms quote even lower figures 

for business response rates to surveys6, a classification rate of approximately 15% is not 

unreasonable, especially given the time series nature of the data and the ease of adding to the 

dataset as time goes on. 

 Breaking down our dataset by year (Table 1), we find that our sample is extremely sparse 

at the beginning, with 1961 having only a single abstract found. As time goes on, the number of 

patent application abstracts found in Justia grows, plateauing around 2001 at between 16,000 and 

18,000 patent applications per year. The number of patent applications once again drops sharply 

in 2017 and 2018, suggesting that patent applications may take some time to be included in the 

Justia database. Data collection took place in early 2019.  However, the number of relevant 

patents found for 2017 was only 60% of the number found for the previous year, suggesting a lag 

between the patent application being submitted and the application appearing in the Justia 

 
6 https://peoplepulse.com/resources/useful-articles/survey-response-rates/, https://www.focusvision.com/blog/whats-

a-typical-survey-response-rate/, accessed September 15, 2020 

https://peoplepulse.com/resources/useful-articles/survey-response-rates/
https://www.focusvision.com/blog/whats-a-typical-survey-response-rate/
https://www.focusvision.com/blog/whats-a-typical-survey-response-rate/
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database. To control for the possibility that data points from time periods with lower numbers of 

applications are systematically different in some way, or that patents from certain kinds of firms 

were incorporated into the database faster than others, leading to a biased sample in the later 

periods, we repeated the analyses described in this paper with a subset of the data only covering 

2001-2016 and found substantially the same results. 

Over time, we find that the percentage of patents classified as process innovations tends 

to decrease, though this appears to be driven by an increase in the number of product patents, 

rather than a decrease in the number of process patents. This is to be expected, as recent 

advances in drug testing and synthetic biology have made creating and testing new compounds 

with potential pharmaceutical applications less expensive and time-consuming, which should 

naturally lead to more product innovation.  

Our classifier appears to work about equally well in all time periods examined. Once the 

yearly samples become large enough for meaningful statistical inference, (in the mid-90’s), the 

percentage of patent applications successfully classified generally stays between 12 and 15 

percent, with no obvious time trend (Figure 1). 

Upon examining the dataset, it became clear that the sample could be divided into three 

subsamples: Firms that engage in a mix of process and product innovation (henceforth referred to 

as mixed innovators), firms that engage in only product innovation (product innovators), and 

firms that engage in only process innovation (process innovators).  The first two groups – mixed 

innovators and product innovators, make up most of our sample, which is not surprising. Roper 

(1997) finds that is very uncommon for firms to engage in only process innovation, and logically 

speaking, this is what one would expect. Small firms have an incentive to engage in product 

innovation to find a new niche to compete in, and lack the pre-existing asset base that would 
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make process innovation more rewarding. Large firms (which the mixed innovators typically are) 

can benefit from both kinds of innovation. Specifically, we find that there are 328 product 

innovator firms with 1016 firm-years of data, 74 process innovator firms with 146 firm-years of 

data, and 252 mixed innovator firms with 2558 firm-years of data. Due to the small number of 

data points in the process innovator group, and the literature support for most innovative firms 

engaging in either product or mixed innovation, we will be focusing our subsample analysis on 

product and mixed innovators, though data from process innovators will be included in the 

whole-sample analyses.  

4.5 Hypothesis Testing 

 

The first goal of our analysis is to reproduce previous results concerning process and 

product innovation. Following that, we extend the literature to include new results related to 

firm-specific time trends in innovation. The first step is to confirm that innovation is 

unconditionally associated with higher profitability for our sample. The test of this will be to 

regress net profit margin against the number of total patent applications. 

𝑵𝒆𝒕 𝑷𝒓𝒐𝒇𝒊𝒕 𝑴𝒂𝒓𝒈𝒊𝒏𝒊,𝒕

= 𝜶 + 𝜷𝟏 × 𝒕𝒐𝒕𝒂𝒍 𝒊𝒏𝒏𝒐𝒗𝒂𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏𝒔𝒊,𝒕 + 𝜷𝟐 × 𝒄𝒐𝒏𝒕𝒓𝒐𝒍𝒔𝒊,𝒕 + 𝜺𝒊,𝒕  − − − −(𝟏) 

This regression, and versions of it using 1, 2, and 3-year lags of the aggregate number of 

process and product patents instead of the contemporaneous variable will be run for both the 

whole sample and the mixed innovators subsample (why? What do we gain from running it just 

on mixed innovators?). If, as in numerous previous studies, higher patent activity is associated 

with higher profitability, the coefficient on the total innovation term should be positive and 

significant. 

Previous literature, both theoretical and empirical, has suggested that firms that are 
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oriented towards process innovation should be more profitable, suggesting that if our classifier is 

working as intended, firms with a higher percentage of process innovations should tend to have a 

higher net profit margin. We test this result using both univariate and multivariate tests. In our 

univariate tests, we will compare the mean net profit margin of product innovators and mixed 

innovators. In our multivariate test, we will be regressing net profit margin against the percent of 

a firm’s classified innovations labeled as process innovations plus controls. We do not separately 

examine firms that only engage in process innovations, as this sort of firm is very rare, and there 

are not enough of them in our dataset for reliable statistical inference. While these process-only 

firms are included in the dataset used for our multivariate results, dropping these firms from our 

sample does not significantly alter our multivariate results. 

𝑵𝒆𝒕 𝑷𝒓𝒐𝒇𝒊𝒕 𝑴𝒂𝒓𝒈𝒊𝒏𝒊,𝒕

= 𝜶 + 𝜷𝟏 × 𝒑𝒆𝒓𝒄𝒆𝒏𝒕 𝒑𝒓𝒐𝒄𝒆𝒔𝒔𝒊,𝒕 + 𝜷𝟐 × 𝒄𝒐𝒏𝒕𝒓𝒐𝒍𝒔𝒊,𝒕 + 𝜺𝒊,𝒕    − − − −(𝟐) 

We will run this regression for the whole sample and for the mixed innovators subsample. 

There would be little point in doing this analysis on the process or product innovator subsets, as 

these datasets are by construction set to 100% process innovation, or 0% process innovation, 

respectively. 

The control variables we chose to include are firm size as measured by total assets, debt 

to asset ratio, and cash flow volatility. We control for size because Marsh (1991) suggests that 

process innovation may be more attractive to large firms, and we would like to isolate the effect 

of size from that of innovation type. For similar reasons we control for capital structure – if 

“exploit” investments tend to be easier to explain to outsiders, we might be capturing the effects 

of the availability of external financing, not innovation type. Similarly, exploratory projects 

produce less predictable returns, and so by controlling for cash flow volatility, we control for the 
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possibility that we are capturing the effects of volatility, not innovation.  

The next step is to test the novel hypothesis. Hypothesis 3 states that current process 

innovation will be associated with a larger increase in profitability for firms that have done a 

great deal of product innovation in the past. This will be tested by regressing net profit margin on 

current percent process innovations (or the 1, 2 or 3 year lags thereof) interacted with number of 

previous product and process innovations. If previous product innovation does make current 

process innovation more attractive, we should expect the coefficient on the interaction term to be 

positive and significant. To control for the possibility that it is overall amount of past innovation 

that matters, not type of innovation, we also interact current process innovation (and lags thereof) 

on number of previous process innovations. Number of previous product (process) innovations is 

computed for each firm-year as the total number of product (process) patent applications, 

excluding the last 3 years to allow for the same variable to be interacted with all lags. Including 

patents from the last 3 years when computing number of previous product patents does not 

meaningfully change the results. If Hypothesis 3 holds, we would expect to see positive and 

significant coefficients on the interaction between current (or lagged) percent process 

innovations, but not on the previous process innovation interaction terms. 

𝑵𝒆𝒕 𝑷𝒓𝒐𝒇𝒊𝒕 𝑴𝒂𝒓𝒈𝒊𝒏𝒊,𝒕

= 𝜶 + 𝜷𝟏 × 𝒑𝒆𝒓𝒄𝒆𝒏𝒕 𝒑𝒓𝒐𝒄𝒆𝒔𝒔𝒊,𝒕

+ 𝜷𝟐 × 𝒑𝒆𝒓𝒄𝒆𝒏𝒕 𝒑𝒓𝒐𝒄𝒆𝒔𝒔𝒊,𝒕 × 𝒑𝒓𝒆𝒗𝒊𝒐𝒖𝒔 𝒑𝒓𝒐𝒄𝒆𝒔𝒔 𝒊𝒏𝒏𝒐𝒗𝒂𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏𝒔𝒊,𝒕

+ 𝜷𝟑 × 𝒑𝒆𝒓𝒄𝒆𝒏𝒕 𝒑𝒓𝒐𝒄𝒆𝒔𝒔𝒊,𝒕 × 𝒑𝒓𝒆𝒗𝒊𝒐𝒖𝒔 𝒑𝒓𝒐𝒄𝒆𝒔𝒔 𝒊𝒏𝒏𝒐𝒗𝒂𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏𝒔𝒊,𝒕

+ 𝜷𝟒 × 𝒄𝒐𝒏𝒕𝒓𝒐𝒍𝒔𝒊,𝒕 + 𝜺𝒊,𝒕  − − − −(𝟑) 
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4.6 Replication of Previous Results 

4.6.1 Univariate Results 

Examining summary statistics for the whole sample (Table 2), we find, as we would 

expect for a sample of pharmaceutical firms, that the average firm is relatively heavily indebted, 

with a debt to asset ratio of 1.53. This is broadly what one would expect, with the industry 

average debt to assets ratio for technology firms at 1.66, and for healthcare at 2.077. The mean 

firm in our sample has intangible assets equal to 11.3% of total assets, substantially higher than 

the 7.4% average for all firms in Compustat over the same time period. Cash flow volatility is 

roughly comparable to that of Compustat as a whole for the same time period. The mean firm in 

our sample is unprofitable, though this unprofitability seems to be driven by the smaller firms. If 

we separately examine firms with above and below median total assets, we find that the mean 

large firm is profitable, and the mean small firm is highly unprofitable. Additionally, if we take 

the asset-weighted average profitability of our sample, it is strongly profitable, suggesting that 

the low mean probability is driven by a large number of small, unprofitable firms. In each year, 

the mean firm in our sample applies for 10.95 classifiable patents, of which 7.96 are classified as 

product innovations and 2.99 are classified as process innovations.  

Comparing summary statistics for product innovators with those for mixed innovators 

(Table 2), we find substantial differences of the sort theory would predict if our measure 

accurately distinguished between process and product innovations.  We find that mixed innovator 

firms tend to be substantially larger. The mean mixed innovator has total assets of 5.55 billion 

dollars, while the mean product innovator firm has total assets of 210 million dollars.  As process 

 
7 From www.csimarket.com as of July 17th, 2019 

http://www.csimarket.com/
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innovations are aimed at increasing the returns of already existing assets, it is not surprising that 

firms that put more of their innovative effort into process innovation tend to be larger. Though 

the mean mixed innovator and product innovator firms both have a negative profit margin, the 

mixed firms had a significantly less negative profit margin. In accordance with the literature, 

firms that engage in process innovation are larger and more profitable according to our univariate 

statistics. 

4.6.2 Multivariate Results 

Our first multivariate test is to regress the total number of classified patent applications 

against net profit margins. Performing this analysis for the entire sample (Table 3), we find a 

positive and significant relationship between firm profitability, contemporaneous number of 

patent applications, and 1-year lagged patent applications. The coefficient on the two- and three-

year lags are also positive, but the 2-year lag is only significant at a 10% level, and the 3-year lag 

is insignificant. If we repeat this analysis separately for mixed innovators, the coefficient on 

contemporaneous applications is positive and significant, and all other lags are positive but 

insignificant. Likewise, for product innovators, the relationship between net profit margin and 

number of patent applications is positive but insignificant at all lags. Overall, these results 

suggest that the positive correlation between innovative activity and profitability seen in the 

literature may hold for our sample. 

Our second multivariate test is to confirm that firms that engage in more process 

innovation tend to be more profitable, a possibility that our first multivariate test provides some 

support for. We test this hypothesis by regressing net profit margin against the percent of 

innovations classified as process innovations and controls. We perform this analysis for the 

whole sample and the mixed innovator subsample. Repeating it for the process or product 
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innovator subsamples would be fruitless, as there would be no variation in the variable of interest 

in those cases. 

Examining the results for the entire sample, we do find a significant and positive 

relationship between the percentage of a firm’s patent applications that are classified as process 

innovations and the firm’s net profit margin (Table 4). The coefficient for percent process is 

positive and highly significant at all lags examined. When this analysis is repeated for just the 

mixed innovator subset, we find largely the same result (Table 5). While the coefficient on the 

contemporaneous version of the variable is only significant at 10%, the 1, 2, and 3-year lagged 

coefficients are all positive and highly significant.  

Overall, these results suggest that our classification algorithm is accurately classifying 

patent abstracts, as these findings all agree closely with previous work on product and process 

innovation using survey data. Our sample consists of large numbers of mixed and product 

innovators, but very few process innovators. Firms that engage in a mix of process and product 

innovation are larger and more profitable than those that only engage in product innovation, and 

the percentage of patent applications classified as process innovations is positively correlated 

with high profits for all subsamples examined. 

4.7 Results for Novel Hypothesis 

Hypothesis 3 states that firms that have done a great deal of product innovation in the 

past will benefit more from current process innovation than firms that have done a great deal of 

process innovation in the past. This hypothesis is tested by regressing current net profit margin 

against current (or 1, 2, or 3-year lags of) percent process innovation interacted with number of 

previous process or product innovations and control variables (See Equation 3 for exact 

specification). Results can be found in Table 6.  
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The first result that we note is that the coefficient on all interaction terms involving 

previous product innovation (Current percent product innovation x number of previous product 

innovations, Lag 1 percent product innovations x number of previous product innovations, Lag 2 

percent product innovations x number of previous product innovations, Lag 3 percent product 

innovations x number of previous product innovations) are all negative, statistically insignificant 

and at least an order of magnitude smaller in absolute value than the coefficients on the 

interaction terms involving previous process innovation. (For space and clarity reasons, these 

coefficients have been omitted from Table 6, though they are available upon request). This 

suggests that previously having engaged in product innovation does not make current product 

innovation more attractive. 

Examining the results for past product innovation, we find that unlike previous process 

innovations, previous product innovations appear to significantly increase the effect of recent 

process innovations on profitability. Examining the results in Table 6, when we perform the 

regression described in Equation 3, we find that the coefficients on the interactions between the 

firm’s current percent process innovation and total previous product innovations is positive and 

highly significant (Table 6, Model 1). The same is true for percent product innovation for each of 

the past three years (Table 6, Models 2 through 4). These results strongly suggest that process 

innovation is significantly more profitable for firms that have engaged in a large amount of 

product innovation in the past.  

4.8 Conclusion 

In this paper, we propose a new method of automatically classifying innovations as 

process or product innovations using regularities in the text of the associated patent abstract, and 

then use the resulting dataset to replicate some common results from the innovation literature. 
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Firms that engage in only process innovation are rare. Firms that engage in only product 

innovation tend to be smaller and less profitable, and firms that engage in a mix of the two are 

the largest and most profitable. We then take advantage of the time series nature of the data 

generated to demonstrate that the profitability of current innovative activity is heavily influenced 

by a firm’s past innovation choices – firms with a large stock of previous product innovations to 

fine-tune benefit more from current process innovation than firms that have done little product 

innovation in the past. We also find that previous process innovation does not make current 

process innovation more profitable. 

This method will address one of the major challenges of empirical work involving 

process and product innovation: the fact that previously the only way to determine what kind of 

innovation a firm engaged in was via firm-level surveys. These surveys are performed only 

rarely, have not yet covered US firms, tend to suffer from small sample sizes, and yield only 

firm-level, not patent-level data. As these surveys are expensive and time consuming to repeat, is 

it is very difficult to obtain time series data about innovation in this fashion. In contrast, the US 

patent application data used to construct this measure is publicly available, frequently updated, 

and yields results at the patent level, which will allow us to explore the effects of innovation type 

at a much more granular level, and observe the effects on changes in innovation strategy over 

time. 

The major limitations of the method presented here are the relatively low classification 

rate (though this rate is comparable to typical estimates of response rates to a single survey), the 

need for significant subject matter knowledge to construct the data dictionaries, and the fact that 

extending this technique to new industries would require constructing an entirely new set of 

process and product indicators. 
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Some promising extensions to this method are possible. With the aid of subject matter 

experts, data dictionaries could be constructed for other innovative industries. Patents might be 

classified along axes other than process or product innovation, and more sophisticated data 

mining techniques could easily find more regularities, significantly increasing the percentage of 

patent applications classified. One promising possible application is to use the dataset 

constructed here a training corpus for other textual analysis methods such as latent semantic 

analysis. 

While this paper is limited in scope to the US pharmaceutical industry and makes use of 

only very simple, easy to understand textual analysis techniques, the results it yields closely track 

those obtained using survey data, and allows us to demonstrate the novel empirical result that the 

influence of current R&D work on the profitability of US pharmaceutical firms is heavily 

mediated by the firm’s stock of previous innovations. 
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Figure 1. Percent of patents successfully classified by year. 

This graph depicts the proportion of examined patent applications successfully classified (calculated as the total number of 

applications classified as product innovations plus the total number of applications classified as process innovations divided by 

the total number of applications examined), broken down by year. While our dataset starts in 1961, this graph only depicts data 

points from 1970 onwards, as our dataset is extremely sparse before that point. 
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Table 1. Performance of classifier by year.  

This table provides summary statistics on the performance of our classifier, subdivided by year. Num firms is the number of firms 

with classifiable patent abstracts in that year, Percent process is the proportion of all classified abstracts labeled as process 

innovations, Abstracts examined is the total number of abstracts from that year examined, Process (Product) abstracts is the 

number of abstracts from a given year classified as process (product) innovations, Percent classified is the proportion of all 

abstracts examined for a given year successfully classified.  
Year Num 

firms 

Percent 

process 

Abstracts 

examined 

Process 

abstracts 

Product 

abstracts 

Percent 

classified 

1 1961 1 0 1 0 1 1 

2 1964 1 0 4 0 2 0.500 

3 1969 1 0 8 0 1 0.125 

4 1970 3 0.667 18 2 1 0.167 

5 1971 2 0 34 1 4 0.147 

6 1972 3 0.500 61 2 3 0.082 

7 1973 5 0.424 261 18 21 0.149 

8 1974 7 0.474 1051 61 73 0.127 

9 1975 7 0.384 1842 81 127 0.113 

10 1976 7 0.337 1913 67 142 0.109 

11 1977 8 0.376 1815 78 124 0.111 

12 1978 8 0.403 1784 73 124 0.110 

13 1979 8 0.353 1897 91 158 0.131 

14 1980 7 0.481 1819 102 115 0.119 

15 1981 8 0.424 1741 93 129 0.128 

16 1982 9 0.486 1955 116 113 0.117 

17 1983 11 0.542 1849 105 93 0.107 

18 1984 10 0.430 2032 99 122 0.109 

19 1985 12 0.490 2002 97 97 0.097 

20 1986 14 0.458 2181 100 104 0.094 

21 1987 14 0.535 2392 112 94 0.086 

22 1988 17 0.582 2657 120 89 0.079 

23 1989 23 0.564 3077 141 100 0.078 

24 1990 24 0.525 3203 154 129 0.088 

25 1991 32 0.465 3377 132 148 0.083 

26 1992 39 0.488 3850 176 188 0.095 

27 1993 46 0.497 4073 200 208 0.100 

28 1994 51 0.516 5247 240 258 0.095 

29 1995 81 0.385 8656 421 662 0.125 

30 1996 71 0.404 5837 272 384 0.112 

31 1997 83 0.364 7511 332 634 0.129 

32 1998 93 0.347 7691 332 639 0.126 

33 1999 108 0.321 8674 393 819 0.140 

34 2000 128 0.343 9946 451 944 0.140 

35 2001 151 0.296 15459 604 1476 0.135 

36 2002 157 0.248 18284 640 1974 0.143 

37 2003 152 0.254 17314 664 1906 0.148 

38 2004 156 0.247 16464 598 1935 0.154 
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39 2005 156 0.275 16016 567 1737 0.144 

40 2006 168 0.273 17760 705 1930 0.148 

41 2007 167 0.224 18533 614 2245 0.154 

42 2008 150 0.221 17587 559 2334 0.164 

43 2009 150 0.230 18356 488 2088 0.140 

44 2010 141 0.252 18680 583 2234 0.151 

45 2011 174 0.245 19601 590 2130 0.139 

46 2012 184 0.194 20807 557 2506 0.147 

47 2013 211 0.195 22273 642 2792 0.154 

48 2014 187 0.187 19559 530 2354 0.147 

49 2015 171 0.201 15667 440 1805 0.143 

50 2016 157 0.184 13609 278 1477 0.129 

51 2017 103 0.201 8196 209 850 0.129 

52 2018 33 0.210 3020 64 317 0.126 
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Table 2. Summary Statistics.  

This table provides summary statistics for the all variables used in this study, both for the entire sample, and separately for data 

points from firms that engage exclusively in product innovation, and those that engage in a mix of product and process 

innovation. Each data point represents one firm-year. Firms are considered product innovators if all their classified innovations 

are product innovations. Firms are considered mixed innovators if their classified innovations are a mix of product and process 

innovations. Data is very sparse for firms that engage exclusively in process innovation, so these firms are not examined 

separately, but are included in the whole sample results. Omitting these firms from the whole sample does not meaningfully 

change the results. The Difference column gives the mixed innovator mean for each variable less the product innovator mean. 

Stars give the significance of a t-test comparing these two means, with * indicating significance at 10%, ** indicating 

significance at 5%, and *** indicating significance at 1%. 

  

Variable Whole 

Sample 

Mean 

Whole 

Sample 

Minimum 

Whole 

Sample 

Maximum 

Mixed 

Mean 

Product 

Mean 

Difference 

Total assets 5544.503 0 212949 5546.655 209.837 5336.818 

(***) 

Debt to assets 1.533 0 596 1.555 2.209 -0.653 

Percent 

intangible 

assets 

0.113 0 0.987 0.112 0.065 0.047 

(***) 

Cashflow 

volatility 

0.911 0 740.530 0.974 0.298 0.676 

Net profit 

margin 

-0.304 -1.499 4.074 -0.304 -0.643 0.339 

(***) 

Number of 

process 

innovations 

2.991 0 277 2.991 0 2.991 

(***) 

Number of 

product 

innovations 

7.963 0 273 7.963 2.604 5.358 

(***) 

Total patent 

applications 

classified 

10.953 1 331 10.953 2.604 8.349 

(***) 

Percent 

process 

innovations 

0.240 0 1 0.240 0 0.240 

(***) 
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Table 3. Relationship between net profit margin and total innovations, whole sample. 

Dependent variable is net profit margin. Independent variables are the total number of classified patent applications (the sum of 

the total number of process innovations and product innovations) and 1 to 3-year lags thereof, total assets, cash flow volatility 

(calculated as the standard deviation of quarterly operating cash flow over the past three years divided by contemporaneous total 

assets), and debt to assets. Each data point is one firm-year, and the dataset contains all data from all firm types (process 

innovators, product innovators, and mixed innovators). 

  

Dependent variable: Net profit 

margin 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

Total applications 0.002*** 
   

0.002  
(0.0004) 

   
(0.001) 

Total applications, 1 year lag 
 

0.001** 
  

0.0003   
(0.0004) 

  
(0.002) 

Total patent applications, 2 year 

lag 

  
0.001* 

 
-0.001 

   
(0.0004) 

 
(0.002) 

Total patent applications, 3 year 

lag 

   
0.001 -0.001 

    
(0.0005) (0.001) 

Total assets 0.00001*** 0.00001*** 0.00001*** 0.00001*** 0.00001***  
(0.00000) (0.00000) (0.00000) (0.00000) (0.00000) 

Debt to assets -0.002*** -0.002*** -0.002*** -0.002*** -0.002**  
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) 

Cashflow volatility -0.001 -0.002 -0.001 -0.002 -0.002  
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.002) (0.002) 

Constant -0.352*** -0.276*** -0.273*** -0.270*** -0.210***  
(0.012) (0.015) (0.015) (0.016) (0.018) 

Observations 2615 1884 1810 1717 1336 

R2 0.161 0.169 0.174 0.178 0.182 

Adjusted R2 0.160 0.167 0.172 0.176 0.178 

Residual Std. Error 0.571 (df 

= 2610) 

0.577 (df = 

1879) 

0.578 (df = 

1805) 

0.578 (df = 

1712) 

0.583 (df = 

1328) 

F Statistic 125.238*** 

(df = 4; 

2610) 

95.714*** 

(df = 4; 

1879) 

94.942*** 

(df = 4; 

1805) 

92.633*** 

(df = 4; 

1712) 

42.248*** 

(df = 7; 

1328) 
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Table 4. Relationship between net profit margin and percent process innovations, all firms.  

Dependent variable is net profit margin. Independent variables are the proportion of all classified patents for a given firm-year 

that are classified as process innovations (calculated as total number of process applications divided by total number of process 

applications plus total number of product applications), and 1 to 3-year lags thereof, total assets, cash flow volatility (calculated 

as the standard deviation of quarterly operating cash flow over the past three years divided by contemporaneous total assets), and 

debt to assets. Each data point is one firm-year, and the dataset contains all data from all firm types (process innovators, product 

innovators, and mixed innovators). 
 

  

Dependent 

variable: Net 

Profit Margin 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

Percent process 0.161*** 
   

0.022  
(0.031) 

   
(0.077) 

Percent process 

lag 1 

 
0.243*** 

  
0.100 

  
(0.039) 

  
(0.075) 

Percent process 

lag 2 

  
0.191*** 

 
0.119 

   
(0.039) 

 
(0.075) 

Percent process 

lag 3 

   
0.231*** 0.135* 

    
(0.040) (0.071) 

Total assets 0.00001*** 0.00001*** 0.00001*** 0.00001*** 0.00001***  
(0.00000) (0.00000) (0.00000) (0.00000) (0.00000) 

Debt to assets -0.002*** -0.002*** -0.002*** -0.002*** -0.002**  
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) 

Cash flow 

volatility 

-0.001 -0.001 -0.001 -0.002 -0.002 

 
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.002) (0.002) 

Constant -0.376*** -0.322*** -0.313*** -0.322*** -0.285***  
(0.014) (0.017) (0.017) (0.018) (0.022) 

Observations 2615 1884 1810 1717 1336 

R2 0.164 0.184 0.183 0.193 0.204 

Adjusted R2 0.163 0.182 0.182 0.191 0.200 

Residual Std. 

Error 

0.570 (df = 

2610) 

0.572 (df = 

1879) 

0.574 (df = 

1805) 

0.573 (df = 

1712) 

0.575 (df = 

1328) 

F Statistic 128.272*** 

(df = 4; 

2610) 

105.754*** 

(df = 4; 

1879) 

101.362*** 

(df = 4; 

1805) 

102.472*** 

(df = 4; 

1712) 

48.707*** (df 

= 7; 1328) 
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Table 5. Relationship between net profit margin and percent process innovations, mixed innovators.  

Dependent variable is net profit margin. Independent variables are the proportion of all classified patents for a given firm-year 

that are classified as process innovations (calculated as total number of process applications divided by total number of process 

applications plus total number of product applications)  and 1 to 3-year lags thereof, total assets, cash flow volatility (calculated 

as the standard deviation of quarterly operating cash flow over the past three years divided by contemporaneous total assets), and 

debt to assets. Each data point is one firm-year, and the dataset contains only data points from firms that over the course of the 

entire dataset produce at least one process innovation and one product innovation. 

Dependent 

variable: Net 

profit margin 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

Percent process 0.069* 
   

0.010  
(0.036) 

   
(0.075) 

Percent process 

lag 1 

 
0.152*** 

  
0.079 

  
(0.042) 

  
(0.073) 

Percent process 

lag 2 

  
0.101** 

 
0.096 

   
(0.041) 

 
(0.073) 

Percent process 

lag 3 

   
0.148*** 0.104 

    
(0.042) (0.069) 

Total assets 0.00001*** 0.00001*** 0.00001*** 0.00001*** 0.00001***  
(0.00000) (0.00000) (0.00000) (0.00000) (0.00000) 

Debt to assets -0.003*** -0.004*** -0.008*** -0.004*** -0.010***  
(0.001) (0.001) (0.002) (0.001) (0.003) 

Cash flow 

volatility 

-0.001 -0.001 -0.0002 -0.002 -0.0002 

 
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.002) (0.002) 

Constant -0.249*** -0.229*** -0.212*** -0.223*** -0.210***  
(0.017) (0.019) (0.020) (0.020) (0.023) 

Observations 1894 1543 1506 1430 1199 

R2 0.165 0.178 0.181 0.185 0.199 

Adjusted R2 0.163 0.176 0.179 0.183 0.194 

Residual Std. 

Error 

0.564 (df = 

1889) 

0.560 (df = 

1538) 

0.562 (df = 

1501) 

0.561 (df = 

1425) 

0.557 (df = 

1191) 

F Statistic 93.394*** (df 

= 4; 1889) 

83.403*** (df 

= 4; 1538) 

82.912*** (df 

= 4; 1501) 

80.775*** (df 

= 4; 1425) 

42.223*** (df 

= 7; 1191) 
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Table 6. Effects of previous product innovation on the relationship between net profit margin and percent process 

innovations.  

Dependent variable is net profit margin. Independent variables are the proportion of all classified patents for a given firm-year 

that are classified as process innovations (calculated as total number of process applications divided by total number of process 

applications plus total number of product applications)  and 1 to 3-year lags thereof interacted with total number of previous 

product  and process innovations, total assets, cash flow volatility (calculated as the standard deviation of quarterly operating 

cash flow over the past three years divided by contemporaneous total assets), and debt to assets. Each data point is one firm-year, 

and the dataset contains only data points from firms that over the course of the entire dataset produce at least one process 

innovation and one product innovation. Interaction terms involving number of previous process innovations have been omitted 

for conciseness.  
Dependent variable: Net profit margin (1) (2) (3) (4) 

Percent process 0.171*** 
   

 
(0.032) 

   

Percent process lag 1 
 

0.257*** 
  

  
(0.041) 

  

Percent process lag 2 
  

0.196*** 
 

   
(0.040) 

 

Percent process lag 3 
   

0.243***     
(0.041) 

# previous product innovations 0.0002 0.0001 0.00002 0.00002  
(0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001) 

Total assets 0.00001*** 0.00001*** 0.00001*** 0.00001***  
(0.00000) (0.00000) (0.00000) (0.00000) 

Debt to assets -0.002*** -0.002*** -0.002*** -0.002***  
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) 

Cash flow volatility -0.001 -0.001 -0.001 -0.002  
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.002) 

% Process * # prev. product innovations 0.001*** 
   

 
(0.0004) 

   

% Process lag 1 * # prev. product 
innovations 

 
0.001*** 

  

  
(0.0005) 

  

% Process lag 2 * # prev. product 

innovations 

  
0.002*** 

 

   
(0.0005) 

 

% Process lag 3 * # prev. product 
innovations 

   
0.002*** 

    
(0.0005) 

Constant -0.390*** -0.340*** -0.330*** -0.342***  
(0.014) (0.017) (0.018) (0.019) 

Observations 2,615 1,884 1,810 1,717 

R2 0.175 0.198 0.199 0.210 

Adjusted R2 0.173 0.194 0.196 0.207 

Residual Std. Error 0.567 (df = 2606) 0.568 (df = 1875) 0.569 (df = 
1801) 

0.568 (df = 1708) 

F Statistic 69.154*** (df = 8; 2606) 57.732*** (df = 8; 1875) 56.077*** (df = 

8; 1801) 

56.824*** (df = 8; 1708) 
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Chapter 5: Conclusion 
 In this thesis, I present three essays on a variety of corporate finance topics. In Chapter 2, 

I investigated the relationship between cash hoarding and the 2008 financial crisis. I showed that 

the well-documented cash hoarding behavior exhibited in the wake of the crisis was especially 

pronounced for firms who were most likely to suffer from the tighter lending standards found in 

the wake of the crisis and firms that were most vulnerable to missed investments. This result may 

be useful to policy makers in the wake of future financial crises, as it will allow them to focus 

their efforts to spur investment in place of cash hoarding on those firms on those firms most in 

need of assistance. 

In Chapter 3, I investigate how a covenant violation affects the risk of a firm’s equity, and 

how changes in a firm’s equity risk contribute to the well-documented changes in share price 

around a violation. I find that firms that violate a covenant see a sharp increase in their cost of 

equity in the year before a covenant violation, and a sharp decrease in their cost of equity in the 

year after a violation. This reduction in equity risk after the violation is greatest for firms more 

dependent on debt financing, suggesting that shareholders see the changes demanded by 

creditors as a way of preserving the firm’s ability to secure debt financing for future projects. 

While financial rations typically targeted by tighter covenants do frequently improve after a 

violation, we show that the reduction in equity risk does not appear to be driven by these 

improvements, suggesting that creditors may exert their influence through other, less formal 

channels. This paper contributes to our understanding of covenant violations, and shows yet 

another way in which the discipline that debt imposes on a firm can be valuable to shareholders. 
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In Chapter 4, I propose a method for classifying pharmaceutical patents as process or 

product innovations using simple textual analysis techniques. While there has been a significant 

amount of research into the effects of innovation type in this industry on profitability, the sorts of 

questions that can be answered empirically has been significantly limited by the fact that 

virtually all data about innovation types is collected via surveys. My novel classification method 

eliminates many of the downsides of survey data collection. As it uses publicly available US 

patent abstract data, it covers any pharmaceutical firm that files for US patents, eliminates the 

significant costs of administering a survey, allows the examination of innovation at the patent 

level instead of the firm level, and generates an easily updated dataset that allows us to answer 

questions that require significant time series data. We then reproduce some common survey-

based results about innovation type and profitability, and move on to demonstrate the novel 

result that the influence of current innovation type on profitability is heavily mediated by a firm’s 

previous innovative activities. 
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Appendices for Chapter 2 

 

Appendix 1. Construction of Regression Variables 

 

Variable Calculation 

Dependent variables  

Cash level Cash and short term 

investments(t)/Assets(t) 

Change in cash (Cash(t) - Cash(t-1))/Assets(t) 

Proportion of current operating 

cash flow saved 

(Cash(t) - Cash(t-1) - Financing 

cashflow(t))/ Operating 

cashflow(t) 

Cash Flow Volatility  

Historical standard deviation of 

cash flow 

Stdev(Cash flow from 

operations, past 3 years) / 

mean(Assets, past 3 years) 

Historical coefficient of 

variation of cash flow 

Stdev(Cash flow from 

operations, past 3 years) / 

mean(Cash flow from 

operations, past 3 years) 

Opportunity cost of shortfalls  

Industry Relative R&D (R&D expenditures / assets) / 

industry mean( R&D / assets) 

Droebtz lifecycle measure Firm-years are classified 

according to the  the signs of 

their operational, investment, 

and financing cash flows. Exact 

procedure can be found in 

Drobetz (2016) 

Interaction between volatility 

and opportunity costs 

Chosen volatility measure  * 

opportunity cost variable (one 

interaction term for each 

opportunity cost variable) 
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Controls  

Creditworthiness  

Debt to assets (Current debt + long term debt) 

/ total assets 

Credit Rating Compustat bond rating 

Asset Tangibility Property, plant and equipment/ 

total assets 

Industry indicator variables Indicator for each 2 digit SIC 

code 

Cost/benefit of holding cash  

Cash level See above 

Cash Flow Net cash flow from operations / 

total assets 

Disbursements  

Indicator for dividend payment 

in last 3 years 

 

Indicator for repurchase in last 

3 years 

 

Mean historical dividend 

payment per period, last 3 years 

 

Mean historical repurchase per 

period, last 3 years 

 

Current dividend payment (only 

use with change in cash) 

 

Current repurchase payment 

(only use with change in cash) 

 

Capital Market Activity  

Indicator for security issuance COMPUSTAT Items 108 or 111 

>0 

Net cash flow from financing 

activities 

Net cash flow from financing 

activities / total assets 
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Appendices for Chapter 4 

Appendix A. Stock opening phrases.  

This table provides a complete list of the stock opening phrases that were removed from the start 

of patent application abstracts before they were further processed.  

"Disclosed is" "Disclosed are" 

"provided is" "provided are" 

"described are" "described is" 

"provided herein is" "provided herein are" 

"described herein are" "disclosed herein are" 

"The invention concerns" "The invention provides" 

"The invention relates to" "This invention" 

"The invention" "The present disclosure" 

"The present invention pertains to" "The present invention comprises" 

"The present invention concerns" "The present invention describes" 

"The present invention discloses" "The present invention is" 

"The present invention is concerned with" "The present invention is directed to" 

"The present invention is related to" "The present invention provides" 

"The present invention relates to" "The present invention creates" 

"The present invention is drawn to" "The present invention relates" 

"The present invention provide" "The present invention features" 

"This invention pertains to" "This invention comprises" 

"This invention concerns" "This invention describes" 

"This invention discloses" "This invention is" 

"This invention is concerned with" "This invention is directed to" 

"This invention is related to" "This invention provides" 

"This invention relates to" "This invention creates" 

"This invention is drawn to" "This invention relates" 

"This invention provide" "This invention features" 

"The invention pertains to" "The invention comprises" 

"The invention describes" "The invention discloses" 

"The invention is" "The invention is concerned with" 

"The invention is directed to" "The invention is related to" 

"The invention creates" "The invention is drawn to" 

"The invention relates" "The invention provide" 

"The invention features" "The current invention pertains to" 

"The current invention comprises" "The current invention concerns" 

"The current invention describes" "The current invention discloses" 

"The current invention is" "The current invention is concerned 

with" 
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"The current invention is directed to" "The current invention is related to" 

"The current invention provides" "The current invention relates to" 

"The current invention creates" "The current invention is drawn to" 

"The current invention relates" "The current invention provide" 

"The current invention features" "the present application pertains to" 

"the present application comprises" "the present application concerns" 

"the present application describes" "the present application discloses" 

"the present application is" "the present application is concerned 

with" 

"the present application is directed to" "the present application is related to" 

"the present application provides" "the present application relates to" 

"the present application creates" "the present application is drawn to" 

"the present application relates" "the present application provide" 

"the present application features" "This application pertains to" 

"This application comprises" "This application concerns" 

"This application describes" "This application discloses" 

"This application is" "This application is concerned with" 

"This application is directed to" "This application is related to" 

"This application provides" "This application relates to" 

"This application creates" "This application is drawn to" 

"This application relates" "This application provide" 

"This application features" "This disclosure pertains to" 

"This disclosure comprises" "This disclosure concerns" 

"This disclosure describes" "This disclosure discloses" 

"This disclosure is" "This disclosure is concerned with" 

"This disclosure is directed to" "This disclosure is related to" 

"This disclosure provides" "This disclosure relates to" 

"This disclosure creates" "This disclosure is drawn to" 

"This disclosure relates" "This disclosure provide" 

"This disclosure features" "There is described" 

"There is disclosed" "There is presented" 

"There is provided" "There are described" 

"There are disclosed" "There are presented" 

"There are provided" "It has been found that" 

"It has been discovered that" "A subject of the invention" 

"according to the invention there is 

provided" 

"A system and method are described for" 

"A method and apparatus for" "According to the invention, there is 

provided" 

"Systems and methods for" "A method and system are disclosed for" 

"An apparatus and method for" "Compositions and methods for" 

"Methods and compositions for" "A method is provided" 
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"Disclosed herein is" "The present invention includes" 

"The present application relates to" "Methods are provided for" 

"The disclosure relates to" 
 

 

Appendix B. Process innovation classifying phrases.  

Patent applications whose abstracts started with one of these phrases after the removal of the 

stock opening phrases listed in Appendix A were classified as process innovations 

"A process for" "A multistep" 

"a new process" "methods are provided 

for" 

"a new synthesis" "a process for" 

"a novel process" "an improved process" 

"a synthesis" "preparation of" 

"an industrially advantageous process" "synthesis of" 

"process for synthesizing" "total synthesis" 

"The intermediates" "synthetic process" 

"processes for" "a multi-step" 

"the production" "a process is described 

for" 

"a novel process for the manufacture" "a process is provided 

for" 

"a process is disclosed for" "a total synthesis" 

"a process to produce" "an asymmetric 

synthesis" 

"a total asymmetric synthesis" "method and apparatus 

for" 

"an improved process" "methods for 

producing" 

"method for producing" "methods and reagents" 
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Appendix C. Product Innovation classifying phrases. Patent applications whose abstracts 

started with one of these phrases after the removal of the stock opening phrases listed in 

Appendix A were classified as product innovations. 

"new compounds" "a compound" 

"compounds of" "a pharmaceutical" 

"a compound" "a chemical compound" 

"a medicament" "a composition" 

"the use of" "a medication" 

"a method for treat" "a method of treat" 

"a new use" "a novel method for treat" 

"a physiologically active" "derivatives" 

"amino acid derivatives" "composition" 

"compound" "a novel class" 

"a novel compound" "novel [[:digit:]]" 

"isolated" "pharmaceutical" 

"poly" "the use of" 

"susbstituted" "the compound" 

"the treatment" "therapeutic" 

"a combination" "compositions" 

"novel compounds" "use of" 

"a controlled release" "a method is disclosed for 

treat" 
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